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ARMOUR-GEDDON
Post-Holocaust: A power crazed entity desires control of earth. They develop an energy beam and

intend to bounce it off a custom-built satellite back to earth . All unprotected life will be wiped out.

You select and control up to six diverse hi-tech vehicles at once in a race against time to seek and

destroy enemy power lines and eventually knock out their beam generator.

Build up your arsenal by collecting enemy resources to help develop and create your own new

weapon systems.

Featuring a sophisticated head-to-head serial link enabling 'being-there' realism between two players.

Armour-Geddon: Strategy and simulation synthesized to perfection.

Screen Shots from the Amiga version.

Psygnosis and their Molotato Madness
Against the clock, you use your chemical tendencies to build
molecules out of atoms provided.

And don't be surprised if the very atom you don't need will be the
one you're given to use next. . . Pray for a Joker Atom!

If you don't look like a mad scientist now, you will by the time

you've tackled ATOMINO!

Op and fltoml
Screen Shots from the Amiga Version

PSYGNOSIS

29 Saint Mary's Court,

Brookline, MA 02146

Telephone: (617) 731-3553

Fax:(617)731-8379
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Beauty and Functionality Redefined

SERIESE A500-HD+
The Next Generation in Amiga' 500 Add-On Peripherals

Turn your A500" into a

Serious andMore Fun

Computing Tool Today!

GVP's New SERIES II
A500-HD+ is The Ultimate in

Hard Drive, Memory and
Expandability for your Amiga 5
Major features include:

Leading Edge

Same high-tech custom VLSI and
FAA4STROM u features as GVP's new

Series IIA2000 SCSI-RAM Products.

Foresight

Unique new "Mini-Slot"7" brings out
all the A500 expansion bus signals,
allowing for exciting future expansion
options-the only intelligent
alternative to risky "Pass-Through"
functionality.

Reliability
Includes internal fan to keep you cool
and robust power supply ensuring your
A500 power supply will not be
overloaded. GVP will not compromise

on quality and reliability!

Memory Expansion

Internal RAM Expansion up to
8MB using easy-to-install SIMM

memory modules.

Sleek
Custom injection-molded styling

perfectly matches your A500 for
unequaled beauty and elegance, setting
a new standard for A500 peripherals.

State-of-the-Art
New l"-high internal hard disk drive;
available from 40MB through 100MB.

Performance

Provides no-compromise hard disk

performance which until now has
never been seen on the A500.

Seeing is Believing

Take one for a Test "Drive" at your
nearest GVP Dealer today!

Call for Special End-User

Trade-Up Details!

Take a Look under the Hood

Game Switch: Enables RAM while

r enabling full game compatibility.

? External SCSI Port Allows up to 7

SCSI devices to be attached.

- 1"-High Factory-installed Hard Disk

' Drive: 40MB through 100MB.
> "Mini-Slot": For future

expansion options.

. GVP's Custom VLSI Chip.

■ GVP's F--AASTROM SCSI Driver.

► Internal RAM Expansion: Up to 8MB

Internal Fan: Keeps you running cool

Dedicated Universal Input Power Supply:

' Included.

■> Reinforced 86-PIN Card Edge Connector

Educational pricing program now available.

Series li. FAASTROM and GVP are trademarks o! Great Valley Products, Inc.
Amiga and A500 are f&gistered trademarks ol Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC.

600 Clark Avenue, King of Prussia, PA 19406

For more information, or for nearest dealer, call today. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Tel. (215) 337-8770 • FAX (215) 337-9922

For Consumers Circle #115 on the Reader Service Card For Dealers Circle #156 on the Reader Service Card
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CINNAMONu Toxst Fovits
Shereff Systems proudly releases the first alternate

color fonts for yourAmiga's ToasterCG. Original

dimensional multi-color fonts created in 24-bit color

values and converted to Toaster 16-bit video color

fonts. These great looking fonts are sure to enhance

yourbottom line. Set 1 pictured, set 2 is also available.

Now you can have high resolution anti-aliased video

fonts at your command with most Amiga software

programs. Our highly acclaimed Pro Video series

fonts now in standard Amiga file structure for use in

programs like Deluxe PaintandotherAmigasoftware.

The first Amiga file fonts to come standard with anti

aliasing.

BREAD&BUTTERFONTS
The first alternate fonts available for yourAmiga's

ToasterCG. Our popular anti-aliased Pro Video series

fonts have been converted to toaster fonts. These are

full-size toaster fonts in their original ProVideo sizes

(No half-pint conversion!). Now you can have Nova,

Headline, Network, Encore, Europa, and many other

great Pro Video font styles to toast with.

SUITE G

BEAVERTON, OR

97006

(503) 626-2022

Pro Video, Video Fonts, Bread & Butter Fonts, and Cinnamon
Fonts are trademarks of Shereff Systems Inc. Amiga is a

trademark of Commodore Amiga Inc. Video Toaster and
ToasterCG are trademarks of New Tek Inc. Deluxe Paint is a
trademark of Electronic Arts, Inc.
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1972,AN ELITE AIRCO
FLEW OVER VIETNAM
FLY WITH THE BRAVE
AND THE BOLD.

Ujv

Off you go Id adventure, danger

and excitement.

Feel the adrenaline lack in asyou

scream down the canier nmway.

You're up! And so is your squadron

- ofF-4's. Now nothing can stopyou

—except the deadlyfirefrom those

MiG 21"s, SAMs and anti-aircraft

flak.

Experience the raw emotion

and harrowing danger of

intense air combat over North

Vietnam in this simulation

based on Stephen Coonts'best-

selling novel, Flight oftfie

Intruder. Authenticated by

Vietnam pilots who flew in the

Linebacker

Campaign of

1972,you

won't find

any other

simulation so

like the real

thing.

Select

from multi

ple missions

or map out

your own

using the

mission

creator. r

Control

up to

eight air-
Miiiion accomplished! Now back Craft (hit-
to Yankee Station to plan your

neit ottadt. mg one

mission (four A-6 Intruder

bombers and four F-4

Screens ihown are IBM EGA. Others may mrv.
(opvrighl © 19B4 Stephen P Coonis. All Rights Rese/wd.
Flight of the intrude! and Spectrum HoloByte are I rod ema ki

of Sphere, Int. Olhet products ore trademarks of their

rispiitiw holdari.

Spectrum HoloByte
2061 Challenger Dr., Alameda, CA 94501 (415) 522-0107

Circle #149 on the Reader Service Card

Zero in on the MiG, before he

zeros In on you.

Phantom fighter interceptors.)

Switch from the A-6

to F-4 cockpit anytime.

Thirty-four dif

ferent targets pro

vide new challenges

ever)' time you take

to the sky. Aerial

photos

provide

a pre

view

of the target zones. For contin

uous challenges,

choose from 16 vari

ables to determine the

level of difficulty. Get

Flight of the Intruder7

now and watch for the

full-length motion pic

ture coming this summer.

Available for IBM in CGA, EGA and 16-color VGA.
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.info strives to be

a clear voice for

Amiga users and a

showcase for the

talented people and

exceptional prod- .

ucts of the Amiga

computer commu

nity. Everything in

this magazine (except for some of the ads)

is digitally created, edited, and color sepa

rated as complete pages on Amigas run

ning off-the-shelf software and peripherals,

and output directly to film.

The Isl magu/im: produced cnlirelv with personal computers.



Alt photographs are of

actual DCTV streens.

The Future Is Here
▲ Paint, digitize and display full color NTSC video graphics on any Amiga.

▲ Capture a video frame in 10 seconds from any color video camera. (Also

works with still video cameras, video disk and still frame capable VCR's.)

▲ Display and capture full color 24 bit high resolution images.

▲ Convert D&V™ images to or from anyilFf
display format (including HAM and 24 bit).

A Paint, digitize and conversion software

: areallIncluded. ( S

▲ Works With all popular 3D programs.

▲ Animate in full NTSC color.

' Min. 1 Meg. required

DCTV "(Digital Composite Television) is a revolutionary new video display and digitizing system for

the Amiga. Using the Amiga's chip memory as its frame buffer memory, DCTV'creates a full color NTSC display

with all the color and resolution of television. Sophisticated true color video paint, digitizing and image processing

software are all combined into one easy to use package included with DCTV ™ DCTV "also works with all popular

3D programs to create full color animations that can be played back in real time.

DIGITAL
Circle #107 on the Reader Service CardE A T O N S Circle #107 on the Reader

2865 Sunrise Boulevard Suite 103 Rancho Cordova CA 95742 Telephone 916/344-4825 FAX 916/635-0475

©1990 Digital Creations. Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Patents applied for.



.info Monitor

This is a

guest editorial

by Mike Levin of the

Philadelphia Amiga Users Group.

GOING BACK TO SCHOOL

W hat happens when a user
group is coupled with a school that is in

need of support? We have seen it hap

pen with universities (as with our own

Philadelphia Amiga Users Group and

the Virginia Polytechnic Institute), but

how about primary and secondary

schools? We've all heard of the occa

sional instructor who fights the system to

obtain an Amiga for the classroom. But

think of the good things that could hap

pen when the efforts of these special

teachers are combined with the volun-

teerism that is demonstrated in Amiga

user groups.

My vision is for schools that are inter

ested in the creative power of the Amiga

computer to be adopted by local Amiga

user groups. This would provide a base

for student extracurricular activities, a

source for professional guest speakers

for the classroom, free technical assis

tance for the school, possible meeting

places for the user group, and a recruit

ing pool for group membership. Every

one benefits!

A logical extension to these coopera

tive activities would be for the students,

teachers, and user group members to

engage in audio/visual projects together.

Public access television could be the

medium for sharing the results with the

community, providing both a justification

for these activities and a tremendous

esteem-boost for the kids involved. The

creative potential of students (empowered

by the Amiga computer) coupled with the

volunteerism of user groups mates per

fectly with the program-hungry public

access channels of cable television.

All we need is a school to serve as a

mode! and some people to get the

momentum going. We're in luck. We

happen to have several outstanding

models and some superb people. The

user group adopt-a-school idea is by no

means my own. In fact, it has been inde

pendently suggested and actively initi

ated by several others, including PAUG

members Jack Schwartz and Stuart

Goldman, and Sid Schaudies and Chuck

Cave of the Central Ohio Amiga Users'

Group. Here's just one example of

what's already being done:

Stephen Schneider of the Sherwood

Alternative Middle School heads a tab

consisting of 18 Amiga 2000s. where he

teaches digital art to over 650 students.

On April 17th. the school was adopted

by the Central Ohio Amiga Users'

Group. The event coincided with an arti

cle in USA Today that talked about

Stephen Schneider and his use of the

Mandala virtual reality system. Stephen

and the user group have already pro

duced a program for their local public

access TV channel and are working on

a second. Sid Schaudies. the Secretary

of the user group, is excited about this

three-tiered approach involving user

groups, schools, and public access tele

vision.

To educators and people outside the

Amiga community, activities like this

often sound unmanageable and expen

sive. We know better. It works when

three vital elements are present: a user

group with active members, a school

with an involved teacher and Amiga

facilities, and a public access TV chan

nel. I believe that almost all students

would be excited to participate in such

activities, especially if they were incor

porated into the curriculum.

Clearly, getting the Amiga into educa

tion is good for the Amiga and good for

the kids. But how do we make it happen?

First of all. we need some leadership

and some schools to serve as models.

We've already got that with people like

Sid Schaudies and Stephen Schneider.

Next, we need to make it happen in

more places. That requires recruiting the

help of all the Amiga crusaders out

there. (You know who you are!} Teach

ers who own their own Amigas are one

of our most important assets, but without

help, such teachers simply can't win the

battle to get Amigas into their schools. If

we can get educational magazines,

newspapers, and local TV stations to do

stories of the successes of our model

schools, that will help. Lets not forget

the communication power of electronic

bulletin boards and the university-

oriented supernetworks. User group

newsletter exchange programs can also

help spread the word.

And let's not forget our partner in this

proposition; Commodore. They are

proving their commitment to education

with such products as the CDTV multi

media platform, AmigaVision authoring

system, and UNIX. They have also

launched programs like the Amiga Stu

dent On-Campus Consultants (currently

working at several dozen colleges), the

AmigaVision Script Contest, and the

education purchase program. All of

these are compatible with the user

group adopt-a-school movement pro

posed here. This program will take only

a minimum commitment on Com

modore's part. All we ask is some offi

cial acknowledgement from Com

modore, and maybe some promotional

literature to make the efforts of active

user groups more effective.

Those interested in becoming

involved in a user group 'adopt-a-school'

program should write to: Philadelphia

Amiga Users Group, PO Box 21186,

Philadelphia, PA 19154-0386, or contact

me electronically on the PAUG BBS at

215-632-8312.

- Mike Levin

8 .info JULY 1991



"They think they've

hey AIN'T Seen Nothin' Yet!
era] H. Norman "The Bear" Schwarzkopf.
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Brigade Commander is a
realtime war game pitting

the player against a computer

opponent. It thinks and acts

on its own, in real time. Based

on a hexagonal grid mapboard,

units maneuver and attack under

their respective commanders.

Brigade Commander has a built in

unit/scenario editor, and allows for
multi-screen maps. It also utilizes full

digitized sound, and has animated
weapon firing.

Z Time Tactical War Simulater
Desert Storm Data Disk Included

DEVELOPMENT INC.

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE FOR

THE COMPUTER INSIDE L

Sales and Support 608-277-8071

BBS Support 608-277-8072

FAX 608-277-8073

B1X Support under

TTR.Support leader Servict
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ILverybody knows that Amiga

games are probably the best games for

personal computers, as far as graphics,

sound, and animation go. But they lack

a great deal when compared to IBM-PC

games. I just bought two new games

and brought them home only to find that

they don't run on my Amiga 3000. (1)

Why do IBM games run regardless of

whether you have an XT, AT, or 386? (2)

Why do IBM users have the luxury of in

stalling their games on a hard drive? (3)

Why can't game publishers treat the ma

chines equally? Cm pretty fed up with

games that have to be booted from flop

py and won't run if your drive is just a

hair too slow or too fast. Sure, Amiga

games are great, but publishers have a

long way to go before they'll get any

more of my money.

- David Prothero. Centralia, WA

Here goes: (I j IBM games are generally

written for the lowest common demonlnator

(CGA graphics. 8088 cpu, & 640K RAM).

but games requiring expansion arc becom

ing more common. IBM users now have to

read the boxes pretty carefully. (2) It's more

of an issue in the IBM market because more

IBM users have hard drives. (3) The answer

is Money. Game publishers look mostly to

the bottom line, and IBM games are where

the vast majority of their sales are. More

and more, games arc being written for IBM

and then ported, sometimes with enhance

ments, sometimes without. Traditionally,

users ofCommodore equipment have been

regarded as more likely to pirate software

(true or not. that is the unfortunate percep

tion), which accounts for the heavier protec

tion. Publishers are finally realizing the er

ror of their thinking and are both dropping

on-disk copy protection and adding hard

drive installation routines. Things are get

ting better, hut it's a long process.

- Hi mi & Mark

1 hink globally, act locally.
That, I believe, is the key to promoting

the Amiga. The Amiga is finally being

recognized by the mainstream computer

press. Magazines like Byte, InfoWortd

and even MacWorid are mentioning it.

But still, the word is not getting to every

one. Writing letters to magazines is one

of the easiest ways anyone can help

make changes. If you see an article on

video that doesn't mention the Amiga,

tell them that they aren't telling their

readers the full story and ask why. If you

see a buyers' guide for home comput

ers, check to see if the Amiga 500 is

mentioned. If not, write and tell them it

was missed. Remember, creative and

intelligent people brought the Amiga to

where it is today: not fanatics, not mar

keting, but people willing to try new and

different ideas.

- Zoltan Hunt, Beeton, Ontario, Canada

Well said! Yelling, screaming, cursing Apple

and IBM, and acting all the while like some

sort of irrational zealot is the surest way to

rum people off to what you have to say. The

advice you give is precisely what we Amiga-

philes need to do to promote ourfavorite

machines. It's not going to happen over

night, hut if we keep plugging away, writing

and talking, the Amiga will surely succeed.

- Mark & Benn

1 purchased an Amiga 2000
about two years ago and not until now

have I realized 1 have a problem. I

bought a game called Codename Ice

man and it wouldn't work on my comput

er, but it would on a friend's Amiga 500.

So, I checked to see if I could find out

what was wrong with my computer. The

problem was that I had no fast memory.

Usually, when a game doesn't work on

my 2000, I put a higher stack size in the

startup-sequence and then it works. It

didn't work this time. I can't animate in

Deluxe Paint, either. Is it the same prob

lem? What would be the best way to fix

this problem, more memory?

- Chad Tysinger, Lexington, NC

You're right. You need more memory. Your

Amiga 2000 came equipped with one mega

byte ofRAM (random access memory),

which at one time would have meant you'd

have 512K ofchip RAM and 512K offast

RAM. Bur most Amigas built in the last cou

ple ofyears come with a "Fatter Agnus"

chip which allocates the entire first mega

byte as chip RAM. Chip RAM is used by the

Amiga's special coprocessor chips for gra

phics, animation, and sound, and this is why

Commodore made the change (and why they

ship two megabytes of chip RAM with the

A3000i. Unfortunately, some older programs

were written so that they expected at least

some fast RAM in the system. All expansion

RAM isfast RAM, so ifyou plug in a RAM

expansion card ofany size, you'll he set.

- Benn & Mark

I was just looking through my

old issues of .info and came across the

first copy I ever had, #23 from 1988. It

changed me forever. I had never known

what an Amiga was until a friend with a

C64 gave the magazine to me. I was

shocked. I thought a Mattel Intellivision

was "lots of fun". Your magazine has

raised me up to appreciate the Amiga

as it really is, the greatest entertain

ment device known to mankind. Thank

you for a super magazine, and a super

machine.

- John Erickson, Las Vegas, NV

While we can't take credit for the Amiga, we

can say thanks for this issue's ".info is

Great" letter! We didn't know we were

changing lives! We might also add that,

while the Amiga is certainly a terrific enter

tainment device, we would expand the de

scription to say it's a super productivity ma

chine, ton. - Mark & Benn
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Electronic Warfare Station

Offensive Weapons Station

MEGAFORTRESS
-SEliING NOVEL

t's the enemy's worst nightmare: a nearly-invisible heavy bomber, carrying enough firepower to destroy

the most heavily defended installation in the world.

Forget run-of-the-mill flight simulators. Megafortress is in a class by itself: a radically modified B52H

Stratofortress, with radar-absorbing fibersteel skin and enough state-of-the-art sensory and weapons

systems to jam and blast its way into any target on earth.

It's a huge, complex aircraft that demands attention to a dizzying array of tasks. Your mission isn't simply to

fly Megafortress; yourjob is to deliver 200 tonsofdeath and destruction across 5000 miles of unfriendly airspace

and eliminate a specific, heavily-defended target, all the while keeping your location a secret. To succeed, you

must master the four different stations that control Megafortress' systems.

You're not just a Pilot, responsible for takeoff and landing, mid-air refueling and other basic maneuvers. As

Navigator you'll plot a course halfway around the world, keeping the

mission on track; as Electronic Warfare Officer you're glued to a

k radar scope, hunting for threats, jamming signals, keeping the

aircraft hidden; as Offensive Weapons Officer you have massive

firepower at your disposal: air-to-air missiles, anti-

radar missiles, and air mine rockets for defense, and

a 3,000 lb TV/infrared guided glide bomb for the

final attack.

With missions designed by Dale Brown,

B-52 navigator and best-selling author,

Megafortress isn't just another flight

simulator; it's an adventure in the real

ity of strategic air assault today.

THREE-SIXTY PACIFIC, <Ht

21055.8A5COM AYE. STE. 380

408 879 9144

TO ORDER: VIS!T YOUR RETAILER OR CALL

BOO 245-4525 IN THE USA AND CANADA

Multi-position bomber

simulation with Pilot, Navi

gator, Electronic Warfare

and Offensive Weapons.

Complete electronic counter-

measures mirror current

"stealth" technology.

Multiple missions designed

by Dale Brown in 3 different

geographical areas: Iraqi

Kuwait, eastern USSR, and

USAF Red Flag training

center.

Arsenal includes air-to-air

and air-to-ground missiles,

anti-radar missiles, air mine

rockets, standard high-

explosive "iron" bombs, and

a 3,000 Ib TVlinfrand

guided glide bombs.

Terrain guidance radar

screens operating at realtime

speed.

Full 256 color VGA graphics

in a 3D world with universal

camera angles.

Sound Blaster and AdLib

sound.

Package includes Dale

Brown's bestselitng novel,

Flight of the Old Dog.
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NEW U C T S

Montage of

textures and

images

from the

ImageCELs

CD-ROM

CD

e are beginning to see

more Amiga-compatible CD-ROMs

these days. The latest is ImageCELs, a

huge collection - about 1150 - of texture

maps and images. This is actually a

multiplatform CD-ROM, with all of the

images repeated in different formats for

different machines: 256 color IFF. GIF,

.PCX, .116 (the Intel D.V.I, format), .CEL

(Lumena), TGA 16/24/32-bit, TIFF 8/24-

bit, Apple PICT2 24-bit, and .DIB 8-bit

for Windows 3.0. The images are

divided up into subdirectories, making it

easier to wade through them to find

what you need. Another point to be

made about the textures is that they are

seamless. In other words, you can repli

cate an image, such as stone, and not

have lines where the pieces are joined

together. Some of the categories of

images include brick, marble, metal,

roofing, tiles, and even people. Price for

the CD is $395 and It's from Imagetects,

7200 Bollinger Road, #802, San Jose,

CA 95129. 408-252-5487.

OH FORTY

e have recently found out

about a new 68040 accelerator for the

A2000 series. The Fusion-Forty comes

with 4 megs of 32-bit RAM onboard and

is expandable to 16 and 32 megabyte (!)

configurations. Some of the benchmarks

we've seen are impressive, claiming a

speed of 25 Mhz and 3.5+ MFLOPS. It's

built on a 6-layer board with separate

power and ground planes. It includes a

hardware switch if you need to disable it

and go back to using your original 68000

processor. Base price for the unit with 4

megs of RAM installed is $2995. The

accelerator comes from RCS Manage

ment, 120 McGill St., Montreal, PQ

Canada H2Y 2E5. 514-871-4924.

FOURTH DIMENSION PRO

/x dspec Programming has
released a companion product to

Draw4D, their structured drawing pack

age. While Draw4D is primarily aimed at

the desktop publishing market, Draw4D-

Pro is targeted at desktop video. In

addition to what Draw4D does, Draw4D-

Pro also has the ability to use bitmaps

as textures, which can be wrapped, pro

jected, or tiled onto objects. The number

of lights that can be used is unlimited.

Gouraud shading can be used to elimi

nate the polygonal look of some objects,

and images can be saved in 24-bit files

that can be used in framebuffers. The

software also incorporates an Eyepath

option for setting the viewpoints for ani

mations, making it idea! for architectural

flythroughs. Draw4D-Pro also has a new

animation technique it calls Multi Level

Deforms; it allows the animator to

change the size, position, etc. of poly

gons and then automatically generate

the tween frames. The Deforms can be

combined with other animation tech

niques so you could have objects rotat

ing, translating, and deforming simulta

neously. One of the more interesting

features is the ability to use multiple

spaces, which Adspec calls the equiva

lent of multiple pages in page layout

software. It means you can create any

number of "spaces", which could either

be used as independent areas (a sort of

3-dimensional portfolio), or as one large

area for very large scenes. Cost is $349,

and registered owners of Draw4D can

upgrade for $100. 1405 N. Ellsworth

Avenue, Salem, OH 44460. 216-337-

3325.

©UTE TITLE

1 would like to know who
started all this weird spelling for software

titles. It's so out of control these days

that no one knows how to spell, capital

ize, or punctuate any of the things. The

latest example is ©opyright. a new disk

archiver from InnerPrise (see, there's

another one!). Anyway, we'll refer to the

software from here on as Copyright.

{No, not CopyRight, not COPYright, not

CopyRighT, and most definitely not ©.)

Among the features are routines to

check drive speed and alignment, check

the disk media, erase a disk, and format

a disk (it claims 34 seconds to do it).

Copyright also comes with a special disk

to clean your drive heads. $49.95. 128

Cockeysville Road, Hunt Valley, MD

21030.301-785-2266.

TOASTER SOLUS

ewTek has announced a

standalone Video Toaster at a price of

$3995. In reality, it's a Toaster installed

in an A2000 (with NewTek labels pasted

over the Amiga ones) equipped with 5

megs of RAM, with the Toaster software

on a 52 meg hard drive. It doesn't

include a timebase corrector (TBC),

though NewTek has one available for an

additional $995. The interesting thing to

note is that the word 'Amiga' appears

nowhere in either the slick brochure or in

the press release. 215 S.E. Eighth

Street, Topeka, KS 66603. 913-354-

1146. ,»
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NEW U C T S

Learning

to make

things

move in

Animation 101

li here have been a goodly
number of tutorial videotapes over the

Amiga's lifetime, and the best we've

seen lately is one called Animation 101,

from Myriad Visual Adventures. It con

tains very practical, down-to-earth

advice on how to create an animation

using off-the-shelf Amiga software and

hardware (primarily Deluxe Paint III).

The information is presented in an enter

taining way and the techniques are

clearly explained. Some of the methods

are a little different from what you might

expect, but all of them keep the goal of a

finished animation clearly in the fore

front. If your dealer doesn't have the

tape, it's available for $35 from Myriad

Visual Adventures, 1210 N. W. 79th

Street, Oklahoma City, OK 73114.

DELTA SOUND

n ew from Deltaware Prod

ucts is A-Sound Elite, a complete

reworking of the company's previously

released A-Sound 2.0. This sample edit

ing software has a couple of features

that look like they'll make working with

digitized sound samples easier than

ever. Most notable is an Undo feature,

something that should be standard

equipment on nearly everything. It also

supports sequencing, recording to disk

in realtime, ARexx, flexible resampling,

special effects, and, most important of

all, stereo in all operations. The software

will work directly with the Perfect Sound

3.0 digitizer, and will create multi-octave

instruments for Sonix and DMCS. Sam

ples can be played back at rate over

10OKbytes per second. Files can be

saved in the standard 8SVX IFF or RAW

formats, though there's also a propri

etary format called ASF. The novelty of

the ASF format is that it doesn't require

a player program in order to play back

the sounds; the player is built into each

file. No price had been set at presstime.

3148 Kingston Road, Suite 202, Box

395, Toronto, ON Canada M1M 1P4.

416-431-2047.

SO WHERE'S THE TROPHY?

1.st Prize Toasted Fonts is

the latest font collection we've seen for

the Video Toaster. This batch comes

from Lion Kuntz, who's been known for

his Amiga fonts for a number of years

now. It is comprised of 228 fonts and

retails for $349.95. The fonts are also

available broken up into five smaller

packages retailing for $69.95 each.

Allied Studios makes particular note that

the typefaces "conform to the public's

expectations and remembrance of what

the letters are supposed to look like,"

which means that the fonts are on a par

with the characters you see on commer

cial TV. Allied Studios has also released

a collection of 600 Amiga Fonts, which

is comprised of six disks crammed to the

write-protect with fonts. The bitmap fonts

themselves have been converted from

the PD collections distributed to the

Macintosh community by B.M.U.G., the

Bay Area Mac User Group. Allied has

redone each font in The Calligrapherto

make sure they work properly and are

spaced correctly. 482 Hayes Street, San

Francisco, CA 94102. 415-863-1781.

RGB VIDEO

R GB Computer & Video con

tinues their line of high-quality, profes

sionally-oriented desktop video products

with AmiLink/Cl. The software is

designed to use with Consumer-

Industrial video equipment, which is

probably where the Cl of the title comes

from. The list of VCRs and camcorders it

handles is far too long to list here, but

includes all the popular makes and mod

els. It has sophisticated editing controls,

edit list input and output, a pro

grammable GPI trigger, and time-code

capability with +/- 1 frame accuracy.

RGB has also added software control for

the Toaster.

Depending on what combination of

software and hardware you need, the

price will be in the $1000.00 neighbor

hood. 3944 Florida Blvd., Suite 4, Palm

Beach Gardens, FL 33410. 407-622-

0138.

SAFETY NET

\mi-Back is the latest hard
drive backup utility we've seen on the

market. The most notable feature is the

scheduler, which will let you perform

unattended backups {unless someone

has come up with a disk changer,

though, you'll be limited to using the

scheduler when backing up from hard

drive to another hard drive or to tape).

There are also options for file exclu

sions, datestamping, renaming files, and

so on. It claims to be fast, with an aver

age time of 43 seconds to fill a floppy.

There are separate versions on the disk

for Workbench 1.3 and 2.0. $79.95.

Moonlighter Software Development,

3208-C East Colonial Drive, Suite 204,

Orlando, Fl 32803. 407-628-3005.
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From its origins in the schools

of Great Britain in the nineteenth

century, soccer became known

as association football, and from

the twentieth century onwards,

spread throughout the world to

become WORLD CLASS

SOCCER". Only North America

held out, but in the last decade

even that bastion has shown

signs of change with the stars of

Europe and South America

travelling to New York, Florida

and Chicago to compete in the

game, which, beyond all doubt,

is the world game.

Now, at last, you have the

chance to play the football game

that outsold all others in the U.K.

during the 1990 World Cup.

Authentic game action.

Choice of formations,

variable skill, speed and

aggression levels.

Full team seeding system.

Take your team to the Finals.

Choose your team from a real

squad of players.

Battle through authentic

league andknock outphases

all the way to the final.

• Unique playing features,

variable match duration

(2 minutes to 48 minutes).

T. V. style presentation.

Screen shots are only intended to be illustrative of the

game play and not the screen graphics which vary

considerably between different formats in quaiily and

appearance and are subject to the computers specifications.

TO ORDER:

See your local retail

or call 1-800-245-7744

Copyright © U.S. GOLD LIMITED. All rights reserved.
Manufactured and distributed by U.S. Cold Ltd, Units 23

Holford Wjy, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX, England.

Copyright subsists on this program, uruuthorizi'a copying.

lending or resale by any means strictly prohibited.

FROM THE HOME OF SOCCER

COMES THE WORLD'S

MOSTAUTHENTIC SIMULATION

U.S. COLD LIMITED, 550S. Winchester

Boulevard, Suite 200, San Jose, CA 95128

USA. Tel: 0101 408 246 6607.

Available on

Amiga& PC
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NEW U C T S

Amiga

displaying

PostScript

output

onscreen

IfeWtari 3.1.
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SUPPORT

/C ac//ca/ Eye Software has
released a major revision of their stan

dard-setting typesetting software,

Amiga TeX. The biggest change is

onscreen PostScript display, for both

PostScript fonts (Type 3 and hinted Type

1) and graphics. These fonts and graph

ics are automatically rendered for the

screen display or for any printer. This

version is compatible with TeX 3.1 and

Metafont 2.7 (it also runs under Amiga-

DOS 2.0). and there are many printer

drivers available. T^X is an enormously

complex and capable typesetting sys

tem, and the Amiga version is generally

acknowledged to be the best of the

many implementations for various plat

forms. It is widely used in book publish

ing, especially for mathematical texts,

though it is flexible enough to use for

publishing virtually anything. Base price

is $200, with printer drivers costing from

$75 to $100. Site licenses are available

for $1500. Owners of previous versions

can upgrade for $10 per disk. PO Box

2081, Stanford, CA 94309. 415-322-

6442.

AMIGA KNIT

V e have recently run across
an overlooked segment of the Amiga

market. A company called Cochenille

Computer Knit Products has come out

with an interface that will let you hook an

Amiga to an electronic knitting machine.

Among the machines the Bit Knitter

supports: Brother 930, 940 and 950I;

Knitking Compuknit III/IV; Studio/Singer

580. 840, 860. and 890; Passap E6000.

More are on the way. The included soft

ware will take the output from a paint

program (DPa/nf is recommended) and

convert it to a form the interface can

understand. There's also an optical

switch that can be mounted in the knit

ting machine which allows the user to

knit interactively. Cost of this wonder

ment is $499. Included in that price is a

copy of Designing Knits on Your

Home Computer (available separately

for $28), a 150-page book detailing how

to create gridded knitting designs using

Deluxe Paint. It even includes an art

disk. PO Box 4276, Encinitas, CA

92023.619-942-1957.

ALL THATJAZZ

T
1 wo of the more creative

products we've seen lately come from

New Sound Music. Jazz Through MIDI

is essentially a course in improvisational

jazz that can be downloaded into your

sequencer and synthesizer. It provides

60 solos with rhythm accompaniment,

chord charts for the solos, and supports

most MIDI/Drum Machine setups. It's

also compatible with Dr. T's sequencers.

$45.95. Background Rhythm Patterns

contains over 150 different accompani

ments that can be edited together how

ever you want. Everything from Rock to

Country to Hip Hop, Soul, and Blues is

included, along with a collection of

intros, breaks, and endings. It's all in

standard MIDI format for loading into

your synthesizers and sequencers. Price

is $42.95. PO Box 37363, Oak Park, Ml,

48237.313-355-3643.

SUPRA HARDWARE

»J upra has recently added

SupraRam 500RX to their hardware

lineup. It's a 1/2-8MB RAM expansion

box that plugs into the left side of an

A500 and even has a pass-lhrough, the

only one we've ever seen that does.

That means you could still plug in a hard

drive iike Commodore's A590. If power

becomes a problem, the box can also

accept its own optional external power

supply. Price is $169.95 for the 1 meg

version, $279.95 for 2 megs. On the

modem side of things, there are three

SupraModem 2400s. The Plus is an

external model that supports the Micro-

corn Network Protocol (MNP) and sells

for $239.95. The 2400zi Plus is an inter

nal model for the A2000 and A3000 and

allows as many as five different modems

to be used simultaneously. It costs

$229.95. The $199.95 2400 MNP has

somewhat less atomic error correction

and data compression, though if you

decide later on that you need it, $40 will

upgrade it to the same capability of the

SupraModem 2400 Plus. By the way,

Supra has also added bootblock virus

protection and a no-click function to their

external floppy drive. The SupraDrive

goes for $149.95. 1133 Commercial

Way. Albany. OR 97321. 503-967-9075.

HARDCOPY

Impulse had barely pushed
Imagine out the door when the first third-

party book about it showed up. The

Imagine Companion retails for $29.95

and includes not only tutorials and tips,

but a disk of examples as well. Available

at your local dealer or directly from a

company with one of the better names

we've heard lately, Motion Blur Publish

ing. 915AStambaugh Street, Redwood

City, CA 94063. ^
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AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA AMIGA

Ass

ABACUS
i DOS TooHjo.

Becker Ten

DataFtetrcivo

TeitPro

ABACUS BOOKS
3D Graphcs Prog In BASIC

ArrigaDOS Ouck RoPerance

Best of Amiga Tricks & Tips
C for Beginners -

C for Advanced Programmers ■
Desktop Video Book
Amiga Beginners Book

Amiga Pnnlnrs In Oul Book

Amiga Basic In Out Book ■

Amiga Printers In Oul Book
Graphics In Oul Book -

Prog Guioo Book ■
Adv Prog Guide Book -

Drives In Out Book -

AmigaDOS In Oul Book ■
Making Muse Book S Dsk

25 ■ Companion Disk Avail

ACADEMY SOFTWARE
Typmg Tutor

ACCESS
Heavy Msla

Mean streets

ACCOLADE
Bar Games

BuMIq Ghost

Ervira Hints
Fasi Break

Fourth S Inches . . .

Graphics Sludto
Hardball H

Hoat Wave

hoverforce

IstvoO

Jack Mic'iat i Unturned

J Nicklaus Course 1. 2 or 3
J Nicklaus Course 4

Grand Pn. Circuit

Gunboal

Mean 13 ..
BOIOI
Search ror [tip King

Srioot Em Us Consiruction

Star Control

Strike Aces

Test Drive II
California Challenge

European Qial'enge
Super Cars

Muscle Cars

Vaone

Weld Class Soccsr

4CTIONWARE
Actenware Phasar Gun
Creature

Pnson

ANTIC
Phasar V4 0

ARTWOfU
Bndge60
Centerfold Sauares

Lmkwcrd French
Ljnh»ord German

Unkmord Gree*
Unfcword Itaiar

Unkwo-d Scmish

Pun^e Mania

Sue Poker-ll

S Poker Da-a 1-3 ea

ASOG
Cyonus Ed Pro

BETHESOA SOFTWARE
Damocles

Dragons Laril
GrOrror

Wayne Gretfky Hockey
Hockey League &m

BLUE RIBBON BAKERY

Bars 4 Pipes

BRITANNIC*
Ajcnapeiigos

Designasaurus
Jq5aw

SRODERBUND
Carmen USA

Carmen Europe

Carmen World . .

Omnq^ay Hc*seracmg . .

Pnnce of Pe-sa

MiGee

McGee at the Fun Fx

Pcoonary

Em City

Sim Cily Graphics • ! or '2

Sim City Planners Bool

BFtODERBUNC
S>m Terrain E(Hor

Wings of Fuiy . .
Wotfpack .
Sim City Populus Bundle

BYTE BY BYTE.
Sculpl JDJr . .

CADVISIOM INT.
KCad Designer I!

XCad Professional

CAPCOM
Sthder II

CENTAUR
BAD

DU.OE
My Paint

World Atlas

CENTRAL COAST
Disk 2 Disk . .

DOS 2 DOS . .

Quarterback
Quarterback Tools

CINEMAWARE
Aic.Wa Fevnr

;

Federation .

II Came From Ine Deaerl

Desen II Data Disk

Lords of The Rising Sgn

Rocket Ranger Three Stooges
tv Sports Football

Wings . . .

COMMODORE
Annoa Logo

Anuqavision

COMPUTE! BOOKS
Amig.iDOS Holorpneo Gudc

Beginners Suide Amiga

Amiga Programmers Gn-Ja

IrsuJq Amiga Graphics
tlemefiran, Amiga Base

Advanced Amiga Basic
ML Programming GinOv

Kids 8 the Amiga
Amiga Apoiic3[ions

1 st OT ?nd Book of Amiga

COMSULTflON
CroS! DOS v4

DATA EAST
Balman Artado or Mow*

Chamoer ol So-Mulants
Dratkhen

Drakhhen Hmts

Full Metal Planel
Monday N^ht Footba'l

PWoon . . .
No* & South

Robocoo
Robocoo II

DAVIDSON
Math Blaster Pkis

DESIGNING MINOS
Byte 1 Buck
Croiswona ConstriKSon

Greai Satei II
Home Front .

MuJcte East WcrU Tout
Top Fonri

OIGITEK

Dinowars . .
Hole m One Miniature Gc*

Hole t Oio 0.vj *3

Taighan

DISCOVERY
HyDra

DISNEY

Anamalion Studq

Due* Tales

DR. T SOFTWARE
CoDyl5; DTP
KCSlevei Ilir35

TigwCuO

EAGIE TREE
Buichpr

Dcitant AnrbflS

ELAN DESIGNS
Elan Perform-

ELECTRONIC ARTS
688 Attack Sue

6B8 Attack SuD Hmls

AftereC Beast

Aouanaul

Bart)s Tale I or II

Bards Taw III

BBdi 1, Sor SKffls
BAT .

Block Oul
Blue Ma.

Bruch II

BucOkin .

ELECTRONIC AflTS
Chessmaste* 2100

Chuck Yoager AFT II

Cnbbago King Gin King

Das Boot

Deiuie Pamvlll

Deiuie Muse Construction

Deiuie Pnnt II . .

Deiuie Video III PnoloUb
Earl Weaver aaseoan

Weaver qomrti Dtjk

Empire
FIG Combat Pilot

F29 Roinliflior

F A-ia tntejceplor

Flood
Golden Aie

Harpoon

Harpoon Bamesoi I?ai3

Harpoon SOflMrtO Editor
Hound of the Shadow

Hunt For Red Oct

Irr

upchurr

s 500

Lost Patrol
Magic Fly

Mavrs Beacon Typing

Mighl X Magic II

Might & Magic II Hirrti
Night&eod

Nigni Hunter

Nuclear Wai

PGA Tour Goll

P:ck N Pile

PopuluS

Powerdrome . ,

Power monger

Projodylo

Pro Tennis Toui II

Putty 5 Saga
Hhyming No'ebook

Ski or Did

Sfarfkjh:

Start light Hnts

StreeiFkWI
Streel Rod II

Turbo Oulnjn

Unreal

UniouchaOfli

Vegas Gjmt«r

Zany Go"

ELECTRONIC ZOO
SerKn 1948

Slack Gold

Blue Mai

Legend of Faerghail
Legend o1 Wtarn Ten

Spnencji

Termcs Cup

ETHOS
24

Poker So*tare

FREE SPIRIT
Am*4 Drive A'xjn

Barney Bear-Farm

Barney Bear School
Barney Bear-Space

Dragonscape

Doctor Ami

FTL
Dungeon Waster I Or II

Dungeon Master I Hints

Dungeon Master II Hints

GAUESTAR

ChvnpKmsTtf) EMsfcei&ji

GOLD DISK
ConucSetter

ComcSener An Staemeroei
Com^Sere' Arl Soercfl Fie

ComcSenei An Fumy Fgures 2
Desktop Budget

GoMSpelMI

LaseiScnpt

TheOffite
PagescTter II
Pro'osstOnil Um*

Profession at Page v?

IMPULSE
imagme

WFOCOH
AltrU Ones' For EicakBur

BjnwtKri

Journey

Leathe* Goddess
Musk: Studio
Shogun

INNERPRISE
Apprentice

Bane Sguad-on

INNERPRISE
James Bond - Stealth

L051 Diitchmnns Mine

CnBCUnala 33

Dragon Wars . 30
Srmion Wars Hints 13

Future Wars 30

^uromancei . . 27
limionuncer Hmli 13

INNOVATRONICS
Can Do 90

Powei Windows v2 5 5J

INNOVISION
Broadcast Tnim v2 IB0

KARA GRAPHICS
Animlontsl.il or III 30

Headlines I -IB

Headlines II 42

SubHoMs 42

KARMASOFT
Pownr Pintail 24

KOEI
SanOn Kings China 36

Genghis Khan 36

Vobunagas Ambrt«n . 36
Romance ol ihe 3 Kingdoms 42

KONAMI
Buck to Ine Future II It,

sudeo ol Siooi 15

Casi'nv.ima 15
Double Or itXjlu 15

Supm Conlu . 15

Jeenoge Mutant Turtles 27

Ilwme Park Mvsiery 31

LAKE FOREST LOGIC
Disk Mechanic 54

UMro Pant 84

LATTICE
Lanice C Devplopmert Camp 21 h

Lames c-Piui Pius 250

Laiiics Tint Ulilln>5 16

LIVE STUOfOS
Futrair CIBWc CotoCDOns 30

rhunMrstr*e 24

LUCASFILME
Sattiohavifcs 20

noy Jones Crusade Arcade 16

•nil JonesCrusadeGrapnes 20
'noVGrjprucs Hints 13

Loom 38

Loom Hints 12

Minrac Mansion 1 16
UmiK I Hmti . 12
Skght Slut . 26

mmr Fnil Hour M

lik Mcrtrjden 16

MAGIC 8YTES
Domination 21

MANX

Anec C Deve-fper ISO

Ajtec C Professorial 120

Aitec C SL Debugger 60

HASTERTRONICS
CUe 2<
Conftci 16

Monopot! 31

B»k 21

Scractilt . . 34

Oouole Dragon II 24

Wage Jonnson BufcMM 30
Mag* MVP Blikesul . . 16

>JV Warriors . 30

Cvwiwo 31

R<k Davi$ Soccer 30
Shark Atiack Gort 24

Spnt of EJCMbur . . 31

Soon Of Kmgi 16
SupwOdFkMU 34

2 W*> In MddM Earth 30

UEDIAGENIC
Bsyond Dark Caitle 15

Sh it 24

UlCROIUUSrONS
Black Jack Academy

Eaeryu* Adventure

Must KJr

Pnoton Pant v2

HICHCLEAUGE
/^WF Wiesung

WICBOMASTER
FaFniiy Tree w?

MICROPROSE
3D Pool

Amazing Sp>d?rman

EWe . .

Euie Hint Book Oy Leroy

Land. Sea. t. An

MiOwnfer

MI Platoon

Pro Soccer

Rod Storm Rising

Silent SorvicB

Stunt Track Racer

Universal Military Sim II
Weird Dreams

MICRO STYLE
Smjlcia

MICRO SYSTEMS
Analyze

Excellence . . ,

ScriobWi Plalinum
The Works - Platinum

MINOSCAPE

Arcade Megohiis -a

Balance of Pcwor 1M0

Captive

The Colony

Harfoy Davidson

Loop; . .

NATURAL GRAPHICS
Scene Generator

NEW HORIZONS
Pio-rile 3 1
Quickwme

NEWTEK

DigiPamt 3

Digivie* GokJ

OMNITREND
Pdladm

Paladin Quest Diskt

ORIGIN
Autoiiuel

Moehus

46

21

21
34

7

. 36
. 27
24

36

. 27

. 33

. 15
24

37
24

3D

60

120
43

178

32
32

29

, 32
. 32

33

3D

105

45

60

138

24

IS

24

3a

SIEflRA

A-10 Tank Killer

Black Cauldron

Colonel s Bequest
Conquest o< CamekJt

Gold Rush

Heros Quest

Hoylos Book ol Games 1 or 2
Kings Ouecl .'.

Loisufd Larry 2 or 3

Manhunlor New York

f^jrhunri'r San FrjnoscQ

P*>ed Up Mother Goose

Police Quest 2 or 3 . .

SOFT BYTE
Loito Program

SOFT LOGIK
PageStream v2 1 .

SOFTWARE VISIONS
Mierafetie Filer Plus

SOFTWOOD
Electronic Thosauraus

Pen Pal

Proper Grammar

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE
Faces-Tons III

Falcon

Falcon Missions 1

F3lcon Missions II

SoMare Hoyale

Woltna-Telns II .
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STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Buck Ftogors 32

Chdimpions of Knjnn 32
Curse of the Azure Bonds

Alure Bonds Hints .

Dragon Strike
Ounoeon Mast Asst vi

Holslar

IWIsfai Hm: Book ....

Overrun

Pool of Radiance
PrW kJnnH
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Omega . .

Ounst for ClUM 2 or 3

Space Rogue
Tunos Of Lore

OXXI
A-Ta* III

Audiomaster HE

SpeciraColor

Vx>eaScape3D
ViOeotrtlB

PARSEC SOFTWARE
Opcr.ncr sprjance

PEUCAN SOFTWARE
Pebcan Press

POLARWARE
An Oogs Coloring

Atthe Zoo

Classic Board Games
Dinosaurs Are Forever

Med-evei Wamors

Numbers Count

Opposite! Attract

Obit»on Combat
Sesame Street Color Deuie

PRECISION

SuperOase Personal'II

Superoase Pro rt
S Pro >4

Second Front 3?

Storm Across Europe 36

S*ord ol Aragon 32

Typhoon OF Steel 38

Wj'gjT.o Construction Sal 26

STRATEGIC STUDIES
Gold ol me Amencas 13

Warlords 30

SUBLOGIC
FhgM Simulalot-ll . 30

SceneDu* 7. 9 or 11 20

Scenery Dak Hawaiian 20

■ Disk W Europe or Japan 20

p

Superpian

3D ProteSiional

Baud Banal

Diskmasier . ■ 4

Dunup Utntw

IrtioCAD
Intro CAD Pxj»

PH. Mate

Uira Deng/i

PSYGNOSIS
Anaichy

Armwr-Gedonn

Baal

BOOO Money

Captain FirI

Carthage

Chronoquest n

SHEREFF SYSTEMS
Pro Video Got)

Jet

SUNRIZE IND
Perfect Sound

SYBE1 BOOKS
AfTUg£ (''ogi _ii~iitlt>' ii Gu>0€
-n;j HsxKH>c4c \'l Ttf?

TATTO
Amiga AcQan Padi . .

mus
WiW Streets

TtWY SEVERA
Bard Ta-e I- Hint D-st

Kmgs Coosl 3 Hmt Do"
leisu/p Liny I Hint Disk

Sf-jaowqate Hint Disk

Space Cwsi I li urn Da*
ZM UcKracken Mm! Oak

UNISON WORLD
Pnrcmaster Plus . . .

An Gil*ry 1 a 2 Combo

Alt Galery 3

Fonls* Borders

VEGA TECHNOLOGIES
Armkit Amiga .

VIRTUAL REALITY
Dtslam Suns

Vsta

VrstaPro

Vsia Data - GUI t

Vota Data - Canyon Sel I

vsta Data - Canyon Set 2

Vista Data - Mars

Vena Data ■ Wes US.
vsia Dal a - Wyoming

WILLIAM S HAWES
AREXX

WSHELL

WORDPERFECT CORP.
Woropmteci
WordPerfect Unary

30
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CATCH-22

e have heard from several

dealers who received a letter from

Ronald E. Stanczak, Commodore VP of

Sales. The letter, dated April 7, 1991. de

tailed additions to Commodore's product

line, including the A2000 HD Profession

al, A500 Starter Pack, C286 IBM-clone

laptop, and CDTV. After extolling the

merits of CDTV, the letter stated: "Those

of you interested in selling the CDTV

player should note that it may be sold

through outbound sales efforts only. This

means exhibiting the machine on your

showroom floor or advertising the prod

uct will be strictly prohibited." Naturally,

some dealers were upset by this policy.

JfJ'IO

VERSIONS

Blue Ribbon SoundWorks' Bars &

Pipes Professional is now at version

1.0c. They've fixed some bugs and

included a few enhancements, such

as the ability to create a blank

"new.song" file that can be used to

save the current composition envi

ronment. 1293 Briardale NE, At

lanta, GA 30306. 404-377-1514.

Software Support International is

shipping version 2 of Maverick, their

disk archive software. Registered

owners of the first edition can up

grade for $20. 2700 NE Andresen

Road, Suite A-10, Vancouver, WA

98661.206-695-1393.

/Graphics Workshop, from

Holosoft Technologies, is now at

version 1.01. It has had some bugs

fixed, its performance improved, and

also had a tutorial book added. Con

tact Holosofi for more information.

1637 E. Valley Parkway, Suite 172,

Escondido, CA 92027. 619-747-

0663.

CHANGES

* DigiTek has moved to 1916 Twist

ing Lane (is this a description of Su

perman's girlfriend doing a Chubby

Checker dance?}, Wesley Chapel, FL

33543. The new phone numbers are

813-973-7733 voice, 813-973-7888

FAX.

Taliesin, Inc. has announced that

they're changing their company

name to Stylus. Inc. The address re

mains PO Box 1671, Ft. Collins, CO

80522. (FYI: Taliesin comes from

Welsh mythology, but it's best-

known as the name of Frank Lloyd

Wright's homes, one in Wisconsin

and another, Taliesin West, in New

Mexico.)

/ Magni Systems has lowered the

price for their 4004 genlock to

$995.00, and it now includes the

previously optional 4010 Remote

Control at no extra charge. 9500 SW

Gemini Drive, Beaverton, OR

97005. 503-626-8400.

OOPS

/ We printed an incorrect address

for SunRize in the May issue. The

correct address is 2959 S. Winch

ester Blvd., Suite 204, Campbell,

CA 95008. 408-374-4962 voice,

408-374-4963 FAX.

/Tom must have been brain-dead

when he reported an old address as a

new one for M.A.S.T. Now that he

has been properly punished (we gave

him a new arcade game and then

took away his joystick), the correct

address is 1395 Greg Street, #106,

Sparks, NV 89431. 702-359-0444

voice, 702-359-0831 FAX.

/ WordPerfect has announced a

price reduction for WordPerfect Li

brary from $129 to $29.95. While

WordPerfect won't come right out

and say they're discontinuing the

product, such a drastic price reduc

tion is bound to give one pause...

When contacted by .info, Mr.

Stanczak explained, "The CDTV player

is primarily a consumer product. It's a

home entertainment and information

center, not a computer. We didn't want

the issue confused during the rollout pe

riod. Frankly, one of our options would

have been to just place it in consumer

sales environments. CDTV is not even

in the computer section at Sears; it's dis

played in the home entertainment sec

tion. But we wanted the computer

dealers to have a chance to sell it, too."

He further explained that the policy has

since been updated. "Most of the

dealers didn't have a problem with it.

Now that the rollout period is over,

dealers can advertise CDTV, and demo

it in the showrooms as long as it's

hooked to a TV, not a computer monitor.

The only thing they can't advertise is

pricing."

AMIGA UNIX GOES TO

SCHOOL

Aii.t the Virginia Polytechnic Insti

tute, all incoming computer science ma

jors purchase the Amiga 3000UX. They

are a beta test site for Commodore, and

are very happy with the wares. To

demonstrate their commitment to VPI,

Commodore recently hosted an exciting

show on campus.

Items on exhibit included a network of

3000UX computers. One sported the

University of Lowell 2410 hi-res color

card with a Mitsubishi Diamondscan

monitor, yielding resolutions of

1024x800 with 256 colors out of 16 mil

lion. Another 2410 system drove the reg

ular Commodore 1950 multiscan moni

tor, one drove the Commodore 2024

high resolution monochrome monitor,

and yet another was hooked to a stan

dard 1084S. This machine also con

trolled a laserdisc player and genlock...

under UNIX!

Of even more interest to many of the

folks at VPI were the AmigaDOS appli

cations which were on display, including

the NewTek Video Toaster, Digital Cre

ation's DCTV, the Martdala virtual reality

system, AmigaVision, Deluxe Paint III,
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and several CDTV units. Seminars were

hosted throughout the day and a keynote

address was given by the vice president

of UNIX International, an organization

committed to the UNIX System V release

4 open system.

One thing which went over extremely

well was the presence of the actual

Commodore UNIX engineers. The VPI

Amiga Users' Group - which consists al

most exclusively of the computer sci

ence majors - talked at length with the

people who would be sitting down the

next day working on the code. What an

opportunity! The atmosphere was gener

ally one of good feeling, common goals,

and exciting things to come. VPI serves

as yet another example of what happens

when an organization chooses their

computing equipment based on the mer

it and value of the machine.

This article by Mike Levin was origi

nally compiled & published by the

Philadelphia Amiga Users Group for the

May 1991 issue of the Blitter. Repro

duced by permission.

CD COMPETITION

c,• DTV has some major competition

coming in the form of CD-I. The Mag-

navox CDI910 will debut at the Summer

Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago.

According to The Rowland Company,

the PR agency handling the rollout, the

units will go on sale through "major con

sumer electronic retailers nationwide" this

October. The player and the technology

behind it were developed by European-

based electronics industry giant Philips.

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

Kuyouts and takeovers have hit
the Amiga community in a big way lately.

There have been three - count 'em,

three - major changes of ownership in

the past month.

Lake Forest Logic has been acquired

by Great Valley Products. Illinois-based

Lake Forest's product line includes The

Disk Mechanic and Macro Paint. These

products will nicely complement GVP's

hardware line. GVP also acquires the

talents of Lake Forest's Erik Quacken-

bush, who becomes GVP's Director of

Software. Lake Forest's offices in Illinois

will be closed.

We've also learned of a "non-binding

letter of intent" to sell Precision Software

to Software Publishing Corporation of

Mt. View, California, a large IBM soft

ware publisher. The sale isn't too sur

prising, considering that British-based

Precision's Superbase Professional 4 is

a big hit in the Big Blue market. It didn't

hurt matters that Precision posted earn

ings of $10 million last year, either. The

pricetag for Precision is reported to be

$25 million. There has been no word yet

on whether the new owners will continue

to support the recently released Amiga

version of SBPro4.

Central Coast Software has become a

part of New Horizons, publisher of

ProWrite, among other titles. Central

Coast's Quarterback is probably the

most wideiy-used hard disk backup util

ity among Amiga users. Central Coast's

Golden, Colorado operation will be

moved to New Horizon's Austin, Texas

offices. New Horizons promises contin

ued updates and support for Quarter

back and the rest of Central Coast's

product line as well.

THE NEXT SHOW

World of Commodore/Amiga,

July 12-14, Sydney, Australia

THE RUMOR MILL
DISCLAIMER: The following are among the most entertaining

rumors we've heard the past month. They are presented tor your

entertainment and amusement only. Please do not make any

important decisions based on these rumors, as some will prove

to be inaccurate or just plain false.

Z) Micro Systems Software has

Baby! - their Webster's Dictionary

and Thesaurus - done, but won't be

releasing it. Why? Because 'there's

no room for it' in the Amiga market.

Z> Waterloo Maple Software sent

beta copies of the newly Amiga-

tized Maple to beta testers, then fol

lowed it up with a letter saying that

development has been held up until

Commodore finalizes v2.0 of the

operating system. They say they

were running into too many prob

lems caused by version updates.

Z) Just who is... The Joker? And

why can't he get his hands on any of

those marvelous toys?

Z> There are some troubling rumors

to the effect that, since the Reagan

administration 'deregulated' the

FCC. bribes are now almost the

standard operating procedure for re

ceiving FCC product approval.

3 It is rumored that Commodore

has an outside consultant evaluating

their Education program... to deter

mine whether it should live or die. If

that's the case, let's all hope they get

back a 'thumbs up'.

O CBU stock is see-sawing at

about S15 a share at presstime. In

siders blame the generally soft com

puter market. Apple has scheduled

10% staff cutbacks, and even Big

Blue is 'scaling down'.

Z) While it's true that Apple and

IBM both have machines out now

that can (almost) match an Amiga's

performance, neither of them can

touch the A500's performance for its

current street price of S499. Remem

ber that.
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potpourri of

publishing

and prose

programs.

A page goes together in Soft-Logik's PageStream 2.1.

PAGESTREAM REVISITED

II had to happen. Just as I was typing the last words

in m\ review ofPageStream 2.0, Soft-Logik

announced an upgrade to version 2.1! Although the

numbering of this release hints thai it is merely a

"maintenance" upgrade, it brings significant improve

ments to PageStream, No longer is it the program that

people love to hate, filled with quirks and surprises.

PageStream 2.1 is a solid workhorse, chock-full of

features, and - finally - devoid of surprises.

Computer programs are lools, electronic aids which

help us perform specific tasks. A good tool doesn't get

in your way. doesn't break down when you use it.

Whai good is a hammer if the head (lies off every time

you use it? In the same way. a program is of little use

if it crashes or locks up in the middle of a job. The his

tory of PageStream is that of a program struggling to

evolve, to mature, a program which always showed

great promise.

Unfortunately, lhat promise sometimes went unful

filled. There were crashes, lockups, tools which didn't

work properly, needed feaiures which were missing.

Alf of that changes, however, with the most recent

release. With version 2.1, PageStream has truly

become a professional tool.

You don't have to look far to see the difference

between 2.1 and all of the earlier releases. Gone is the

3-ring binder. In its place are a wire-bound user man

ual and a QuickStart manual. Both manuals are excep

tionally well-done, with an abundance of graphics,

page-edge chapter guides, and plenty of examples.

Also included is a quick reference card which lists all

the keyboard shortcuts. I like the idea of separating the

QuickStart manual from the user's manual. The

QuickStart manual has quite a bit of information - like

installation - that you're not likely to use more than

once. Placing this information in a separate manual

gives you 58 fewer pages to thumb through once

you've learned how to use PageStream,

YOU COULD LOOK IT UP

The enhancements to PageStream begin with the

information in the manuals. Where there was once a

scant paragraph on installation, there is now a 9-page

section covering updates and new installations as well

as floppy and hard disk systems. The various pieces of

the PageStream system are covered in refreshing

detail, and enough information is included to allow

you to optimize the installation for your particular sys

tem. The QuickStart manual includes a discussion of

the basic concepts of page layout, and holds your hand

through the creation of a document. Most of the fea

tures of PageStream are touched upon in the tutorial.

The user manual will be your primary reference tool

once you start using PageStream. I was pleased to see

how much the manual had improved from earlier

releases. The layout is excellent, the explanations are

thorough and abundant, and it is very readable. The

old manual was divided thcmatically, with sections

named "Words on Paper," and "Basic Object." Now.

the manual is organized into functional sections, such

as "Working with Text" and "Working with Elements."

Some of the changes are purely semantic, and some

are the result of better organization, but they all serve

to make the manual much easier to use. That's an

important feature - if you can't find out how toper-

form a particular operation, the program becomes that

much harder to use. The new PageStream manual is an

example of how things should be done.

FASTER DISPLAY AND USABLE

MACROS
My biggest problem with the previous releases of

PageStream was the excruciating slowness of screen

updates. Text which was typed directly into a docu

ment virtually crawled onto the screen. I'm pleased to
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report thai Soft-Logik has managed to speed this pro

cess up by a factor of eight, by my own crude esti

mate. (A Soft-Logik representative gave a figure of

400% when asked how much faster the text display

was.) This is not to say that screen updates are now

blazingly fast, but they are on par with other pro

grams. All Amiga DTP programs suffer from the same

problem when using outline fonts for display: the

operating system does not support them. This forces

each company to work around the problem and invent

their own solution. Commodore has promised to

address this problem in a "future release."

I had a problem with macros in the last release of

PageStream. More specifically. I had a problem with

the tack of documentation for macros. The

PageStream macro language allows you to record or

describe a sequence of operations, and to perform

those operations with a single keystroke. The old man

ual gave macros short shrift, devoting only two pages

to them. Now there's a four-page section complete

with examples. It's also easier to create a macro.

Before, you had to type the macro into a string gadget

using cryptic characters to represent various actions.

Thai's slill one of the options, but you can now record

macros. Just hit the control key in combination with a

function key. Every action you take will be recorded

as a macro. You end the recording by hitting any func

tion key.

NEW GRAPHIC OPTIONS

PageStream used to import just about any type of

graphic you were likely to encounter. Now il imports

even more. Support has been added for Graphic Inter

change Format (GIF) images, and a module to support

DCTV formal images is currenily undergoing beta

testing. You can also import ProDraw images, pro

vided those images were created without the Auto

Trace function. PostScript support has been expanded

to include the TIFF headers which accompany IBM

EPS images. These headers contain bitmap informa

tion for the image, allowing it to be displayed

onscreen. (The PostScript images themselves cannot

be displayed without a PostScript interpreter.)

WHAT FLAVOR IS THAT COLOR?
PageStream allows you to define colors through

every system I've ever heard of - CMYK. RGB. HSV.

HLS/HSB. and YIQ. You'll find the CMYK variety of

color definition to be useful if you use the Pantone

Matching System. PageStream does noi directly sup

port Panlone PMS. bul you can use the CMYK equiv

alent of a Panione color to define il within jour docu

ment. Should you load an EPS graphic which uses

Panlone colors, they will automatically be appended to

the color palette, along with their CMYK equivalents.

GOTCHA!

I don't have very many quibbles with PageStream.

My major complaints - slow text display, inadequate

documentation - have been fixed. In fact, if you go by

the book - exactly by the book - you're unlikely to run

into any problems. Here's one trouble spot, though.
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Again. PageStream 2.1 in action.

which isn't covered by the manual: If you run

PageStream from the CLI. without first issuing a "CD

PAGESTREAM:" command, the drivers won't be

loaded. While this won't affect printing - there's a

requester which allows you to configure the printer - it

means that you won't be able to import texl or graph

ics. In theory, you should be able to tell PageStream

where to find the drivers through the Set Paths

requester, but this didn't work for me. I also had trou

ble configuring PageStream to start in any mode other

than default. I followed the instructions to the letter.

(Startup options are controlled through the Tooltypes

field in the program's icon) but none of the changes I

made had any effect. PageStream always came up in

4-color interlace mode on a custom screen.

PageStream jus! about has it all. Although I'm

delighted with the features PageStream already has,

I'd like to see support for irregular graphics, boxes

with adjustable shadows, and direct suppon for a few

more text features, like initial caps. Those aren't com

plaints, though, just items on my wish list.

PageStream already delivers outstanding performance

at an outstanding price. In the DTP horserace,

PageStream has, in my opinion, pulled into the lead.

COMING SOON

Soft-Logik has announced the development of a

number of new programs for the Amiga, including a

structured draw ing program, bitmap editor, wordpro-

cessor, and inter-program communication UPC) sys

tem. Those last two items are particularly interesting.

If everything works as advertised, the IPC program

will allow you to automatically insert text into a

PageStream document, a capability that Professional

Page already has. The announced intentions go

beyond texl. though. Soft-Logik says that their IPC

system will allow two or more programs to "share
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Project

■ hard

■Wori

1, Adjective

Based on fact

actual, factual.

2. Adjective

Causing sharp, often prolonged discomfort

tough, severe, rugged, harsh, brutal

Cold andforbldc

severe, grim

Word to be located

Adjective

Containing alcof
Adjective

3itingly hostile

resentiul. rancorous, virulent, acrimonious, embitterec

2. Aqective

Causing sharp, often prolonged discomfort,

hard, rough, severe, rugged, harsh, brutal

Softwood's Electric Thesaurus, with two windows open.

common pictures, text, numbers and other data even

while the program creating she data or document is

slill editing it."

THE ELECTRIC THESAURUS

Wriiers have a hard life. They are given hard assign

ments, and must work hard under hard conditions.

What's wrong with this picture? Well, for one thing,

the editor must have been sleeping to lei that first

paragraph escape. (No / wasn't! I was just resting my

eyes! -Ed.I Yes, it's a perfectly valid sentence. The

problem, of course, is that the word "hard" is used four

times in a row. Each time, the meaning is subtly differ

ent. Each time, a different word could have been sub

stituted, if only the writer had access to a larger vocab

ulary. Enter SoftWood. with the Electric Thesaurus.

Harried writers no longer have to thumb through well-

worn copies of Rogcts Thesaurus. Alternative word

ing is but a mouse-click away.

Wriiers have a rigorous life. They are given difficult

assignments, and must work laboriously under severe

conditions.

That's belter. While not exactly truthful - it says

nothing about the obligatory bottle of Scotch - a sen

tence like that is much more likely to get the writer a

second assignment. It's also easier on the reader, and il

does a much belter job of conveying the intended mes

sage. The English language incorporaies more words

than any other, and it is beyond the capabilities of

most of us to remember more than a fraction of those

words. That's where the thesaurus comes in.

You could, of course Hip through your pockei the

saurus -1 happen (o have a copy of Rogefs Pocket

Thesaurus on the bookshelf, as well as the hard-bound

volume at the office - bu! how easy is that? The word

"hard" can be found under Abstract Rela-

lions/Causation/Strength. or under Matter/Inorganic

Matter/Hardness, or under Intersocial Voli

tion/Severity. Or under... Well, you get the idea. Using

a paperbound thesaurus can be, well. hard.

The alternative is to have the Electric Thesaurus

close at hand. Its bloodlines are impeccable - FT is

based on Rogefs II: The New Thesaurus. Forget about

thumbing through reams of paper, though. Wilh /:'/'.

semantic gratification is but a mouse-click away. It's

an unassuming little program - there are only three

menu headings, and a handful of gadgets - but it packs

a lot of power.

The Electric Thesaurus doesn't make much of an

impression at first. The manual can be more properly

described as a leaflet - there arc 16 pages, and a one-

page appendix. The program itself, when started,

greets you with a siring gadget (Word to be locafed)

and two buttons - Find and New. When you want to

look up a word, you type it into the string requester

and hit Return. It's that simple. Or should I say effort

less, easy, smooih, or perhaps facile? The Electric

Thesaurus gave me synonyms for nine adjective uses

of simple, and one noun. The synonyms ranged from

"silly" and "fatuous" lo "plain" and "bare." Scrolling

through the list of synonyms is as easy as clicking on a

scroll arrow, or moving a slider. But wait! It gets even

better - and even easier. Once you have a list of syn

onyms, you can traverse the tree even further by click

ing on any word from the list. That word will he trans

ferred lo the siring gadget, ready lo be researched as

soon as you hit the Find gadget.

The display is convenient and easy to read. First,

the word is broken down according to ils various

meanings. Each meaning is listed, along with ils part

of speech (adjective, noun. verb), definition, and a list

of synonyms. There are quite a few synonyms in the

database - over 500.000. according to the manual - and

ihe list seemed quite complete. ET uses its own font, if

it can find it, a sans-serif design which looks better in

interlace. If you need more than one window - to

simultaneously view synonyms for several different

words, for example - ET supports multiple windows.

You can cut and paste between these windows.

CLIPS AND SLIPS

ET supports cut ami paste the "official" way -

through the Clipboard. This shouldn't come as a sur

prise to folks from the Macintosh world, who have

become accusiomed to programs which support ihe

standard features of the operating system, but it's

something of a rarity in the Amiga community. That's

too bad. Wilh Clipboard support, it's possible to copy

a word from an outside application into ET. and it's

possible to paste a replacement word from ET into thai

(or any other] application. Alas, almost nobody sup

ports the Clipboard. WordPerfect, ProWrite, Quick-

Write, TransWrite - not a single one of lliese programs

provides Clipboard support. Notepad does, although

few people are likely io use Notepad lor serious word

processing, and a number of text editors do. Hopefully,

software developers will begin to get serious about

implementing standard OS features. Once (hey do. all

of the tools we employ will become thai much easier

to use.
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ET, PORT HOME

Yes, Virginia, ET supports ARexx. The ARcxx port

supports 20 commands, giving you the ability to start

and stop ET externally, as well as obiain synonyms,

definitions, parts of speech, and other information. Not

everybody has the ability - or the inclination - to pro

gram ARexx commands, though. Thankfully, the man

ual lists L3 ARexx examples, and manages lo cover

every command. ARexx commands can be sent from

an external script or can be invoked through a macro

within ET.

The Electric Thesaurus is a worthy companion for

applications which don't have a thesaurus, thanks to

its ARexx port and Clipboard support, and it works

just fine as a stand-alone process. You never know

when you might want to write something the old-

fashioned way, with a pen. Just remember to do it near

your Amiga, where the word that's on the tip of your

tongue can be summoned with the tip of a finger.

A GRAMMAR ANYONE COULD LOVE

Finding the right word to use is half the battle; using

that word in the right manner is the other. Forget all

those years of English class, or the ever-present copy

of The Elements Of Style. Even the best writers are

prone to a semantic lapse. Enter Proper Grammar, a

"grammar correction system" for the Amiga. This pro

gram, from SoftWood, promises to improve the quality

of your writing. Thai's a pretty tall order, since "style"

often means breaking the rules, but SoftWood seems

to be serious about Proper Grammar.

The program comes on two disks - a system disk

and a program disk. Like its sister program. Electric

Thesaurus, Proper Grammar can be opened on a cus

tom screen, interlaced or not, or a Workbench screen.

To use Proper Grammar, you must first load a docu

ment. Once a document is in memory, the Check gad

get is activated. Click on it, and the checking process

begins. Proper Grammar is designed to check for a

wide array of errors - grammar, usage, spelling, capi

talization, punctuation - and it does so with a

vengeance. According to the manual, there are 36

classes of rules, with as many as 244 rules in a class.

Anything that Proper Grammar considers an error will

be flagged and displayed at the top of the display, with

a full explanation of the type of error and suggestions

for improvement.

PASS THE VERB AND FIX THE

SPELLING

That last paragraph seemed reasonable to me, but

Proper Grammar had a number of complaints. This

sentence, in particular, caused a number of warnings:

"Like its sister program. Electric Thesaurus, Proper

Grammar can be opened on a custom screen, inter

laced or not, or a Workbench screen." First. PG com

plained about the word "like." suggesting that I con

sider using "as" instead. Then it complained about pas

sive verb construction in the phrase "Proper Grammar

can be opened..." It didn't seem to believe that the sen

tence contained a main clause, either. I decided to

rewrite the sentence to read "Proper Grammar, like its

His ma/ be a passive verb construction

oo many passive verbs can make a document unclear Try rewriting the sentence using

3 more direct verb. Here is the information that was requested' might become Hers is

he information you requested'

Continue Ignore

,GRAMMAR ANYONE COULD LOVE

inding the right wotd to use is half fhe battle, using that word in the right manner is the

}ther. Forget all those years of English class, the ever-present copy of The Elements Of

tyle Even the best writers are prone to a semantic lapse Enter PROPER GRAMMAR, a

Grammor correction system" for the Amiga This soon-to-be-released program, from

:.OFTWOOD INC.. promises to improve the quality of your writing That's a pietty tail order,

ince "style" often means breaking the rules, but SOFTWOOD seems to be seitous about

'roper Grammar.

he program comes on two disks - a system disk and a progrom disk. Like its stster

program, ELECTRIC THESAURI1;. PROPER GRAMMAR H-Til-TJ-T-HitSI on a custom screen.

nterlaced or not. or a Workbench screen To use PROPER GRAMMAR, you must first load a

document Once a document is in memory, the Check gadget Is activated. Click on it.

and the checking process begins. PROPER GRAMMAR is designed to check for a wide

3rray of errors ■ grammar, usage, spelling, capitalization, punctuation ■ and it does so

vifh o vengeance According to rtie manual, there ore 36 classes of rules, with as mow

Proper Grammar complains about a wimpy verb.

sister program. Electric Thesaurus, can be opened on a

custom screen, interlaced or not. or a Workbench

screen." That construction fared much better, with

only a warning about the phrase "can be opened" con

stituting a passive verb construction.

When Proper Grammar finds an error, it gives you

the opportunity to fix it. If it has provided an alterna

tive, you can click on the Replace gadget. The offend

ing text will be stripped, and the correction will take

its place. Proper Grammar provides the familiar cut,

copy, and paste tools to allow you to make alterations

to your text. The Clipboard is fully supported, as is

ARexx. Proper Grammar, then, is fully poised to

cooperate with other Amiga programs.

THE STATISTICS, PLEASE

Proper Grammar also provides a full spate of statis

tics on your document. When you ask for statistics,

you are provided with a count of the number of words.

sentences, and paragraphs in your document, as well

as the average number of sentences per paragraph, and

the average number of syllables per word. Sentences

are broken down into simple, complex, and passive.

You are also given the number of simplex and com

plex verb and noun groups, as well as four different

readability indexes.

The version of Proper Grammar I received was a

pre-release beta. Although there were a few quirks in

this version, it performed fairly well. The documenta

tion is quite complete and readable, and the program

has a slick, polished feel to it. The task of grammar

checking is formidable, and it can't be left solely in

the hands of a computer program. The program can

only react to its own set of rules, can only make

assumptions about the writer's intent. When used

properly, a grammar checker can be a powerful tool.

Proper Grammar has all the signs of being a great

product -Ajr

Electric

Thesaurus

$99.95

Proper

Grammar

PREVIEW

$99.95

Softwood

P.O. Box 50178

Phoenix, AZ

85076

800-247-8314
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Figure 1. ADPro's interface, featuring its Composition Control requester.

ASDG's release ofTheArtDepartment

impressed me very much last year.

TAD is an image processing program

with the ability to import many graph

ics file formats and convert them to

IFF. using an expandable collection of

loaders. In addition, it offers many image operators for

editing and altering images. I observed when I reviewed

the program in these pages (.info #33 J that TAD's only

weak spots were that it could not also save files in nil

the formats it supported, and that there was no way to

batch process files (such as animation frames).

The Art Department Professional (ADPro) is

ASDG's new high-end offering, and it addresses both

of those points as well as adding some very powerful

and innovative features. We'll be exploring some of its

capabilities this month, especially its interface to the

Polaroid C13000 film recorder. Bui first let's see

what's new and different in ADPro,

MODULARITY

I should mention lhat the original Art Department is

still available, and at a bargain price - $89.95. Users

who don't need all ofADPro's added features may still

be quite satisfied with the entry level version.

ADPro carries on where TAD left off. Where TAD

had modular "Savers', ADPro now has modular

explores the

capabilities of

ASDG's Art

Department

Professional,

including its

high-end

interface to the

Polaroid CI3000

film recorder.

'Savers'. "Loaders', and 'Image Operators'. This

means that users can purchase additional modules as

they become available, and only those they need: not

all of us are likely to need the CI3000 'Saver' module,

for example, orTarga file compatibility.

Loaders and Savers do noi always deal with files on

disk. There's a Screen loader which can grab any screen

displayed on your Amiga, including menus, and a Back

drop loader which aliows the user to create a 24-bit

screen from scratch in adjustable sizes, cither solid or

with up to four gradient colors. The Framegrabber

loader will digitize directly from Progressive Peripher

als and Software's Framegrabber. A ilani-E loader im

ports images from Black Belt Systems' Ham-E device.

Savers are equally flexible. A saver for Impulse's Fire

cracker 24-bit display board offers display ofADPro's

24-bit images directly from within the program, includ

ing the overlay of standard Amiga graphics. A similar

module for the Mimetics Framebuffer displays the

current image on thai device. ASDG seems highly

motivated to offer such support to other hardware dis

play devices as they appear, wherever the manufactur

ers are willing to cooperate - this reinforces the prod

uct's byline: image Processing's Common Ground'.

In addition to producing color separations. ADPro

also offers a Postscript saver that produces ASCII or

binary formal Postscript files. EPS or non-EPS. The

sequence of controls over Posiscript output is

remarkable.

PROCESSING AND FORMAT

CONVERSION

All the same scaling and color controls are present,

with some additions. Now that ADPro can save in

numerous formats, including IBM/PC compatible VGA

formats, there's an "enhanced" palette setting which will

use a 262.000 color 'pool' from which to choose the

rendered image colors. This corresponds to ihe VGA

and Mac II displays, which offer 256 onscreen colors

from a potential palette of 262.000. Images rendered in

Enhanced mode aren't viewable on a stock Amiga dis

play, but can be saved to disk and then seni to the

MS/DOS or Mac system they're intended for. I've been

able to use this successfully to prepare work on the

Amiga, touch it up in VGA on an MS/DOS system, and

finally deliver it to a client for use on Macs.

New image operators include Crop Image (much

like picking up a 24-bh brush from an image). Blurring

and Filtering, Tiling (which makes a repealing pattern

out of a portion of an image). Rectangle (which draws a

filled or unfilled rectangle into ADPro's 24-bit image,
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with or without variable transparency), Apply Map

(which applies all current color balance settings to the

24-bit data), and Dynamic Range (this 'rescales1 the

values in the 24-bit image to a specified range, and is

very useful in masking out colors outside the legal

range for composite video without losing the relative

balance of tones in an image).

Several of these interact with ADPro's, compositing

abilities. Image composition controls allow the user to

'paste1 a 24-bit image into another one with variable

transparency.

WORKING WITH ADPRO

Figure 1 shows the Compositing requester, in which

the large white rectangle represents an existing image.

A grey hollow rectangle within that places the new

image on its background. With 'Mix' set at 50, fifty

per cent of the color from the new image will be

blended into the existing one. The zero values for Red,

Green, and Blue indicate that any pure black in the

new image will become completely transparent. This

allows masking or stencilling to be performed on 24-

bit data. In Figure 2, our illustration of the Art Depart

ment door, these features were used extensively.

In the case of the door image, the backdrop was

first created from a couple of interesting fractal pat

terns which were Mixed together, flipped, recom-

bined, and Tiled. The raytraced door was composited

into this backdrop at a 100 per cent Mix, with no

transparency. I used ADPro to create a dithered, high

resolution 16-color version of this image which I

then loaded into Deluxe Paint HI in order to draw the

border, decorative designs, and lettering for the

image. These were done using a limited color palette

for the moment.

I men used the Backdrop loader to create a 24-bit

rectangle that shaded from orange to yellow, and

applied my border mask to it. The result was a 24-bit

shaded rectangular border. Next I created a similar

mask in light and dark colors, painted to create the

beveled highlights and shadows on the border. When

this mask was applied to the image with a lower Mix

value, the bevel shapes simply shaded those areas of the

24-bit border to lighter and darker shades on the bevel.

I combined the border and backdrop images and

then applied ihe design and lettering masks in the

same way; these created an embossed affect for the

designs, and a sharper effect for the title lettering.

This entire process was performed in 24-bit color,

but it wasn't necessary to have a 24-bit display board

to do it The image could be viewed at any time in

Hold and Modify mode, or in 16-color high resolution

with dithering, on a standard Amiga system. In fact. I

never saw this picture in its full 24-bit version until I

recorded it on film.

Obviously this compositing process isn't as direct as

painting directly into a 24-bit image. It is quite power

ful, though, and does offer 24-bit image creation even

on systems without such a display. For publication,

this is quite a workable system. Had I had a Fire

cracker board in my system, I could have been view

ing the 24-bit image at every stage, of course.

Figure 2. The high-quality output produced by Polaroid's CI3000

film recorder. (For quality and clarity, this picture was color separated from

the actual film output by conventional, not desktop, processes.)

AREXX & ADVICE

Finally - and this is far from an in-depth appraisal -

ADPro does allow batch processing through its ARexx

interface, provided you have ARexx running in your

system (this includes all Amiga 3000 owners; others

will have to have purchased ARexx from its author,

William S. Hawes). ADPro\ ARexx interface offers

complete control over the program and allows other

programs to control ADPro as well. This makes practi

cally anything possible, but requires ARexx program

ming (or PD and commercial ARexx programs) to

implement. Many artists will still be wailing in vain

for simple batch processing, but the potential is there.

It just needs many small macros, or one comprehen

sive one, to make it a reality.

As I've said, this is only scratching the surface of

ADPro's features. Modular savers and operators, the

flexible nature of all its modules, and the compositing

abilities of the program make it a practical necessity

for Amiga artists. About the only way I can wrap il up

neatly is to tell you to go buy it. I can't imagine that

you'd regret that.

POLAROID CI3000 FILM RECORDER

A digital film recorder connects to a computer and

accepts image data from the computer much as a

printer does; but the output of the film recorder is pho

tographic, whether slide, negative, transparency, or

other types. Typically film recorders offer quite high

Continued on page 64...

C13000

Film Recorder

$4500.00

Polaroid

575 Technology

Square,

Cambridge, MA

02139

617-577-2000
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o
by Tom Malcom

Incredible Very Good Average Poor Drek

After a brief dry spell. Amiga

games have started flowing

again. The quantity isn't what it

was a couple of years ago. but

numbers are encouraging. There's some hid

den good news in ihe trend: game releases

don't usually pick up until SummerCES. I

expect to see a good number of new games

there as well, so lube your joysticks and lim

ber up your fingers. In the mean time, here's

what I've been playing lately.

Hoverforce

Accolade. 550 South Winchester Blvd.

San Jose. CA 95128,408-985-1700

One of the things I love about Amiga

games is that some of them make Benn sick.

He can play Hoverforce for about ten sec

onds before he starts turning green from

motion sickness, which should give you

some idea of what the game is like. Vector

graphic games have never been among my

favorites, but I can't leave this one alone. I

have never seen a game that moves as fast

and as smoothly as this one does. The object

is to hunt down and destroy a bunch (if nasty

drug dealers, but they might as well be

invading aliens. The plot is only secondary;

the play is the thing.

The landscape of the game is a sort of

Miami-esque mixture of water, land, and

Hoverforce, a

speed and

motion

extravaganza

from Accolade.

buildings through which you guide your

Hoverkill 1000 "urban assault skimmer" at

speeds that will leave you gasping for

breath. The wonder of Hoverforce is thai

you can actually chase these bad guys

through the streets and around buildings,

anywhere you want to go, and it's all done in

a perspective view; things get larger as you

approach them and smaller as you move

away. Other games have done this, of course,

but never this fast. The landscape graphics

don't have much detail, being little more than

boxes, but the enemies that swarm around

you do have enough to give them some pcr-

Armour-

Geddon,

The Last

Temptation

of Flight

Simulation.

sonality. The music and sound effects - partic

ularly the sound effects - are very good.

There are a few flaws with Hoverforce.

The manual isn't much help in telling you

what you need to know to play the game. It

was obviously written by people who know

the game so well they take for granted things

that should be explained in detail. In fact.

Accolade tells me thai they're going to do a

revision, most likely in the form of an

addendum card. [Check the .info Update in

coming issues for details.] I also don't think

the game has the depth that it should have.

It's divided into four sections, each of which

has you doing battle u ith one drug lord, but

you have to defeat him three limes (when I

kill something. I really prefer that it stays

dead), thus making a total of 12 levels. My

last complaint is that, true to the style of

many arcade shoot-em-ups, ihere is no vari

ation in the game; the enemies are always in

the same places.

If you're immune to motion sickness, Hov

erforce will give you some of the best mind-

bending action you've ever had. Entertain

ments like this are why I don't care much for

flight simulators; they move too slowly. 1

hope Hoverforce - which was designed by

Paul Carruthers and Ian Downend. and pro

grammed by Downend - is only the first of a

scries of games using this incredibly fast

graphics engine. I'll be waiting impatiently

for more and belter from them.
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Rotov

US Gold/Accolade,

550 South Winchester Blvd.

San Jose. CA 95128, 408-985-1700

Rotox is yet another in the recent spate of

games with motion as one of the key ele

ments. This one is an abstract vector

graphic stomach churncr that has you jump

ing, riding, and walking across a series of

moving platforms, walkways, and other

objects. The mechanics of the game take

the approach of leaving you stationary and

moving the background around you as you

change direction and move forward and

back. It is very fast, and the effect is that,

with the topdown view, you'll be reaching

for the dramamine bottle in no time.

Rotox does have some imperfections.

First and foremost, the disk-based copy

protection is so intense that it creates boot

ing problems. I've tried it on three different

machines and had to make as many as 8

tries to get it to run, and even then it has

crashed once in a while with an internal

error message relating to unfound files. It

also uses one of those dried-blood colored

code sheets. Once you do get the game

running, plan on being very frustrated

while you learn how to navigate; a train

ing mode would have been a welcome

addition. Fortunately, getting back into

play after being killed off is reasonably

fast. The graphics are only simple shapes

and the animation glitches a little now and

then, but the end result is acceptable,

given how fast things arc moving. 1 also

think the game relics a little too heavily on

timing. Many of the platforms revolve or

move in other ways, and you have to learn

how to time running from one to the next

so you don't fall off into the void. There is

virtually no room for error and there are

too many of them strung together in spots.

Given this game's British origin, the high

difficulty is to be expected.

If you can slick it out until you master

the movement, RotOX offers some superior

play and diabolical puzzles to figure out.

Skill and daring are its two main require

ments. I wouldn't recommend Rotox to

beginning arcaders, but more seasoned joy

stick jockeys and fans of vector graphic

games will certainly want to take it on.

Venturing into

the weird in

Theme Park

Mystery.

Armour-Geddon

Psygnosis. 29 Saint Mary's Court

Brookiine. MA 02146, 617-731-3553

Armow-Gcddon can probably be consid

ered the flight/tank/combat/slrategy simula

tion to end all tlight/tank/combai/sirategy

simulations. There are several things that set

it apart from the crowd. The most notable is

the Research & Development screen, where

you can assign your scientific and manufac

turing resources to the development of new

weapons, all aimed at the destruction of a

post-apocalyptic group of bad guys bent on

using a beam cannon to obliterate all life

(except their own. of course) on Earth. To do

this, vou have to find the five scattered

pieces of an ancient neutron bomb, reassem

ble it. and use it to destroy the beam cannon.

The diversity of vehicles is also something

we haven't seen before, at least to this

degree. Usually simulations only offer air or

ground vehicles, but here you can pilot a

helicopter, fighter plane, bomber, two types

of tanks, or a skimmer. You can even have

more than one of these vehicles going at once

if you think you can handle them. (I gave up

on thai notion after about three seconds -

(here's just loo much going on for these tired

old reflexes to handle multiple weapons.)

The vector graphics are very fast {ihis

seems to be the year of fast graphics: see the

reviews ofHoverforce and Rotox, above)

and there are more control options than you

can shake a hot missile at. The graphics are.

of course, not as detailed as they are in non-

vector games, but they're adequate to the

task. One the problems I have with the bulk

of combat simulations is that they tend to

become monotonous; Armour-Geddon

doesn't. It has enough payability and varia

tion that after a week. I'm still booting it up

whenever 1 can spare a few minutes to play.

Theme Park Mystery

7^ r< r\ A

Image Works/Konami

900 Deerfield Parkway

Buffalo Grove, IL 60089, 708-215-5100

This is the strangest game I've seen since

Weird Dreams and Fiendish Freddy. A Euro

pean import, it is set in theme park that must

have been built by the Anti-Disney. You first

play a couple of carnival-type games, a

bagatelle and one of those little cranes with

which you grab prizes. With what you win

from the bagatelle, you buy cards from

Zoltan. the fortune-telling machine. Once

you get this far. you take a monorail to three

arcade sections. The first is a standard, if

rather dark-spirited, platforms and monsters

game, the second a futuristic rollercoaster

ride with weapons, and the third a dangerous

chessgame that makes Alice in Wonderland

look like a paradigm of normalcy. The crisp

graphics are very well done, though the ani

mation would have benefited from a frame

or two more per second. The sound effects

are almost as strange as the premise, but per

fectly apropos.
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Bill & Ted

meet

Beethoven and

Elvis and have

a few yuks.

The only major gripe I have with the

game is that ihere is no save, or even con

tinue, function. Once you're killed off in an

arcade section, you have to start over from

the beginning, a process that takes far too

long. While that's typically European, I still

think it's inconsiderate. The process of

restarting wouldn't be so aggravating if it

weren't for the fact that there are so many

gratuitous animated sections that must be

gone through every time. Entertaining and

finely done as they are, some way to skip

them would have been much appreciated.

Theme Park Mystery did hook me, but

then I'm a fan of the weird and outre. While

it's certainly not for everyone, it is well

worth your time if you like the unusual.

Bill & Ted's

Excellent Adventure

Capstone, 14160 SW 139th Ct.

Miami, FL 33186, 305-252-9040

Stupidness raised to an art form is the

best description I can think of for this

game, which is based on the movie of the

same name. (I secretly believe that Bill &

Ted are the reincarnations of Larry and

Curly.) The aim is to help Bill and Ted

travel through time and bring historical

dudes back to the San Dimas Mall (like,

where else?) in order to pass the history

class they're currently failing. It's not quite

as simple as that, since you have to run

around collecting various objects in order to

get the dudes (and dudettes) to follow you.

The resulting arcade adventure is a

funny, funny game, full of sight gags, bad

puns, and boneheaded silliness. It doesn't

have much depth, and the graphics could

have been better done, but I just can't help

liking it. Control is mostly joystick, and I

think it's a little, like, bogus (too touchy) in

spots, but some practice will help get you

through it.

One of the side effects of Bill & Ted is

that you'll leam a few tidbits about history

while you play it. For the most part, it's

historically accurate, even if it does take

the lowbrow approach. But who cares

about that? Play Bill & Ted for the silliness,

something it has by the bushel.

Chuck Yeager's

Advanced

Flight Trainer 2.0

Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo, CA 94404, 415-571-7171

"18 aircraft with accurate aerody

namics and realistic 3-D modelled

graphics... Unlimited camera an

gles... six race courses... join the

Blue Angels or Thunderbirds... real

istic terrain..."

The package notes sound pretty

hot to flight-sim junkies like me, and

many of us have been eagerly wait

ing these last four years for AFT to

make it over from the PC to the

Amiga where it could really shine.

Unfortunately, the potential thrills of

flying these fascinating craft are all

but erased by extremely slow anima

tion (and using an accelerator pro

vided no noticeable benefit). Turning

off most of the detail results in some

improvement, but then what's the

point? If the U.S. hardware used

recently in Iraq had been this

"advanced", the Dallas Cowboys

Cheerleaders would all be wearing

veils by Fall. Another apparent victim

of IBM conversionitis, AFT is a big

disappointment. - Benn Dunnington

Cadaver, from

the Bitmap

Brothers via

Spectrum

Holobyte.
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Cadaver

Preview

Mirrorsoft/Spectrum Holobyte Inc.

2061 Challenger Dr.,

Alameda, CA 94501, 415-522-3584

Jumping onto the Earo-Bandwagon,

Spectrum Holobyte has formed an associa

tion with British game publisher Mirrorsoft

and the resulting games will be released

under a label called Arena Entertainment.

Cadaver will be the first release and was

actually developed by one of my favorite

development teams, the Bitmap Brothers.

Among other things, they were responsible

for Speedball and Xenon I & //, .some of the

best arcade games ever. Cadaver is a beauti

fully drawn arcade adventure that uses a

three-quarter isometric view. It's set in a cas

tle, and ihere arc over 350 rooms to explore

and plenty of arcade action to keep you

busy. The game permits movement in 8

directions has an automapping function.

Look for Cadaver in the third quarter.

Sex Olympics

Free Spirit. 58 Noble Street

Kutztown. PA 19530. 215-683-5609

Aimed at the hormonally overactive

junior high mentality, Set Olympics is racy,

leering, and scantily clad, but not even close

to pornographic. It will only be offensive to

those humorless bluestockings like Jesse

Helms who enjoy being offended by every

thing. In fact. Sex Olympics is most fun if

taken as satire (which I'm certain is the

intent). This is the third in Free Spirit's

bawdy Brad Stallion series, and probably the

best of the them. The galactic Sex Olympics

are under way. and Brad must win the top

honors for planet Earth. A dirty job. but I

suppose someone has to do it.

The interface requires no typing at all.

using instead a graphic icon strip that lets you

interact with the game in all the usual ways,

along with a couple of very unusual ones.

Good taste demands that 1 say no more. The

graphics and animation haven't improved

much since Brad started, er, adverturing his

way through the galaxy. The game is slightly

different each time it's booted (objects in dif

ferent places, etc.). giving it a little longer

shelf-life. Sex Olympics is a lot more fun than

uest for Glofy~n: Trial By Fire 10 of 5091

Quest for

Glory II,

more

series-ware

from Sierra.

it should be, mostly because it doesn't take

itself seriously in the slightest. It's meant to

make you laugh, and it does.

SimCity

Graphics Sets

Unrated

Muxis, Two Theatre Square. Suite 230

Orinda. CA 94563.415-254-9700

If you've spent as much time with SimCity

as I have, you've probably wished you could

give your cities a different look. Well, now

you can. Maxis has released two new sets of

graphics. Ancient Cities contains cities in the

styles of Ancient Asia (set in 1234 AD with a

samurai theme). Medieval Times (1491. and

it includes dragons and witches in the skies),

and the Wild West (1849, with a Gold Rush

theme}. An odd mix. but fun. However, if the

past doesn't interest you. Future Cities has

graphics for Future USA (21 st Century Amer

ica). Future Europe, and a Moon Colony. All

six sets of graphics are cleverly done, with

appropriate substitutions for the nuke plants,

electric lines, railroads, and the other period-

specific game objects. I'm delighted that

Maxis is still supporting one of the best com

puter entertainments ever done. Mandatory

for SimCity owners.

ON THE ADVENTURE FRONT

I'm getting more and more distressed

with what's going on or, more accurately,

what's not going on in adventure gaming

these davs. It seems to have sunk into an

endless repetition of Tolkicn-ish fantasy

and sequel after sequel. Sadly, it's gotten to

the point where there's little to distinguish

one adventure from another. There are a

few notable standouts, like Dungeon Mas

ter and Obilus, but by and large, but they

are few, infrequent, and usually show only

technical innovation. What's really depress

ing about the situation is that we have the

equipment and the skill to produce enter

tainments that can take us places and give

us experiences we can't have any other

way. What is lacking is imagination. Why

are we stuck in the realm of Germanic/

Celtic myth? There are many other civiliza

tions and mythical worlds to explore. I

think game designers need to start enlisting

some first-rate talent from the ranks of pro

fessional novelists and scriptwriters, get

them interested in the genre, and have them

write specifically for the medium. Just as

movies need writers, so do computer enter

tainments. The writer is the storyteller.

someone who can make us want to know

what happens next. It seems like adventure

games are much more concerned with get

ting the player from Point A to Point B than

with providing a cohesive, well-paced nar

rative. Adventure games have often been

adapted from novels and movies, but the

translations haven't been very successful

because their stories weren't intended to be

told in an interactive way. Imagine a story

written specifically for the computer by

Mark Twain. Why not base a game on Chi

nese mythology? The characters are no less
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Bane of the

Cosmic Forge,

Wizardry

comes to

Amiga.

encounters is simply distracting. Unless

you're a fan of the series, don't bother.

Wizardry:

Bane of the Cosmic Forge

FUHING YIHE LASHES

BORG

HIT!

LEG 2 DAMAGE

interesting than Frodo and Gandalf and the

stories aren't familiar to the point of pre

dictability. Or how about an adventure that

isn't based on mythology at all? Let's break

adventure gaming out of its doldrums.

Game designers: Dare to experiment, dare

to be different!

Quest for Glory II:

Trial by Fire

Sierra On-Line, P.O. Box 485

Coarsegold. CA936I4. 209-683-6858

At least the setting of this game is Ara

bian rather than Tolkien. However, that's

about the only out of the ordinary thing

about this standard Sierra game. The

biggest problem with it is that it seems

padded. The first tasks you have to perform

involve walking through the streets of a

city, actually a maze that goes on about ten

limes too long. A map is provided, which is

essential to finding your way. but the mazes

themselves become tiresome very quickly.

It wouldn't be so bad, but moving through

them is exasperating]}' slow, given the fre

quent disk accesses and molasses-like

screen redraws and animation.

Still, if you're a fan of Sierra adven

tures, this one does have some charm. The

characters have personality, even if their

accents arc a little incongruous (there's

one Arah vendor whose speeches are writ

ten in a heavy Italian accent). I've always

been a sucker for the Arabian Nights, and

I suppose that's the main reason I played

this game as long as I did. It isn't anything

special, but it's quite playable if you have

the patience for il. By the way. the game

comes on an incredible eight floppy disks,

so playing from a hard drive is almost

mandatory. It also runs just fine under

AmigaDOS 2.0.

The Bard's Tale III:

Thief ofFate

rK rK nC

Electronic Arls. 1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo, CA 94404. 415-57 1-7171

'Thief of my time and my patience' is

more to the point. This is a prime example

Of the stagnation in the adventure game

genre. Skara Brae has yet again come under

a Great Evil. Yawn. And you have to save it.

Again. Yawn. The graphics arc subpareven

by IBM standards: as an example, the pic

tures that pop up for encounters are the same

for several different creatures. Now. I know

I'm supposed to willingly suspend my disbe

lief, just like in the theater, but couldn't the

designers have added an extra disk (there are

two in the box) and made them all different?

The one thing I dislike about all Bard's

Tale-iype games is that it seems to take for

ever to get anywhere. Far too much of my

time is wasted doing battle every other step

with some creature or another. I suspect

encounters happen so frequently to make it

seem like there's more to the game than

there really is. As it it. the quantity of

Sir-Tech. PO Box 245

Ogdensburg, NY 13669. 315-393-6633

Aside from a slightly different screen

layout, there's not much difference between

this and Dungeon Master, Bard's Talc, or

twenty other FRPGs. for that matter. This

latest chapter in Wizardry (And the first to

be brought to the Amiga) comes on five

disks and you'll certainly want to put it on

your hard drive. As in Bard's Tale HI. the

encounters are far too frequent and take too

much of my exploration time. One of the

main functions of computers is to automate

repetitive actions. In taking what is essen

tially a boardgame played with dice and

computerizing it. you'd think the automation

would make the game more playable. In

fact, it's almost as tedious as playing with

pencil and paper. I think it's because the

game is too detailed and too much of that

detail is left hanging out where the player

has to see it. When played on paper, it's

essential to know exactly where you are

and where a monster is so the player can

picture the scene in his imagination. But in

Bane, as in most other games of its type,

it's kind of pointless: I can see the monster

on ihe screen. I would much rather have the

computer take care of all the statistics with

out bothering me with them. I want to play

the game, not ponder over tables of num

bers and manage long, in-volved combat

sequences.

The graphics are a little better than in

Bard's Tale, but the choppy animation

could stand some improvement.

I'm probably going to catch a lot of Oak

from die-hard FRPG fans over the two

reviews above, but it's time to move on to

something different. The Bard's Talc series

(in fact, most all adventure game series)

needs to be laid to rest; it's been milked dry.

The Wizardry series has been popular for

years, but it too has no new ideas to offer.

Let's get on with something different.
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BY GREGORY CONLEY"THE PICNIC"

Saturday*

You are cordially invited

to the

3rd annual picnic

in the park.

Join us for food, folks /

and puns.

Saturday 9-9

RSUP NRPS

BYOB&INFO 1

HEY BRYCEf

Think fast?

r BIG-BLUE-MAC*

BIG-BLUE-MAC*

BIG-BLUE-OH-NO* ,

AM-I-GAN LE-GION* "^

AM-I-GAN LE-GION*

AM-I-GAN LE-GION*

Bryce,COMEON!

It's time for the

There' s

nothing like

spendinsa day with Jp|
friends* ^C^

^nct

SiVS^-

Gregory Conley can be contacted by writing: Gregory Conley, 17320 Laverne Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44135
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^ "T"Oran J. Sands III

Video

The DCTV hardware, a self-portrait, rendered here as a 24-bit IFF image.

Thevideo world is based on ihe concept

of three color signals: the Red. Green.

and Blue we're all so familiar with.

However, the reality of video is the

color composite video signal. One sig

nal - not three - comprising literally all

of the information a moniior needs to display an

image. Understanding ihe nature and makeup of the

color composile signal can lead to some interesting

concepts. DCT\' for instance.

DIGITAL COMPOSITE TELEVISION

DCTX' (not to be confused with Commodore's

CDTV) stands for 'Digital Composite Television."

Instead of working with digital information by

describing RGB images. DC7Vuses a digitized form

of the composite video signal. Although digital com

posite video is quite common in video devices such as

DVE units, limebase correctors, and digital video

recorders, few computer display devices use it.

(NewTek's Video Toaster is one exception.) The

beauty of this setup is that the composile video signal

is inherently compressed information. A digital com

posite file can be much smaller than an RGB file

describing Ihe same image at the same resolution.

Using this type of digital daia opens doors that might

otherwise remain shut.

Oran examines

the long-awaited

DCTV from

Digital

Creations.

It would be best to think of DCTV as an entirely

new display system, not just a single product. This

system offers digitizing, painting, and real-iime ani

mation, as well as full compatibility with all Amiga

models. And il maintains a large measure of compati

bility with Amiga files as well.

WHAT YOU GET

DCTV is supplied as a small black box with four

disks of software. The DCT\> box is attached to the

Amiga exiernally via the RGB port, with the Amiga

monitor connecting to the other side of the connector.

DCT\; images can be viewed only on a composite

video monitor, however. DCTV's hardware doesn't

have an RGB output like the Amiga's. DCTV graphics

are composile video, and must be viewed on a com

posite video monitor. The standard Amiga monitor

happens to have a composite video input on the back.

and it works quite well for DCTK You can simply use

the input switch on the front of the monitor to select

Amiga RGB or DC'TX' composite.

The concept behind DCTV is pretty slick. Keep in

mind that each pixel on the Amiga screen is made up

of three sets of data: one set for the Red, another for

the Green, and a third for the Blue. If you are in 16-

color hi-res mode, then each set of data contains four

(2M = 16) bits of information. Combine all three sets

of color data together, and you have twelve bits of

data. Now. let's perform a 'mind experiment': assume

that we want to use those twelve bits of data for some

thing other than making an RGB screen display. Each

pixel could represent a lot of information (2A12, or

4096 data 'states'); an entire screen's worth of pixels

could contain tons of data (12 bits x 736 pixels x 480

scanlines = 4,239,360 bits [over half a megabyte]). If

those twelve bits actually consisted of, say. digitized

video data describing the brightness and color values

of that particular point on the screen, then... well,

you'd have/XW!

FULL NTSC COLOR

When displayed in its 'uninterpreted' state on an

Amiga monitor, a DCTV file looks like a mottled gray-

green image. This same file when intercepted and

translated by the DCTV hardware becomes a full-color

screen image. In fact, that's the real wonder of this

system: it offers a choice of colors that approaches that

of high-end graphics workstations. I won't quote you a

figure about how many colors it displays or the size of

the palette, because it's almost impossible to do so.

Counting colors is easily done on an RGB system
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where ever)' bil changes the color value in a straight

forward manner. In composite video, you can't quan

tify the exact number of colors available or dis-

playable on-screen. There is no such on-off relation

ship from which to calculate the numbers. It would,

however, be safe to say that there are several million

colors available and dispiayable. The DC1V system

advertises the capability to display the full NTSC

color spectrum, and my tests show that's true. But

that's still not the same thing as 24-bit RGB color. The

two are apples and oranges. Don't get confused.

Digital Creations has made sure that all that color is

put to good use. They have provided some excellent

software. There is a paint program, a digitizing pro

gram, and a conversion module.

DCTV PAINT
The DCT\' Paiiu software is incredible. Not since

my days with 24-bit paint systems have I seen a paint

program that offered such a "painterly" feel. You

won't find yourself worrying aboul individual pixels,

bui using strokes of the brush just as an artist would.

And though you're painting with millions of colors,

you'll Find this paini program is fast and capable, with

no waiting for anything to render. Features like spare

screens with rub-thru, true gradient fills, adjustable

airbrush, and watercolor effect make this program a

powerful tool. I'll leave a full review of the painl pro

gram to my fellow .info columnist Brad Schenck. but

suffice it to say that in my opinion it represents a new

level of graphic tools for the Amiga.

DIGITIZING
For those of us who need to import images from

other sources, DCT\' has got us covered. Digitizing is

simple: you merely feed your color video signal from a

camera, VCR. or laserdisc into the DCTV black box

input. It slow-scans the video in six to ten seconds, pro

viding a very true-to-source digitized copy. The image

can then be manipulated with the paint program or con

verted to any form of Amiga IFF image file, including

24-bit. The file format DCT\' uses can be converted to

RGB and vice-versa, which opens up some interesting

possibilities. Amiga users who produce 24-bit RGB

files usually have no way to view them without expen

sive display hardware, unless they convert them to one

of the Amiga's native display modes with an attendant

loss in resolution and/or color. Since DCT\ "s display

approaches 24-bit RGB in its number of color choices,

it makes a great system for previewing true 24-bit pic

tures. Animators should also take note: since DCTV

files are identical in form to a 16-color hi-res image,

you can load them into any Amiga animation-building

program (such as DPaim) and assemble a real-time ani

mation with the 'look and feel" of 24-bil color!

DCT\; itself uses three file formats. The basis for all

DCTV images are Raw files, which consist of 500K or

so of data that comprises all the information needed to

build the screen. What is actually displayed on the

screen, however, is a Display file (about 100K). This

Display file can be saved as well, and is in the form of

a hi-res IFF screen. By necessity, this file doesn't con-

A colorful image created with DCTV Paint, reproduced here

from a 24-bit IFF file.

tain quite the same depth of information as the Raw

file, so it behooves the user to always save Raw files

when working with images until the last step is com

pleted. As mentioned earlier, £>C7V will also save in

24-bit RGB. but be aware that there is no more infor

mation in it than there is in the Raw file to begin with.

DCTV can display in several resolutions, the normal

mode being 736x480.

OPINIONS
Perhaps the only potential drawback to DCT\' is the

video resolution of the output. It is lower than you

might expect: it measures aboul 3.0MHz, roughly the

resolution of a 3/4" recorder. However, given the anti

aliasing nature of the composite signal and the overly

large color choices, the resolution won't be a big prob

lem for most users. Digital Creations also tells me that

there will be an upgrade sometime around August lo

the software which should increase the image sharp

ness. Registered users will be notified by mail. You

should also be aware that some early DCTV units had

problems working with Amiga A 1000s. 1080 moni

tors, and 2002 monitors. A hardware fix was made to

later units that solved this. Call Digital Creations if

this seems to be a problem.

DCTV offers the budget-minded Amiga user a

chance to work in extended color modes. It also makes

a dandy digitizing setup for camcorder users. And. very

importantly, it fills in the vast gap between HAM real

time animations and expensive 24-bil single-frame

recorder setups. For the video producer, here is an inex

pensive way to approach thai 24-bil look, whether sim

ply for roughing out images or producing a finished pic

ture. Currently DC7V doesn't offer overlaying as a fea

ture, but little elves tell me it's in ihc works, as is an

animation program. DCT\r is an extended graphics

package worthy of your dollar. -j^-

DCTV

$495.00

Digital

Creations

2865 Sunrise

Boulevard,

Suite 103,

Rancho

Cordova, CA

95670,

916-344-4825
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800-BE-AMIGA (800-232-6442)

We carry over 2000 items

for the Amiga, including

most software titles. Call us

lor all ol your Amiga needs!
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From Digital

Creations

Full fUTSC Color

Display and

Digitizer.

Best Seller!

DPS Personal TBC

A New Internal Infinite

Window Time Base Corrector

with GeniocHing fur use with

the Newtek Video Toaster!

Fop the Incredible Low

Price of:

«77900

Supra Corporation

SupraRam 2000

2/8mb Board ..!169"

SupraRam 2000 4mb RAM ., 249.00

SupraRam 2000 Omb RAM „ 328,00

SupraRam 2000 8mb RAM 388.00

SupraRam 5D0 512k „ G1.9S

Due IB industry llticlunion, RftM prices are mb|ect li Ehiate

New From
ICD

AdSCSI 2000 128"

lll.Hlt. will * .' 1

BHIBT.

AdSCSI 2080 !189M
Ilira ,

Mn

Hlirun !
■»■■■
Imp

mm

UN.

AdSpeed "2188

am
MM

AdIDE,

MUM

NrMllll

Mm

Flicker Free Video

Hinlum lagtrlict 1
lllckrr Inr my (ralgi ' '

ompilir. DietBDl

-.,: . r.j i"1 i

Great Valley Products

Series II for the Amiga 500

40mb
BZnfc

80o* _

105ml!

.'59900

."889"

Newtek Video Toaster

S1399°°

Digitai Video

Eftects!

Genlock

Frame Grabber!

24-bit Paint and

Rendering!

3D Modeling and

Animation!

Hard Drive Sale
Super Special ol the Month

Hard Drive Packages: Buy any controBer and any

orivelromtfie selection listed below antlwewffl take

$20 off the package (nice.
CentPOUtrt

EVP Series n - Non Rim Cap. "159" taun»» 2000 'B«"

£¥P Shhbi II - Up to 8 REegx "183" Dltifliw 500 '179*

K0 MSCSI 2MB 'IZ8" BmOrivM
QuMtum 52raii ITC "2B8"

QuMtmn IIS ■S88"

qp»mura 105 IPS "498"

Quantum 170 <S7ff«

Quantum 210,—, *748"

'13<p

iVS TnimpCartl 2BDQ Prof.. S189"

1¥S TrunpCacd 5B0 Prill "253°

Supra Wonffiync MOB"

GVP Series II Accelerators

New single-board design on 22 & 33 Mltz

These new Series II accelerators

have a built-in GVP SCSI controller

Now holds up to 32 megs of ram!*

22Mhz S89800

33Mhz...81B780D

50MHz ...8229800

50 Mhi board, athiri hold less

Circle #164 on the Reader Service Card



U.S. ORDERS ONLY:

800-872-8882
CANADA: 1-800-548-2512

CUSTOMER SERVICE OR

213-214-0000
ORDER STATUS

4453 Redonrio Beach Blvd., Lawndale, CA 9B260 - Mon-Sal 8-8 PST - FAX: 213-214-0932

C reative"
COMPUTERS

ANNOUNCING ANOTHER

CREATIVE COMPUTERS FIRST:

THE CREATIVE COMPUTERS

lira

USE YOUR

AND EARN HOLLARS

ANYWHERE

WE SELL!

ftgBf fcaaraaa

i twt, On or icdtmat brotop !«■ tM 90 feyi tnu me Me

■ BMte Mandtctirer'i Wiirmtyl
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Uwshf JflrtMnfl the nutwfKturv's wvesity op Id s mxkmn Bl dm **h*IJI"il*1 ynr.

1 Bomt Peinttl

- Mo* rna Until pa? lave ttattandxiri potts

M »*«i hi Dm oMot Hem rt yow cbokel

1 Redeem noHiti witfi a pftotw cafll

Oot qoidicMtoHm Dlrecl Uvuuee cmwnMr tanlet iMrwtampiKMi unur teMRUhetietureiotrMintt

Mq btmdMfl tMotfi on trwyHriRt At ■■!- Wtef■ tnon, ywi rvcdn a ijurtuly poM ttituKot ukHp

lDaimlnl»a on 1» win w*iu »«f*« nrped a« kM. «nd cMtctdcr tutativt Mtrmacasa ipKhli da!

nna.

'gib Craft Unit
Ever? Bran Uisto* GoM MattrCrd Mfer BbmlU4 raatm ■ fae at cn« nt w to SISflflOl

Calli

Announcing the

Creative Computers Exclusive

Money Back Guarantee Program
(CC-MBG)

i July 31,1991, when you i

any accelerators, floppy drives, memory expansions,

hard drive controllers or Newtek's Video Toaster from

, you are protected by a full 30-day,

No-Questions-Asked Money Back Guarantee!

Are you in the market for a Video Toaster but don't

know if it will work right with your set-up? Or are you

waiting for your Amiga to compute but don't know what

an accelerator will mean in practical terms to you? You

need not wait any longer. Just buy it from us, and if you

don't like it, send it back for a full refund!

ralM; liottEfl-iine oflBP snly anttiM in aliB*B HsteS eaiegoriei only, tea mosl cap Dusicmr

Servics to obtain a Return ButtwrfcatisB number-betwe sending ihu Item(t) back. liic Mentis) must be

in WHP33! cDBdllea and In crigtnsl packaghig. No damaged Items wHI be icctnttd. RbIurcIe Issued

wllnifl 14 diyi al PBGtl^I at tin retsreed Hzmit). Refund:: li-tilled to S3.D0Q ftp cunsowr.

Overnight service to

Most rates cheaper than Express Mai at the Post Office!

height service

and low, low

ralBsvta:

Australia 0014-800-125-712 ; Canada 1-800-548-2512;

Dcnmai'k 0431-0237; France 13-0590-1099; Italy 1678-

74086; Japan 0Q3MM351; Netherlands 06-022-8613;

Norway 050-120?3; Switzerland 046-05-3420; United

Kingdom 0800-89-1178.

OUR POLICIES
l»acd nwert at 213-WZ-ZKff (ith 11 u. tt 7 to. PIT.

wmm*m

Ut.Mdmta*.ptao.MkMpndKlHtfajJHM).1MBtfn■pbtwIbm (rr irgttst PtrtMIMt*.
s rt V bit opTtei M nftfci lo ■ £&* rt-nocfclni fw.

ixsct ilMiMiy rales.

■■■I DUHEt
■■■..■ . - turiiiii.irn.iirn

fviii'i niMiiT«<w»piiwmiirriif a

art iuJjo' fudy Ijctars c^kiQ.

DMenMrtteta a tti-BOOUS-Sti:M l878-7«w;B9tt«a MiWD«117«;

nii n tun .nm imr

Credit Cards

Accepted Shipping via:

/liRBORNE
EXPRESS

1. Call lor mesl currerl prices ait stilling rales.

I. Man Utls order tern to:

CBUTIVE COMPaiEHS al: 0453 Rtflondu Beach Bliif., Uwndala, M 9C2GQ

. Credit card orders only snipped lo billing address.

1", SALES TAX {CA RES.ONLY)

SHIPPING METHOD: (Call for rates) shipping

UPS Ground LJ Airborne Express raTAL
DHL -International orders

Other

F n Check O Money Order \_J Visa \_\ MasterCard
j American Express \ | Discover

METHOD OF

PAYMENT

REDIT CARD USERS ONL

Exp, Date /Credit Card #

Signature

OFFER CODE: PI 740111 OFFER VALID JULY 1,1991 - JULY 31, 1991
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ative
COMPUTERS

U.S. ORDERS ONLY: CUSTOMER SERVICE OR

800-872-8882 213-214-0000
CANADA: 1-800-548-2512 ORDER STATUS

4453 Redondo Beach Blvd., Lawndale, CA 90280 - Man-Sat 8-6 PST - FflX: 213214-0932

ACCBIRATORS
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AUDIO HARDWARE
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VIDEO HARDWARE
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uu

MM

ek Video Toaster
Digital Video Effects!

Genlock - Frame Grabber!

24-bit Paint and Rendering!

3D Modefttg and Animation!

Lowest Price h

the World-Call

DPS Personal TBC
A New Internal Infinite Window lime

Base Corrector with Genlocking for

use with the Newtek Video Toaster!

For the Amazing Low Price of:

MAKES DESKTOI

VIDEO A REALITY!
•Syn :hronlze Video and Sound to the Best!

•Control External Devices like the Video Tonttr,

Las :rDisc, VCfls, Writable Optical Disks, MIDI I

• Crenie ProductonE of Virtually Unlimited Length^

• Edit Productions in Real Time on Youp AMfSA!

• Savf Finished Pradacthmt to Uitteo Tspe!

Available Exclusively at Creative Computers

From Digital
Creations
Full NTSC Color

Display and Digitizer.

CHI iboul the -Batting the Most opt a! OCIV"

lulanl tape.

4004/4005
Genlackable Video

Graphics Encoder lor

the Amiga 2000/3000

4004S offers S-VHS standard

External control box with fade

and keying controls

Now, half the original price

00

Hard Drive Specials
Controllers

GVP SeriBS II - Non Ram Cap... t !ifl ■■'

GVP Series II - Up to 8 mi:iis ...MUU'1

ICD AdSCSI ZOOD MZa-

ICD AdSCSI 2080 MOB00

IVS TrumpCard Z000 Pro! MSB00

IVS Trump Card 500 Prof *258"

Supra WordSync M09w

Datallyei* 2000 W*

DatallyerSQO '17800

Super Special of the Month

Hard Drive Packages: Buy any con

troller and any drive from the selec

tion listed below and we will take

$20 off the package price.

Bare Drives

Quantum 52mb IPS W

Quantum 105 *368°°

Quantum 105 IPS 8498°°

Quantum 170

Quantum 210

OFFER CODE: P1740111 OFFER VALID JULY 1,1991 - JULY 31,1991

Circle #122 on the Reader Service Card



The Creative Computers Low Price Guarantee
Creative Computers, the service and low-price leader, has just reduced all of its prices even further.

Check out the prices in this ad, then compare them to the competition's. If you find a tower price anywhere, we'll beat it!**
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New, reliable drive tor the Amiga.

Super sSm, less than 1-inch htglt.

power consumption.

: pass-thru.

Great Valley Products Series II lor the Amiga 500

40mb "BBB"

52n* tBZ5M

- 80mb «699»

105mb *845M

GVP Series II Accelerators

New single-board design on 22 & 33 Mhz

These new Series II accelerators

have a built-in GVP SCSI controller

Now holds up to 32 megs of ram!*

22Mhz !8880Q

33Mhz..,8lG7800

50Mhz...s22980D

'50 Mtu board, others hold lest

aRam2Q00

b Board ..s1G9no

Desk JC15QD-.-163-00

LaserJet m. 1499.00

LaserJet HP. 799.00

PaintJet.. ...B49.00

PaintJet XI..Z049.DD

Sharp JX-100
A portable color scanner.

M) (pr 24H!U<!!or\

Includes Scanlab sottwarfl

Ir-om A SEE .'699"

™™249.00

820.00

SupnaRam 2000 Stnb RAM 399.00

SupraRam 500 512k ...61.85

Due in Induiiry lluctusllon, RAM prices nre iuii)ect Id change

BCD &OQQ - Single Frame Contrailer.

Fulure Video - Edit Controller

Panasonic AG-13BQ- VCR Deck

All Available - Just stive us a call!

New From

ICD
AdSCSI 20DO 1ZB"

hu'ltn'wini '*'M$iJ*-|
unmatctted *''i! ; , i
ipiid •ptf

AdSCSI 2080 S189°°
—H J
km I
■iinta 1
■ran* it |

■ ■MS
■ IDI

.*219°

■cciltnur

AdIDE *89B

M«n

nnrittt bum

FirBl(lI)

Flicker Free Video

Eilnlum mitrli

rilckef Igp 35V *•

conpiitEr. Duet n

Now lower

prices!!!

Newtek

Digl View Gold 4.D 124.0Q

Dtgi Paint 3 .58.00

Panasonic wimm 189.0D

Panasonic WV150DK 319.QD

Copy/Camera Stand 59.95

SupBP Bundle/Digi View 399.00

(Digl View Gold 4.0, Win'110 Camera, Copy Stand, Lens, Cable)

DeskJet Full Color

Print full color on your HP DeskJet printer!

Enkmun Full Color Kit $34.95

New, lower priced

Mega-Midget

Racers!

25 Mill '49900

33 Mhz '599QD

Ram Board wilh 2mb. s409°°

Ram Board with 4mb .779°°

68882-25 Mhz !279°°

Theie Economy boards do not have an MMU

OFFER CODE:

■■

P1740111
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ative
COMPUTERS

U.S. ORDERS ONLY: CUSTOMER SERVICE OR

800-872-8882 213-214-0000
CANADA: 1-800-548-2512 ORDER STATUS

4453 Bedondo Beach Blvd., Laivndate, GA 9026Q - Mon-Sat 8-6 PST - FAX: 213-214-0332
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Editing with your Video Toaster?
SCREEN MAKER delivers 24-bit IFF Broadcast Graphics!

•100 Deep Color Toaster

compatible images.

•Less than $3 per image.

•NTSCandPAL

Make the Video Professionals' Choice! ...S23S°°
On SyQuest Cartridge ^as00

Vista Professional

24 bit output!

Pen Pal
You deserve

the best!

PGA Tour Goll The Secret of Monkey Island

f the Beholder , Soo9S
38

Don't forget to ask for your free copy of either Skyfox

II, World Tour Golf, Intelfitype, or Swords of Twilight

with the purchase of any EA distributed title.

Proper Grammar
For those moments

when proper

grammar matters.

Draw on our resources.

Softclips™ by

Softwood

Distant Suns

Control the

UnrversB with this

Amiga Classic.

Vista 1.2
No more polygons!

Now does trees!

Requires only t

meg.

S4JJ95

New low pries

ars & Pipes Professional

$22900 r

■

Bars & Pipes Professtonai wib open your eyes to a

newvision of music software, its expandable design

and innovative architecture increase the creativity

and productivity of the modem composer.

Audition
Advanced digital sound editing.

More features than AudioMaster 3.

100% Assembly language. «,-

SAS/Lattice C 5.1
The standard complete C

programming language (or

the Amiga S199°°

OFFER CODE: PI 740111 OFFER VALID JULY 1,1991 - JULY 31,1991
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Visit our Amiga Superstores!
South Bay: 4453 Redondo Beach Blvd. - Lawndate, CA 90260 - Mon-Sat 11-7 PST-Phone: (213) 542-2292

Westside: 318 lfflshre Blvd. - Santa Monica, CA 90401 - Tues-Sat 11-7 Sin 11-5 PST-Phone: (213) 384-7779
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The Ultimate in Desktop
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DTP video.

Prints 24-bit images,
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Rotate text and graphics.

2 page display.
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processor takes on afl challengers

with features Re these:

100,000 word Spelling CFtecker.

flnsams wftti 300,000 word cross reference.

Adjustable defaults fop ALL program settings.
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QuickWrite......
Text only word processor Iromtte makers aiPraWnte. Features;

Araxx Support, Mail Merge. Spell Checker, Import-tap ant
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XCAD
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design and drafting

tool suitable for
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and designers.
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H Morton A. Kevelson

ardware

Let's join

Mart as he

examines A500

SCSI/RAM

expansion

boxes from

IVS and Supra.

Trumpcard 500 with Trumpcard installed.

Starting with the 'big belly" RAM

boards in issue #38, which were fol

lowed by the multislol expansion

boxes in issue #40.1 have been sys

tematically exposing ihe possible

ways of expanding the operational

capacity of the Amiga 500. This time around I will

examine "outboard" expansion boxes for theAmiga

500. I was going to call these 'sidecars'; however,

Commodore has already usurped this designation for

Ihe Amiga 1000 version of the Bridgeboard.

For our purposes, an Amiga 500 'outboard' is a lim

ited-capacity expansion box that plugs into the

Amiga's external expansion port. An 'outboard' is nor

mally used to add a hard drive, additional memory, or

both to your system. In this issue. I will be looking ai

the Trumpcard 500 from Interactive Video Systems.

Supra Drive 500XP and Supra RAM 500RX from

Supra Corporation. In the future I will examine

Xetec's Fastirak SCSI Host Adapter and FastRAM for

the A500. the DataFlyer 500 from Expansion Sys

tems, and Impact Series U A500 HD from Great Valley

Products. 1 will then attempt to finish off this series by

loading an Amiga 500 to the gills with every con

ceivable product from ICD. Specifically. 1 intend to

cram an AdRAM 540, AdRAM 560D. Flieker Free

Video, AdSpeed and a Novia 20 hard drive system all

into an Arnica 500's case!

TRUMPCARD 500

Interactive Video Systems' (IVS) Trumpcard500 is

a sturdy aluminum enclosure that extends seven inches

to the left of the Amiga 500. Its overall depth is nine

inches and it attains a maximum height of 3 1/8

inches, which makes it just about 3/4" taller than the

computer. The front of the enclosure slopes down to

the same height as the keyboard. Green and red disk

activity and power LEDs adorn the sloping front

panel. The rear panel sports a five-pin DIN connector

lor an optional external power supply and a cutout

with a plastic insert for an optional DB25 connector

which is used for adding external SCSI devices.

Inside the Trumpcard 500 is a iwo-s!ot A2000

expansion chassis. These 100-pin expansion slots can

accept standard A2000 plug-in cards; however, the

physical dimensions of the enclosure limit the system

m half-length cards. The top of the enclosure has

enough space to install a half-height 3 1/2 inch hard

drive. Nole that ihe hard drive mounts upside down

inside the Trumpcard. Most hard drive manufacturers

do not restrict inverted mounting; however, Seagate

does not recommend it. According to an IVS

spokesperson. Seagate's engineering department has

indicated that some of the early Seagate drives had

spindle bearing assemblies which were affected by

inverted mounting. All of Seagate's current hard drives

have symmetrical assemblies which can be installed

either way.

A pair of jumpers on the expansion chassis lels you

power the box from either the Amiga or the external

power supply. You can probably get away with power

ing a single hard drive or a low power hard drive and

two megabytes of RAM from the Amiga. If you expect

to go beyond (his, it would be prudent to invest in the

external power suppiy.

IVS offers a choice of four half-length cards with

which to fill ihe slots hi ihe Trumpcard500. Trump

card is a SCSI host adaptor which can be installed in

either the Trumpcard500 or in an Amiga 2000. On

board connectors are provided for a standard 50-

conductor flat SCSI ribbon cable, and an optional 25-

conductor cable to the DB25 connector for external

SCSI devices. If you buy the Trumpcard 500 without a

hard drive, you will also get an eight-inch length of

50-conductor SCSI cable. An on-board jumper lets

you select autobooting if you have Kickstart 1.3 or

higher in ROM. or you can choose (loppy disk booting

if you are still living with Kickstart 1.2.

TCUtils 2.0. Trumpcard's hard drive installation and
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setup software, is the best that I have seen for any hard

drive system with regard to ease of the initial seiup as

well as overall flexibility. Starting with a brand new

hard drive, if you choose to accept the default option

of a single partition TCUlils will handle the entire pro

cess of low-level formatting, AmigaDOS formatting,

and installation of Workbench and AmigaDOS. If you

wish to partition the hard drive, TCUtils offers a

'click-and-drag1 graphical interface which makes par

tition sizing as painless as possible. You can choose

either the old file system or the fast file system for

AmigaDOS partitions, or you can create AMux II par

titions. If you think you know what you are doing,

TCUtils will also let you directly specify every con

ceivable user-settable hard drive parameter. The latest

release of the Tnanpcard driver fully supports Com

modore's rigid disk block system.

TRUMPCARD PROFESSIONAL

If you are looking for faster performance, then

Trumpcard Professional is a worthwhile option.

Trumpcard Professional sports a pair of 50-pin SCSI

connectors, autoboot jumpers, and SCSI ID jumpers.

The latter let you change Trumpcard Professional's

SCSI ID if you wish to use the system as part of a

SCSI network with more than one host adaptor. Set

ting up a SCSI network lets you share SCSI peripher

als with more than one computer. The present limita

tion of a SCSI network under AmigaDOS is that only

one host system can be allowed to write to any single

peripheral. Of course, shared reads are permissible.

To let you add additional memory to the system,

IVS offers Meta 4, an A2000 half-card which can add

two or four megabytes of fast RAM using one

megabyte SIMMs. Mela 4 will work with either type

of one-meg SIMM, as long as they are added in pairs.

Grand Slam, IVS's latest offering, is a Trumpcard

Professional with an on-board parallel port and sock

ets for eight megabytes of SIMM-based RAM expan

sion. I have not worked with Grand Slam as of this

writing; however. IVS was running a very impressive

real-time video demo with a SCSI network using two

Grand Slams at the New York Amiga World Expo.

Trumpcard 500 is a rugged, economical expansion

system for the Amiga 500.1 have been using a Trump

card in my A2000 with a 48 megabyte Seagate

ST157N for two years, and have recently added an 80

megabyte Seagate 1096N to the system. Keep in mind

that if you decide to upgrade to an Amiga 2000, the

half-length cards in the Trumpcard 500 can be used in

the new system.

SUPRA DRIVE 500XP

The Supra Drive 500XP is housed in an all-metal

enclosure that is 11 1/2 inches deep and adds 4 1/4

inches to the width of the A500. When installed in the

A500's expansion port, the box extends about 1 1/2"

behind the computer. Supra Drive 500's profile closely

matches the Amiga 500. Inside the enclosure is a SCSI

host adapter with room for up to eight megabytes of

fast RAM on-board. A 3 1/2" half-height hard drive is

mounted on standoffs to the rear of the enclosure. The

Supra Drive 500XPw\lh 2MB RAM.

system I received was equipped with a Conner 3040

40 megabyte low-power hard drive and two

megabytes of RAM. This system was powered from

the Amiga 500.

Supra Drive 500XP's back panel is equipped with a

DB25 connector for external SCSI devices, a power

connector for an optional external power supply, and a

miniature 'game' toggle switch which disables the hard

drive but leaves the fast RAM in service. At the rear, on

the right side of the case, is a set of miniature DIP

switches, which can be accessed without unplugging

the 500XP from the Amiga. Three of these are used to

set the SCSI ID of the Supra host adapter. A fourth

switch is used to enable or disable autobooting. The

fifth switch disables the built-in fast RAM. Power sup

ply jumpers for selection between the Amiga's power

supply or the optional external power supply are located

in the SOOXP's expansion port connector. These

jumpers can be accessed without opening the case by

simply pulling the unit out of the expansion slot. Over

all. Supra has done an excellent job of making all the

needed settings easily accessible to the end user.

The 500XP's internal RAM can be configured as

512K, 1MB, 2MB, 4MB or 8MB. The 512K, 1MB,

and 2MB configurations use one megabit chips of the

256Kx4 variety. An alternate 2MB configuration, as

well as the the 4MB or 8MB configurations, are

obtained by using four megabit chips of the 1 MBx4

variety. All chips have to be in DIP packages. At the

present time the four megabit chips are about twice the

price of the equivalent amount of RAM using 1

megabit chips. Eventually, possibly by the end of this

year, this situation will reverse itself. Note that you

cannot mix the two varieties of RAM chips. If you start

out with 1 megabit chips and wish to expand beyond

2MB, the smaller chips will have to be removed.

The Supra Drive 500XP has an Amiga 500 expan

sion bus pass-through which lets you hook up addi

tional Amiga 500 expansion peripherals. In an effort to

determine just how far I could go with this pass-

Trumpcard 500

With Trumpcard

$269.95

Trumpcard 500

With Trumpcard

Professional

$279.95

Interactive

Video Systems
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Yes, this setup wcrks.-.even the Atari monitor on top.

No, this is not a Macintosh!

through, I plugged in a California Access Bodega Bay

expansion box. The Bodega Bay had a Xetec FastCard

Plus with four megabyies of RAM and a 40 megabyte

Quantum hard drive installed. Using the game switch.

I disabled the hard drive in the 500XP, but I left its

2MB RAM in service. The system actually worked

(see photo). My compliments to both Supra and Cali

fornia Access on the design of their Amiga 500 expan

sion port interfaces!

The selup utilities provided provided with the Supra

Drive 500XP include SupraFormat, a full-screen icon-

driven utility which is used to set up the drive from

scratch. It automatically identifies and selects the

parameters for any SCSI controller and hard drive on

your system. SupraFormat also makes ii easy to create

as many as thirty partitions on the hard drive. The

SupraEdU program, which greatly resembles

SupraFormat, lets you access the lower-level hard

drive parameters. The SupraTools disk also contains

CLImate, Progressive Peripherals' icon-driven file

management utilily for any AmigaDOS irackdisk

device. For data security. Supra includes Express

Copy, a hard drive backup and file copying utility.

SUPRA RAM 500RX

Supra Ram 500RX is housed in a 9 1/2 inch deep,

all-metal enclosure that plugs info the Amiga 50()'s

expansion port. The enclosure adds only one inch to

the width of the Amiga 500. and its profile closely

matches the computer's. 500RX lets you add up to

eight megabytes of fast RAM to (he Amiga. The RAM

can be easily disabled with a miniaiure loggle switch

located on the back panel. A connector for an optional

power supply is also located on the back panel.

Using 256K.\4 ZIP dynamic RAM chips, you can add

512K, 1 MB, or 2MB of fast RAM to the system. By

switching to 1 MB.\4 ZIP chips you can add either 2MB,

4MB. or 8MB of fast RAM. More ZIP chips can be

crowded on a circuit board because they stand on edge.

Like the Supra Drive 500XP. Supra HAM 500RX

has a pass-through for the Amiga 5Q0's expansion bus.

Although I have not yet plugged the Bodega Bay into

this pass through, I have run several less ostentatious

peripherals without any problems.

All of the IVS and Supra products mentioned in this

column performed quite satisfactorily. All demon

strated good design characteristics and proved easy to

work with. I do not hesitate to soundly recommend

them all.

ADDRESSES

Supra Corporation. 1133 Commercial Way

Albany. OR 97321. 503-967-9075

Interactive Video Systems. 7245 Garden Grove

Boulevard, Suite E. Garden Grove. CA 92641.

714-890-7040

CD-ROM UPDATE

I have found several more CD-ROM products that work

with the Xetec CD-ROM drive:

/ Olivia De Berardinis' Exotica-ROM #1-1327 Mac

& PC version, $199, Educorp Computer Services,

7434 Trade St., San Diego, CA 92121,619-536-9999

This disc contains 154 of the artist's images in 24-bit

TIFF, color GIF, 8-bit gray RIF, GIF, and MacPaint

image file formats - a total of 846 files and 250 megs of

image data. The files can be accessed from Amiga-

DOS, and the images can be processed and displayed

by ASDG's Art Department or Art Department Profes

sional, as well as with Active Circuit's RasterLink (for

merly ImageLink). The press sheet for this product

says, in part: 'Olivia De Berardinis is an artist with a

wonderfully deep, vibrant feeling for the feminine form.'

/ The Fred Fish Collection on CD-ROM Volume

1.1, Jan 1991, $69.95, HyperMedia Concepts, PO Box

85303, Racine, Wl 53408,414-632-3766.

This CD-ROM disc contains Fred Fish disks 1-410,

the Gold Fish disks, and the Aquarium indexing and

search program. Unlike the categorized disc included

with the Xetec drive, this library is organized by Fish

Disk number in its original form. A second copy of the

library is provided with each disk as a single ZIP file for

BBS use. Updates will be issued every four months at

a cost of $29.95 for registered owners.

• Designer's Club on CD-ROM, $594, Dynamic

Graphics, 6000 N. Forest Park Dr.. PO Box 1901, Peo-

riaJL 61656, 800-255-8800.

This disc contains 517 Encapsulated PostScript clip

art files organized in 13 directories. Each EPS file con

tains a bitmap representation of the image which can

be used by some page layout programs, such as

PageStream, for screen display.

See also this issue's New Products item

on ImageCELs from Imagetects.
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RXTools

RXTools is an object oriented interface builder which extends the capabilities

of ARexx and the Amiga. With the built in editor, RXTools provides a complete

development system for ARexx on the Amiga.

ARexx function host environment system which runs in the background - ARexx Required.

Allows you to create windows, gadgets, requesters and more within your ARexx applications.

Provides a programming addition to ARexx not otherwise available.

Built in editor allows easy manipulation of RXTools and ARexx scripts.

AmigaDOS VI.3 and 2.0 Compatible.

Retail Price S54.95

MRBackup

Professional

ffl: IF*: W: Hi: Mmhujh Kit*

i: . . -.:■ [--I..:) i-l!

Gmuu bn

Kttin kuh

Itfmdtw 1 (T
MRBackup Professional allows for easy yet powerful backup

commands at the click of a gadget. MRBackup Professional will allow

backups to floppy, another hard drive, virtual file. SCSI streaming tape, or even to DAT tape.

• SCSI Streaming Tape Capability - Use your existing controller and a SCSI tape drive, NO Extra hardware

required (most controllers and SCSI drives supported). • Utilizes full compression. (12 to 16 bit), to save

backup space. - With FastDisk option, even floppy backups take less time. • Has full ARexx integration. -

Allows for complete external control of the backup options.* AmigaDOS VI .3 V2.0 Compatible.

154.95. WithTanberg 150Mb SCSI Streaming Tape External $949.95 Internal $749.95,

Wangtek 150Mb SCSI Streaming Tape External $999.95 Internal 799.95,

Sony full height DAT External S2049.95 Internal $1849.95.

Sapphire Accelerator

68020 / 68881

Fits snugly in an Amiga 1000. 500. and 2000

For easy installation, included is a disk with instructions, pictures and some public

domain benchmark software. Also included is an electrostatic discharge (ESD)

information card, and an ESD safety strap. Features include:

• Factory Installed 12 MHz 68020 CPU And 68881 FPU 32 Bit Processors operating at 7.16 MHz.

• Speed Increases Of Up To 2.4 Times Faster In Integer. And 3.2 Times Faster

In Floating Point.

• Small Compact Size, Smallest Yet At Only 3 l/8"x4 l/4"x 1/2".

• Not A Pseudo Accelerator, but a true 32 Bit Accelerator Card

Using 32 Bit Processors.

• One Full Year Factory Warranty.

• Retail Price 399.95

TTR Development, Inc

6701 Seybold Rd. Suite 220

Madison, WI 53719

Dealer Pricing Available!

Sales And Technical Support

608-277-8071

BBS Support 608-277-8072

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE FOR

THE COMPUTER INSIDE US ALL

Bix support under TTR.Support
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This time,

we tracked

down Peggy

as she entered

MED school.

v3.0 of MED displays a sampled sound waveform.

ED V3.10 by Teijo Kinnunen of

Finland is at a point in its evolution

that I can recommend it - with quali

fication - as a general music compo

sition program. MED (an acronym

for 'Music EDitor') is freely dis

tributable and widely available on information net

works and electronic bulletin boards. If you go look

ing for it, make certain you get version 3.0 or higher

as it is substantially enhanced over previous releases,

offering goodies like multitasking, use of 63 instru

ments per song and full MIDI compatibility with

velocity control.

MED starts from the Workbench icon provided with

it or a Shell/CLI. and includes over 100K of instructions

in extensive - if less than perfectly organized - files that

you can dump to your printer. Altogether, it fills an

entire disk and includes such things as MED V3.1 itself,

a separate, tiny player program. 40 instruments, sample

songs, and programmers tools and information.

TRADE-OFFS

This sounds good, and it is, but MED extends the

tradition of the SoundlYackerlNoiseTracker (STINT)

genre. These music utilities began as freely dis

tributable tools designed for entering music to be

added as background processes to games. MED plays

these STINT songs, many of which are the reverse of

that process, consisting of files called modules (music

and instruments saved in one large file) that have usu

ally been "ripped" from demos or commercial Euro

pean games.

Although MED now has many more features and is

easier to use than STINT, none of them incorporates

standard music notation. MED'?. scores are symbolized

with letters and numbers that translate into notes,

durations, and instructions for manipulating internally-

generated sounds as they play. This obscurity is a

major disadvantage and, in fact, renders MED (like

STINT) inaccessible to the vast majority of people.

The trade-off, however, is that MED rewards musi

cians of sufficient tenacity with the most astounding

music you ever heard a PC make. It plays rich bass

lines and hot percussion licks, full, sliding harmonic

leads with chorused digitized voices: even sound

effects like thunder, rain, and haunting footsteps are

not uncommon. Music produced by MED renders

standard IFF tunes (ala DMCS) super-simplistic by

comparison, and puts even Sonix RFF instruments and

timing to shame. In fact, if you're used to those, this

music will blow you away!

MORE CONTROL

The reason for this superior output is that MED

offers more control over timing, special effects, and

instruments than do its easier-to-use commercial coun

terparts. Its list of tricks for generating and modifying

sounds is more extensive that Sonix's. although, again,

it's harder to use. With MED, you can add arpeggio,

portamento, and vibrato to your instruments, make

them slide up or down in pitch, and control the decay

of sounds.

MED plays four kinds of instruments (three gener

ated internally) and permits using up to 63 of them

(memory permitting) in any one song. These instru

ments include:

1. Samples which, as you probably know, are digital

reproductions of real world sounds such as music instru

ments and sound effects. MED plays both standard IFF

8SVX (3- or5-octave) and raw samples, and permits sav

ing either type to disk as the other type. (This can be a

problem with STINT as they play raw samples, and

won't load DMCSiSonLx instruments.) MED also lets

you record and tweak samples if you have the necessary

hardware, such as PerfectSound from SunRize.

2. Synthesized Sounds, which are Amiga-generated
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instruments and effects based on mathematical compu

tations. These 5-OCtave sounds require scant memory

and are comparatively simple, yet often very interest

ing when designed well and played with other types.

MED incorporates five preset waveforms: sincwave.

pulse, random, triangle, and sawtooth up and down,

which you can mix and alter by messing with their

onscreen sound wave representations with the mouse,

among other ways. You can also draw them freehand.

3. Hybrid Sounds are combined sampled and syn

thesized sounds. There's a programming language in

MED's sound editor for combining sounds and con-

irolling things like waveform, arpeggio, volume, pitch,

vibrato, elc. It can be used to combine sampled and

synthesized sounds, if you can handle base-16 hex

adecimal numbers. (If you understand at least some of

[he complexiiies of music in general, you can easily

learn hexadecimal.)

It also has editing tools to cut. copy, paste, double

or reverse a range of notes, along with stretch, volume

change, and smoothing transformations between dif

ferent types of waveforms. You can accomplish lots of

other musically interesting things with it as well, like

transposing samples by half steps and replacing all the

Cs in a score with C#s.

4. MIDI Instruments, which are generated by exter

nal music synthesizers connected to your Amiga's

serial porl through a hardware MIDI interface, can be

played right along with internally-generated sounds.

MED syncs externally or sends MIDI-sync pulses, and

has MIDI In/Out support for up (o 16 tracks. If offers

options to read the volume when you enter notes from

a velocity-sensitive MIDI keyboard, and gadgets for

gelling modulation wheel, pan. preset and hold pedal

input.

HOW IT WORKS

You enter music in MED by playing (in a MIDI key

board or. alternately, on the Amiga's ASCII keyboard,

which is set up with two tiers of black & white keys

like a piano. This makes about 2.5 octaves readily

available, but the range can be shifted easily up or

down with the press of a function key.

MED's songs consist of blocks, each containing from

I to 256 lines of music. You can have up to 1 IK) blocks

per song, and they can be played in any order, any num

ber of times, producing exiremely long scores.

The bottom two-thirds of MED\ screen holds its

sound editing and waveform screens; you can switch

these with two different note displays when the music

plays, one which scrolls vertically, the other horizon

tally. At the top righ! of this screen are 10 gadgets you

point and click on with the mouse to change the bot

tom display, as well as the panels shown to the left.

MED does not have pull-down menus, but it does have

plentiful keyboard controls. While I don't find this

arrangement particularly intuitive, with a bit of experi

ence it is definitely manageable.

MED's primary play-back screen makes it a fasci

nating demonstration program, too. There's no stan

dard notation, but interesting things happen on-screen,

each of which can he switched on and off indepen-
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8884/8831 882/018 iz e sp chrd BIFunBass

016T-1 1000 F-2 6000 R-4 8000 E-2 3000
017 eo0O O00Q 0000 0000

01S 0000 0000 R-4 8000 E-2 3000
019 F-2 1000 0000 G-4 8000 E-2 3000
020 0000 0000 R-4 8000 C-3 4000

0000 G-4 8000 0000

0

e H-4
ff H-.4
0 ---
0 R-40 fl-2

0
.

MED 3.10 in play mode, with 4-channel 'scope and simulated

LED bargraph display.

dently: The score scrolls vertically and the cursor

jumps in rhythm with the music; each of the four

columns representing the Amiga's sound channels

contains a brightly colored animated sprite that repre

sents graphic equalizers - these dance up and down on

the screen, reflecting the volume passing through lhat

channel: the waveforms, as they currently sound, are

displayed near the bottom of each column as well.

MED's, screen colors are changeable, it multitasks wilh

Workbench 1.3 or 2.0 (although like all music pro

grams, it hogs the CPU) and has low-pass filter control

for all models bit! the A1000.

PLAYING AROUND

MED is not for the fainthearted musician, but even

if you never consider entering music with it. it's defi

nitely worth having just to play the wonderful STINT

modules available on networks and BBSs. Here's a

selection of modules from which to choose. Those

marked wilh an asterisk are real aural candy, guaran

teed to sweeten your ears.

*Axel F, Let's Parly. BackPopped. *Mcssage

Falling. Bach Preludes, Noisel989-5, Bigonia, Para

dox 1, Bourbon Sireel II. Push (Ma\i_Remix), Cehit-

90, Raggtimc, ^Chicago. *Rainy Night, Cyber, ♦Solo-

drum, Cycledelic, Space Travelling. ^Desperado 2001.

Stardust. Hallucinations. Train Beat2. Ingame, *UAI.T

MED Version 3.1

By Teijo Kinnunen of Finland

Freely distributable

Fred Fish disk: #483

PLink/AmigaZone: #28,010

GEnie/Starship Amiga:

11048 & 11049 [v3.0]

CompuServe/Amiga Arts Forum:

MED30.LZH [v3.0]

MED is not

for the

fainthearted

musician,

but it's

definitely

worth

having.
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AMERICAN PEOPLE/LINK

The Amiga Zone and Amiga Zone PRO are American Peo

ple/Link's Amiga support areas. Each file is listed with its library

file number and is tagged cither "AZ" or "AZPRO" to indicate in

which Zone you'll find it. For information on gelling your own

People/Link account, call 1-800-524-0100 (voice) or 1-800-826-

8855 (modem).

ANTILEM1 [27,759/AZ]

ANTILEM2 [27,760/AZ]

Eric Schwartz is an artist of prodigious talent who has been

cranking out MovieSetter-ba&ed masterpieces for some time.

You're probably seen some of his hysterical "AnimToons" already.

Anti-Lemrrun's is Schwartz's self-described finest work to date.

You must see this hilarious piece of inventive animation if you've

played Psygnosis's five-star-rated game Lemmings. A guaranteed

crowd-pieaser. this is the perfect demo to liven up your user group

meetings or get-togethers. (This composite screen shows Leona

Lemmin' eyeing two Anti'Lemmin' frames.) Three megs RAM re

quired and hard drive preferable.

FISHTANK.LZH [27,211/AZ]

Not to be confused with the BADGE killer demo of the same

name, this is a lifelike aquarium simulator by Harriet Lurie of the

University of Chicago's Department of Art. It's tranquil fun just to

watch the fish swimming around the full-sized screen (shown). It's

utilitarian, too, since you control water pH. temperature, and the

tank's population. This lets you realistically prototype an aquarium

you intend to buy or build for your own home.

CROSS.LZH [27,383/AZ]

It often seems like the some obvious computer applications

take years to show up. This is a program that creates crossword

puzzles in any language and then formats and dumps them to

your printer. It allows lots of parameters: you choose the size and

complexity of the puzzle, and use the supplied sets of words or

insert your own or build a new word database from any ASCII

text file. The working screen isn't much to look at, but it's the fi

nal printout you're after anyway. Coded in M2Amiga Modula-2

by Jurgen Weinelt.

M2=AMIGA.LZH [27,586/AZ]

It's time again to pay honor to one of the most visionary artists

working in Amiga 3D today: Louis Markoya. Louis, who was ap

prenticed to Salvador Dali for a number of years, took Second

Place Runner Up prize in AWideo magazine's recent Amiga

Graphics contest with this creation (shown). After seeing the oth

er finalists' entries. I'd have voted him the top prize. The con

test's premise was to capture the concept and spirit of multimedia

in a static screen. Markoya's amazing rendering does this flaw

lessly. This HAM version is really just a hint of what the full 24-

bit file looks like.

-Harv Laser |CBM*HARV]
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GEnie

Genie is General Electric "s commercial online information ser

vice. GEnie's *StarshIpAmiga* software library has over 10,000

files available for downloading. For information on signing up for

GEnie, call 800-638-9636.

SEALANCE.LZH [10877]

If you've been wondering about those high-priced sub simula

tions and whether they'd be your cup of tea, try Jason Bauer's

shareware (SI 5} SeaLance (shown) first. This prc-regi strati on ver

sion has a few rough edges (like sinking my Amiga upon exiling)

but SeaLance is an engaging game and an incredible effort to have

come from one student programmer. Full save and reload features

will ge! you through your real-lime, around-the-wor!d, 20-iargel,

32-day mission (time scaling lo I :I6 is available} at your own con

venience.

TRIPLEYAHTZ.LZH [10927]

TripteYahU (shown) is the most playable and enjoyable Amiga

version of " Yahizee' yet. li features great sound effects, reasonable

graphics that don't hog memory or slow things down, and the op

tion of multiple players and/or play against the computer. Kudos to

Stephen Iannce for this donation-ware offering.

WFM.LZH [10752]

Wheelingfor Millions (shown) by Gary Holland is a pick six (or

seven) lottery number generator and analyzer that supports your fa

vorite "wheeling" strategy. This cripple-ware version only allows

25 entries per list of winning numbers for analysis. It didn't work a

lick forme against the Indiana and Lotto America winning num

bers, but who knows? Maybe next week, eh? [Remember that .info

does no! endorse any lotto picking program or strategy. -Ed.}

TRACKSALVAGE_V131.LZH [10778]

So what is the most dreaded Amiga disk drive sound effect? The

incessant click of an empty drive? No. Its the obscene "Grooonk!-

Grooonk!" of an unreadable disk track. And if its track 40. your disk

could end up Lazarus-ized with lots of files dead so that the disk

might live. Enter TrackSalvage v!31\ The AmigaDOS TrackDisk

device has at least three bugs, according to TrackSalvage author D.

W. Reisig. and lacks endearing features. TrackSalve patches and ex

tends TrackDisk in RAM and offers several user selectable options.

And I was beginning to think my alignment tester was telling fibs!

MEGAD.LZH [10819]

MegaD is a shareware (Si5) 'kitchen sink' directory utility (DU)

which touts the unique ability to display more than two directories

on-screen at once, along with a nice copy/format utility and expan

sive printing features. (Labels, anyone?) It's great fun if you have a

hard drive and love to play with window gadgets...a lot. Registra

tion with author John L. Jones gels you four versions of MegaD,

three with smaller kitchen sinks to conserve memory.

- Don Romero

Wheeling for Mil 1 ions -Release ul.B - (UNREGISTERED)

WHEEL LOTTO NUtfERS

HETHOD OF PICKING NUHBERS HHUU
w—wmwmim^^^ in 11 i^ ij it

WftfiER OF LOTTO NUHBERS TO tWW'JWf "|
HI UM K

1 1 1 ■
NUMBER OF TIMES TO HHE&
L^'1 HWERS
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DISK COLLECTIONS

DEVWARE

Since we last wrote about DevWare, they've added many more nice

packages to their already extensive catalog ($2.50 on disk). They have

also moved from La Jolla to Poway. CA. If you're in ihe area, they

encourage you to drop in.

DEVDISK 052/SCIENTIRC

Elements (shown), by Paul Miller, is a reference tool chemistry stu

dents will love. It provides the periodic table, but also adds cxiensive

information on any element with just a mouse click. A "test" mode will

quiz you on basic facts. The correct information is displayed when you

hit return, even if you gave no answer at all. This is a wonderful tool,

and I wish I'd had it while I struggled through chemistry. Highly rec

ommended for high school and college science students. Now runs un

der 2.0. Also on this disk: scientific plotting and FFT routines.

WBDISK 55/APPLICATIONS

One of the simplest programs on this disk is among the most use

ful. MagMan is a database designed for people who read many mag

azines. I use it to catalog programs reviewed by .info. The keyword

field scrolis so you can enfer more than the field size would indicate.

XCopyHI is fast (1:16), and will copy to multiple drives. Other fea

tures include a fast format routine, disk eraser, nibble copier,etc. Jim

Butterfield's useful RoadRoute is also included on this disk, as is Anti-

Flick, which will tame your interlace Workbench screen, and Diary,

which will aid in preserving those magic moments.

WBDISK 080/RAYTRACER

3D Master is a commercial quality program, available here in its

shareware version. There are no docs, but the package is menu-driven,

and you can probably figure it out. Registration will get you docs and

a copy without the annoying "send money" window which appears

with nearly every command. It's a bargain. (Two sample pics shown.)

WBDISK 026/DISK UTILITIES #2

LabelPrinter is one of the most complete disk logging/printing utili

ties around. When you have hundreds of PD disks, you appreciate a

package like this. Many options are available, including printing direc

tory names in a different typeface from files. Two hard drive backup

programs are here, as well as CheckFit, which determines if a file you

wish to copy will fit on the target disk before you try to copy it. File-

Master is a file-oriented sector editor, with an elegant interface. It

gives you the choice of editing on the disk itself or in RAM.

HOW TO ORDER

1 -9 disks. S5.95/ea; 10-24 disks, $4.95/ea; Anti-Virus free with

orders for 15+disks; 25+disks,$3.95/ea. Shipping: US, free;

Canada & Mexico: Add .15/disk; Other foreign add .50/disk. VISA

& Mastercard accepted. S20.00 minimum. CA residents add 7.25%

sales tax. DevWare. 12528 Kirkham Court, Suite 11-IN, Poway,

CA 92064. 800-879-0759 (Orders only). 619-679-2825 (Support &

questions), 619-679-2887 (FAX) - Jeff Lowenlhal
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Business • Home • Games • Graphics . Music • MultiMedia • Programming • Sounds • Utilities • CllpArt_

Thousands of Titles ik^S*"^ N0 MINIMUM
Same-Day Shipping/Next -Day and | m&St i f1JJ A XT^A/a 1? T? NEVER A SURCHARGE
Second-DayA Air Available on Request -rtkS^ ^^JvAIN V YAjVE COD & Checks Welcome

The Best and Most Complete Amiga Public Domain Library at the Lowest Price

Only ^A"*3 each--and for every 3 you buy--take one I" Htt!

Hundreds of subjects. All titles in stock. Only the best

professional quality disks are used. All disks are fully labeled for easy

indexing and come with complete documentation - many with source,

edicated support team and phone line. Personal checks are welcome and

we ship upon receipt so you receive your order as soon as possible.

Free catalog sent with every order . User groups and dealer inquiries welcome.

GAMES

Q #139-WARGAMES: Two excellent games that will keep you

occupied for hours on end SEALANCE - a great submarine simulator

up 1o par with "Sitefli Service" and 'Aitari; 668' AIR ACE 2 ■ Pairoi

the Skies and keep your lugger finger ready.

Q *4O4-GAMEHINTS2: Hints, cneats and maps for "Chaos

Strikes Back* plus many more lips and I ricks Icr all your olher favor rles

Q (027-MINDGAMES: TREKTRMA ■ Mouse driven Slar Trsk
trivia game. 250k of digitized music SeleaaWe skill level and cheai

mode. CHINACHALLENGE ■ Similar to Shanghai. BLACK80X ■ BxB

grid with several Atoms that are hidden Use your ray piojectw lo find

Ihem HANGMAN. NAMEGAME, more

□ CO28-STRATEGIC: EMPIRE (v2 l> - Mulliplayer game ot
politics, war 1 economics. This game goes m depth and can last for

months. Has a modem option for remote play

Q #029-BOARD & STRATEGY: BULLRUN Clioose the
Northern Union Army c the Southern Confederate Army and relight his

historic banie. CONQUEST - Set up colonies and fight inlersleilar

battles lo keep your territory or invade others CLUE ■ A nicely done

Clue board game

Q JM36-BATMAN: You (as Batman) are out (or a late night spin in
the Bat Jet (newly retutft) when you notice the streets of Gotham have

been overrun by the Jokers men Adrvate your twin mini-guns and

proceed to wreak havoc. Bui beware of the Joker. MANIA - A Rambo

type game set in Iraq Destroy tanks, jets, Oil wells, and free trie

hostages in this non-stop action game. Many more arcade type games

included

HOME & BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

□ #018-MISC1: NAG ■ A very useful calendar and appointment
program that runs in trie background and alerts you tor any upcoming

event. UEUOPAD - Another useful tool for the forgetful. LOTTO ■ A

random number picker PCSTOOL - For circuit board designing Also

on this disk are several interesting programs written in basic.

Q#152-HOME APPLICATIONS: GROCERY LIST - Great
helper prints out a grocery list with item name, location, and price

AUTOGRAF - Keep a tog Of your auto use (or la* purposes or just to

find out how much it costs to operate it Prints out many reports

with functional graphs PENNYWISE ■ Helps you keep all your

finances in order. FURNISH ■ An excellent floor planner Rearrange
your furniture, custom design, eic.

GRAPHICS

□ M07-FRACTALS: Explore the world of fractals with these great
programs. UANDELMOUNTAINS {v2 0). FASTGHO and FRACGEM.

J 1063-ANIMALS: 25 pictures ol all sorts o( animals Pom ana click

or use the slideshow prelector Also can be used in muliimedia

presentations or othei projects

^) MB7-COVEFIGIRLS2: More fashion models from aiound the
world. Disk 2 of the series

G M72-COMBAT JETS: A collection of ttie worlds bes! fighieis and
bombers being used loday

_| #071-RA¥TRACE2: Wore slunnmg Ray Trace pictures Gieal for
showing of your Amiga or using in a pro|ect

LJ '075-SPACE/ROBOTS: This disk is packed with great shols from
space and a collection ot assorted robots Comes with viewer

_I *O83-SCENIC1: Beautiful art and pictures of the outdM's
Waterfalls, mouniain ranges, sunsets, much moie Disk l o! the series

_) I89-SC1FI: Star Wait ana Star Trek fans this disk is packed with
your favorites Poml and click

_J 1288-CLGHT; An extremely easy 3D Ray Tracing geneiaioi that
is both powerful and flexible Don i spena yOlJi SS on anything else

until you've i net) I his one

UTILITIES

_] *10-KAf1DDRiVE: Everything needed to maintain your hard dirve.

HflBACKUP, KWIKBACKUP, BACKUP1I Greal utilities for backing

up your data similar lo OuarterBacv D1SKSALV - A powerful disk

repairer wrlh a well down user interface LOOKFOfl ■ Finds any file on

your drive FILEMASTER - Allows you to manipulate bytes Of daia. like

NewZap but mien better

_| 1345-BACKUP; XCOPYIII ana NIB Copies what ihe olhers

wont Gets rid of annoying code wheel protection and other protection

schemes Plenty of parameters included

_J It 001-VIRUS PROTECTION: Proleci your files with these

Virus Utilities BERSERKER. VlflUSX (v* 1). VCHECK. GUARDIAN.

XENOZAP. plus many more

_J #003-COMPRESSORS: 16 files compressors, lo include

LHArc |vi 20). ABC (v2 3|. LHWarprvl 4| PKA2IP. and ZOO (v2 0|

These will compress your files up lo 50*o and are indispensable for ihe

Telecommumcalor or Hard Drive owne<

_J H015-DISKUT1LI: SiD Llist direaories. copy, deleie. move and

rename files wrlh the click of a button View text files 4 IFFs. hear

sounds compress and decompress Arc files Allows for custom

commands If you don 1 have this program, gel it and you won't have to

mess around wnh CLI commands ever again TURBOBACKUP -

Copies disks m less than 105 seconds FIXDISK ■ Recover hies from

defectrve disk, even unreadable tracks DiSKSPEED - Grves accurate

results of irue disk performances RAHCOPY ■ For one drrve users

Allows you to copy disk on one pass Also on this disk - FASTDISK.

Q W32-ENHANCEMENTS2: ARP (VI 3) CANCEL ■ Automati

cally cancels any syslem requestor lha! comes up when computer is lefl

unattended FLAMEKEY - Locks out any unwanted intruders when

you're away from your computer SMAHT1CON Adds a 'rectify

gadget' lo workbench windows, and when clicked on, ii tconiftes ihe

window into an icon SN1P1T - Allows you lo cut and paste texl

anywhere on >our workbench screen HYMENU ■ Add your own menus

wrlh your favorite commands LEFTYMOUSE - for Ihe lefl handed user

PYRO - Ignore your computer and a fireworks show begins Many

mote enhancements on this disk.

Zl *O35-MOUSE: DMOUSE - Auto-activate any window
without clicking MACHII ■ A mouse accelerator with hot

keys (and other stuff) Many more Mouse enhancements to

include a mouse driver for left handeO users

Q #039-MISC: A grab bag type disk lull of useful lools and
applications from ARP proieds lo ANSI edrlors

Zj #076-ANIPOINTERS: A gieal collection of animated poinlers
Replace your ok) workbench pointer with a new colorful animated one

Dragons, mermaid, fish, crosshair, globe, rainbow, spinning ball, snakes,

many more If you cant find one lo surl your needs POINTEflANlli

allows you lo custom design your own

_] *073-V)EWERS: SH0WE2 - A greal prcture presenter thai
incorporates several different wipes and effects, fade-in, dissolve.

magnify, etc . supports scripts and tent Also includes a smaller version

HAMGIF ■ Now it is a snap lo view IBM GIF type pictures using one

simple command MULTIVIEW - shows IFF. Atari, and Mac pictures

wilh an easy lo use graphic interface Converts icons into IFFs Also

on this disk SHOWANIM |v5 3| IFFUIRORS SUPERVIEW. more

J W077-FONTS: Includes FONTEDITOR. NUFONT K1CKFONT.

SLAVICFONT. PENPALFONT SIGNFONT ■ Allows you lo write in

American Sign Language Many m>e different fonts and editors

_J 0096-ICONS: Over 600k ol various icons for projects, lools.

drawers, etc Something for just about everyone and if ycu cam find ii,

cuslom design it with IC0NME1STER A versatile Icon Imaging program

ProDupe 3.5 Disks

$.49 each any quantity

BEST BETS
_J #B400-BIBLE: Out with oui old 7 disk bible sel and in with this

new compact 3 disk set of the King James Version of Ihe Old A New
Tesiamenis Incorporates a greal Can-Do interface for easy viewing of

any chapter you wish wrlh only a click ol a button Search, copy, print,

with out louchmg your keyboard 3 disks only $9 90

,_| *04B-GOLDENFLEECE: Another excellent text adventure fron

Ihe Cranware Library ' Help Jason find the mythological treasure in this

very well written game Excellent parser and extreme*/ addictive

J #138-ENHANCEMENTS4: AHIDOCK - Run any program

from workbench in this unique bull on environment Completely

bypasses drawers 3D LOOKS - Add a 3D loo* lo your workbench

screen SYSINFO ■ Evaluaies your system, compares it lo other

configurations, and displays ihe resurts in a nicety done display

_1 #129-CLIP-ART1: This disk is packed with ciips lo use on your

tavomc WP Covers a wide range of subjects fiom business to home

PROGRAMMING

,3 (/204-C-COMPILER: Powerful and full fealured C compiler ana

environment system by Mathew Dillion

_J K201-CTUTOR: Covers Game Programming. Sound Implemen

tations. Device Drivers. Double Buffering, IFF reads and writes , and

much more.

Qj #209-LOGO: POWER LOGO ■ A programming language based

on Lisp and Logo It's versatile, highly interactive, organizes programs

as collections of procedures, and includes lis of first -class daia ob|ecJs.

MULTIMEDIA

■_) #08B-VIDEO: STILLSTORE - A program designed for freelance,

corporate and broadcasl television It loads and displays IFF images of

any resolution interchangeably from a list of files or as input directly.

Full screen display or 1/4 display Many more features TTTLEGEN - A

program to title videos through a genlock, implementing the botlom-

to-top "Rolling Credits' lhat are used at the end of productions Using a

very easy-to-learn script format, you can generate cample* title

sequences

_) (M30-MAGNETIC PAGES: Create your own disk based

magazine with pictures, texl, sounds, music, and olher effects This is

Shareware, but well worth Ihe registration fee

MUSIC & SOUNDS

Zl #018-AUDIO: MED (v20) - A lull feature music editor Editor

uses features such as cut'eopy/paste Iracks oi blocks Adjustable

vibraio. lempo. cresendo an3 note volume Low pass filter on'off. lots

more D1SKTALK ■ Neat little program lhal r>ays digitized sound

samples when you insert or remove a disk PERFECTSOUND - A

sound editor and AUDI0TO0L5 - for accessing the audio device

;_] #079-SCORES: This disk is packed with Easy Listening and

Folk music to be used on DMCS

_j *090-CLASS1CROCK: DMCS scores of the classics Stairway
lo Heaven, Smoke on the Water. Riders on the Stoim. also some

moOern rock lunes Over 35 scores in all

J #100-SOUNDS: All your favorite lines from ihe Saturday

nornmg cartoons 'Whal's up Doc'". 'That's all folks I1, etc..

FJ *104-SOUNDS Al Ihe greai one-lineis & various sounds from
the Slar Trek series 'He's dead. Jim |", 'Beam me up. Scotty', elc

_| #409-AMIGADEUS: This is a self booting music dels of

Mozart s favorites

NEW from Best View Productions ©

R-Rated Adults Only Please

$6.00 per disk

BV20: "Stars on Display" ■ siida show wiih an

your favorite stars.

BV21: "Petite" - Gorgeous women on long running

slide show,

BV22: 'Classy" - Another tasteful slide show

presentation.

USA and CANADA Toll Free 1-800-321-0815 7 DAYS A WEEK
To order, write the number and name of desired disks, along with your name, address, and phone number ,and send with check or money order to:

Cranberry Software Distributors, P.O. Box 565, Carver, MA 02355. Shipping & handling add $2.50 for orders under 10 (excluding free disks).

Canadian orders add S.50 per P.D.disk (U.S. Funds). Blank disk orders add $3.50 per 100 or fraction. Call (508) 866-9876 for international rates.

As a service to you, personal checks are not held and we ship on receipt. Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax.
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#2 INFO 64, Winter 1983/84

Guide lo Cfi4 products. Koala pad. Flexidraw, Ul-

traBASIC-64, Home Accounlanl vs. C.P.A.

#3 INFO 64, Spring 1984

Product Round-up: 1000 product listings for C64.

Sllperbase 64. Commodore LOGO. C64 Forth,

Model Diet. Computer Mechanic.

#6 INFO 64 Spring 1985

Color Gallery! C64 hard drives, intro to Assembly

Language. COMAL 2.01. The Print Shop, Whith

er C/PM.

#10 INFO May/June 1986

Monitor Roundup! C64 wordprocessors. Multi-

plan for C64/C128, Amiga BASIC. Tips & hints.

#11 INFO Aug/Sept 1986

Product Roundup issue: over 1500 hardware and

software listings for C64. C128 and Amiga.

#12 INFO Nov/Dec 1986

Graphics report: C64/128 and Amiga painting.

CAD. drafting, video animation, lools and utili

ties. Idea-processors, 8 bit business software.

#13 INFO Jan/Feb 1987

Games issue: C64/C128 and Amiga games. 8-Bit

business and application software (pan I).

Telecommunication networking, Amiga Music.

#14 INFO Spring/Summer 1987

Product Roundup issue: over 2000 hardware and

software listings for C64. C128 and Amiga. First

look at the A500 & A2000 systems.

#15 INFO July/Aug 1987

1st Annual C.H.U.M.P. Magazine! Commodore &

Amiga Survival Guide, Anne Weslfall interview,

TDI Modula 2. Supra Hard Drive.

#17 INFO Nov/Dec 1987

ANNUAL GAMES ISSUE! GEOS Update. 16/32

bit comparison. CI2S ROM upgrades. B.E.S.T.

Accounting. Word Writer 3, DIGA!

#18 INFO Jan/Feb 1988

Desktop Publishing & wordprocessors ipan \),

Virus diagnosed, Geos Update. C64 Power Car

tridges. C128 Superpak II.

#19 INFO Mar/Apr 1988

Desktop Publishing & wordprocessors (part 2),

Leo Schwab interview, GEOS Update, ICT hard

drive. Digital SuperPak2. Thoughtform.
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#20 INFO May/Jun 1988

Desktop Video: Tillers, genlocks, converters. C64

slide show programs, GeoSiuff. AmigaDos !.2

Bugs. Joel Hagen tutorial.

#22 INFO Sep/Oct 1988

Digitizing, Mac VS. Amiga. GeoStuff. Over 50 re

views forC64. C128, and Amiga computers. IN-

FOmania Game Tips! BRYCE debut!

#23 INFO Nov/Dec 1988

ANNUAL GAMES ISSUE!! INFO Mania Game

Tips. New Products, News & Views,

#24 INFO Jan/Feb 1989

Amiga 3D Graphics Round Up. Reichart Von

Wolfsheild interview. GeoStulT. SupcrBase Pro,

Speclrascan. Sky Travel.

#25 INFO Mar/Apr 1989

Amiga Animation Round Up. Rodney Chang in

terview. C!2S T.H.I.S., GeoCalc 128, Dr. Term

Pro. AC/BASIC. Microfiche Filer Plus.

#26 INFO May/June 1989

Patnt Program Round Up. Loren Lovhaug inter

view, Removable Mass Storage. L581 Toolkit. Mi-

croLawyer. WillMaker, Pen Pal.

#27 INFO Jul/Aug 1989
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Image Processing and

The Creative Process

by Derek Grime

f a client called me up and requested a

picture of a pygmy marmoset, I would

head out to the library or dig through

my morgue (picture file) until I found

something appropriate. Then I would sit

down with pencil, papers and a mug of cof

fee and sketch and erase until I started to

make some progress. When I had a pencil

rough that 3 was happy with I would trace

ihe picture into the Amiga using my handy

drawing tablet. Then I would color, paini

and tweak the illustration to produce a

pygmy marmoset that would fill even Marlin

Perkins with pride.

Being able to draw is something I lake

great pride in. I realize that many Amiga

studios resort to a Dtgi-View and a copy of

the National Geographic when they need a

picture. The thought of "borrowing" a pic

ture makes me shudder, though I'm sure it

warms the hearts of copyright lawyers

everywhere. In the past I have often publicly

complained about the many picture pirates

we seem to have on [he Amiga. Carried

away by my own rhetoric. I have gone so far

as to say it was impossible to create com

pelling artwork on the Amiga without hav

ing any drawing ability. Boy, was I wrong.

Lasi week I was at the house of a friend

who has been in the Amiga graphics busi

ness for a couple of years now. He has a

strong visual sense, but his illustration abili

ties leave a lot to be desired. I was quite sur

prised when he offered to show me some 2D

artwork he had been working on. The pic

tures were for different from the usual

Amiga illustrations - many resembled

impressionist paintings.

My friend had discovered image process

ing. By digitizing photographs and using

graphic manipulation software he had

opened up a whole new world of computer

graphics. The effects are easy to reproduce

on your own Amiga - try out some of these

methods on your home system. With a little

effort you can take a single image and repro

duce many of the effecis that illustrators take

years to learn. I was surprised that many of

the most common processing methods pro

duce pictures that look like more traditional

hand-produced artwork.

One of the premiere image processors is

PlXmate from Progressive Peripherals &

Software. If you don"t own this workhorse,

it would make a valuable addition to any

one's hard drive. Though PlXmate is four

years old and does not support many of the

newer graphics modes (like Dynamic Hi-res

or IFF24) it still offers important IFF con

version utilities and many, many image pro

cessing features.

Figures 1 & 2: HAM conversion

I'll use the lion picture that comes on the

PlXmate disk for this demo. The original

(Figure I) is in hold and modify mode,
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interlace resolution. The first thing we must

do with our test picture is reformat it in 32

colors. Since HAM handles its color palette

in non-standard ways, PIXniate will some

times produce strange results from HAM

pictures. I've also used the "Bias" control to

slightly lighten the entire image (Figure 2).

Figure 3: Pseudo Color/Smooth

Just changing the color palette can be

visually stunning. I used the 'Pseudo Color'

option with the "Smooth1 function to get Fig

ure 3. 'Pseudo Color' merely replaces the

existing colors with a ramp of psychedelic

hues. 'Smooth' forces the colors to be

ramped evenly over the entire palette. The

Pseudo Color function takes no perceptible

processing time at all; the results are instan

taneous. You can get the same results with

your favorite paint program by altering and

spreading the colors in the palette by hand.

Figure 4: Toolbox & Histogram

PIXmate really shines when you start to

use the image processing functions. Figure 4

shows some of the tools available in the pro

gram. At the top are the image processing

gadgets. Under that is a Histogram of the

colors in our Lion picture. As you can see, a

histogram is really a bar chart of all the pix

els in the picture. These levels can be

adjusted to eliminate certain colors, lower

and raise contrast, or brighten and darken

the picture. For now, let's focus on the

image processing tools.

You can see that the requester is divided

into many small areas, each concerned with

a different way of modifying the picture

data. We are going to concern ourselves with

only the pixel processing gadgets. There are

eight in all and they are located under the

so-called 'kernal' gadgets.

Picture Averaging

"AVG' stands for average, which results in

smoothing the picture. AVG divides the pic

ture into 9-by-9 pixel blocks and computes

the average color. This also reduces stray

pixels that don't necessarily add anything to

the image. These strays are especially

noticeable with digitized pictures and can

cause some pretty serious screen flicker in

interlace mode. AVG smooths the color

palette and gives the picture a softer feel,

much like a painting. Also, because IFF

image compression is much more effective

on an averaged picture, you'll find that it

doesn't take up nearly as much room on disk.

Figure 5: Randomizing

'RND' is the opposite of average: it ran

domizes the picture, adding noise and

obscuring details. Figure 5 has been ran

domized three limes to give it a look remi

niscent of a dry brush on a rough surface.

RND gives your image the grainy look of

poor TV reception. Futuristic scenes work

well with RND. as people have seen this

look used in science fiction movies and tele

vision shows such as "Max Headroom".

Figure 6: Median Filters

The 'MFT and 'MF2' gadgets are similar

to the average function, but use the median
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games. Includes, Raceorama a great racing car game with ten
- . ...... different courses. MiniBlast a helicopter gunship type clonB.

Shark in the same class as froger, and SBreakoul the original

breakout with more.

FD29: Shoot'em up's - WWII - you're the pilot of a WWII plane

flying through enemy territory, you've just been spotted, good
luck on you mission. SpKiller ■ try and penetrate enemy lines

with this game, and Retaliator - another great game.
FD31: Games! - Air Traffic Control - a good ATC simulation
game. Black Jack Lab - a full featured set of card games,
ChessTel - play chess with your friend in distant and remote

places with this game and a modem, labyrnth ■ a well done text
adventure game (like an infocom game), and MouseTrap ■ a 3d
maze game

FD32;Flight Simulator - Includes an instrument flight simulator

for a DC 10,
FD33: Arcade Games - Ffreddy a mario brothers type of
game, Gerbils a target practice game. Pipeline a German
interpretation of Pipe Dreams. Tron a light cycles version, and
wetroids a wonderful version of asteroids with a hilarious twist.
FD34: Games ■ Includes WellTrix a derivative of the addictivB

game of letris, and new version of BackGammon. Also included

are several new "Schwabie type Hacks".
FD35 Omega (v 1.3) ■ A new outstanding dungeon and

outdoors adventure game in a similar vein as hack, rouge, and

moria. This version is considerably faster and better that all
prev.ous versions. Play time several weeks or months.
FD37a & b:Tactical Games - Empire (2.2wi This great game

comes highly recommended. With a full-featured graphic front

end.

FD3B:Games - Cnbbage Master ■ A great cribbage game and

tutor. Spades • a well done card came, ChineseCheckers ■ A
computer version of this classic. Puzz - a slide piece puzzle
game and construction sel,
FD39a & b:Tobias Star Trek ■ This is a new, completely
different version of Star Trek than that found on FD12. This

one was created by the German author Tobias. Now with

English instructions. Very Excellent!!! Counts as two disks.

Requires 512k memory, a 500. 2000 or Pal.

FD40:Arcade ■ MiddleEast ■ a timely arcade game of death
and destruction set in Iraq. BackfoTheFuturell - a very
playable demo version of this soon lo be released commercial

game. City - a missile command clone.

FD41 :Games ■ Includes Capital Gains - a slack market game,
Ball a Arknoids lype of clone with many great twists, and

Desert Shield - a search and destroy conquer theme.

FD42:Games - Includes SpaceWar3 - a remake of this original

Amiga classic. Trippin - a fascinating board game of intrigue,
strategy, and player manipulation. Dominion - an engrossing

strategy game of galactic war and conquest. Frog - a frogger

type clone, and Mines ■ a very good strategy board game.
FD44: Game - Mechfight is an out of this world role-playing

adventure comparable to hack and morta. The setting,
interplanetary colonies and space stations. In your quest to

explore the world, take time out to liberate bad guys of their

most valuable possessions, engage in a mortal combat or two

against robots and alien life forms, pick up a new amiga 9000.

Most of all, don't forget to stay alive...

FD45: Arcade - Three good shoot'em ups. Batman ■ save the
city from the Joker, DriveWar - gangsters are moving in on your

territory, slop them at all costs. Web - a spidery, buggy affair of
eat or be eaten.

FD47: Arcade Games - Contains DownHill - a demanding
computer slalom ski game. MicroPac - a Workbench

mini-pacman game. CrackOut - a break out clone. Jet - a
superb aerial dogfight game. AmegaRace - an interesting

asteroids type of game, and WindyDay - a unique arcade
shoot'em up.

FD49:Chaos Cheats - This disk contains an everything you
wanted to know about cheat set for Chaos Sfrikes Back.

including full maps, spells, object locations, super characters
and more.

FD50: Submarine Game - Sealance. one and a half years in
the making, this is an outstanding submarine tactical game.

Commercial quality, highly recommended,
FD51: Games - DesertStorm a fast action arcade game.
Amigatraion a well done concentration game. Chute a
parachute jumping game. Running a dungeon adventure game
similar to Wanderer, and Solix a solitary card game.

FD52: Classics Games - PetersQuest a well done Mario
brothers lype of game, Jymbc a two player missile command
clone, and Vstank a tank commander game.
FD53: Great Arcade - On this disk is a wonderful
implementation of the ever popular classic arcade game

Defender. Also contain Air Race a WWII flying ace arcade

DD79abcd: Amiga C Programming Tutorial - This
is the mosl comprehensive C language, Amiga orientated
set of tutorials availabfe. Includes lull working examples.
source code and an incredible set of lessons. Included are
full discussions and examples of mostAmiga programming
topics. Four disk set, counts as three.

New Disks
FD55:Puzzles - Contains TnpleYatz, a multiplayer, multigame

yatzee clone. Also BoomSquad, an .inlo best of PD Pick
(#39,pg 45). Adventure. Logic, and Mosaic; four very good

slraiegy games.

FD56: Arcade - Includes SpaceWar. an .info "Best of PD" pick
(»39, pg 45). HueyRaid a well done helicopter arcade game,
and Game ■ a "GameBoy" emulator with a version of Telris.

WB87: New Testament - Contains the entire text of the New
Testament in a well thought out user interlace. 1 mb suggested.

WBBBabc: The Complete Bible ■ A three disk set, with the
entire text of the New Testament and Torah (Old Testament)

includes wbB7. 1mb suggested.
WB89;Education- Fish, not your everyday electric eel. but a

tun to experment with simulated fish aquarium. Also contains a
well done math quizzer. history, religion geography and more.
WB90: Rippers, Strippers and Beats - For the Amiga music

enthusiast, this disk contains many programs designed strip
music from your fawonte games and programs Music can then

be played with your favorite PD Music program. Also contains
Drums, a very nice drum machine. This disk does require

moderate knowledge of the CLl.
WB91 :AV Educational ■ Flags of Europe, beautifuil/ presents

all of the flags of Europe along with maps and geographic
Statistics of the countries. Requires AV.

Other Great Disks!
FD5: Tactical Games - BullRun - a Civil war battle game.

Metro - you play the role of a city planner. Build wisely and your
system will be a success, but poor planning will lead to disaster

and financial ruin. Very very habt forming.

FD6: GAMES! ■ This disk is chock lull of games including:
Checkers. Clue, Gold - A new slide the pieces puzzle. Jeopard ■

An enhanced UBrsion of Risk, RushHour ■ Surprisingly

addicting, ar.d SpaceWar - Best described as a cross between

Combat-Tanks and asteroids.
FD7: PACMAN - This disk contain;; several pacman type
Pames including; PacMan87, MazMan and Zonix.

09: Moria -. This has great graphic controls, multiple spelts,
similar to Lam and Hack. Play tme several weeks!

FD10; HackLite ■ A dungeon adventure game. Considered a

must-have classic. This is the second release of this game on
the Amiga. Great Amiga graphic interface. Play time several
weeks!

FD11: Las Vegas and Card Games - Las Vegas Craps - The
best Las Vegas Craps simulation every written for any

computer. Contains extensive HELP features. Also
Thirty-One.VideoPoker and more.

FD12A.FD12B: Star Trek, The Game - This is by tar the best

Star Trek game ever written for any computer. It features
mouse control, good graphics, digitized sound effects and great

gameplay. Counts as 2 disks Req. 1 Mb and two drives (or hd).
FD13: Board Games - contains mulliplayer Monopoly.
Dominoes, Paranoids, and others.

FD14: Dungeon Master Hinls and Arcade Games - DM
maps, spells, item location, and hints and more, also on this

disk, Hball - an arkanoid.'breakout type game. Trix ■ a Qix type
clone.

FD17: Educational Games ■ This disk includes several games
for the younger members including geography, math, science,
and word games, also includes Wheel of Fortune.
FD20: Tactical Games - MechForce(3.72); A game that
simulates combat between two or more giant, robot-like
machines Simple words can't begin to give you the feel of
piloting a 30 - 40 foot tall, fire breathing, earth shaking colossus
that obeys your every whim.

FD26:Arcade Games ■ Marble_slide, this is a truly commercial
quality game. Similar to a Lucas game named PipeDreams,
excellent payability and entertainment. Mutants , a small

version of the arcade game of the same name, also
SuperBreakout a pong/arkanoids type game.
FD27: Arcade Games ■ This disk is loaded with some great

game, and Psycoblast new creation idea game.

FD54: FoodFlght - Contains Galactic FoodFight. a wacky
spaced out arcade game loaded with shooting ketchup, and

hamburger eating monsters, and flying pizzas.
WB2: General Interest - contains, Galaxy a program that
represents the collision of two galaxies, Larn - an
adventure/action game similar in concept to rogue or hack.

but with a much different feel. Try it, you'll like it!. StarChart -

a program that lets you display and identify about 600 stars.

galaxies and nebulae visible in the Northern hemisphere.
WB4:Telecommumnication ■ This disk contains several
excellent pd communication programs designed to get you on

line quickly and easily. Access (1.42) ■ A very nice ANSI term
program based on Comm vi.34, but with the addition of

transfer protocols. Comm (1.34) ■ Last version of one of the
best public domain communications programs ever made on

the Amiga, Handshake (2.12a) Handshake is a Full featured
VT52/100/102/220

WB5 - Fonts #1- Several fonts (35) for the Amiga, also
included are five PageStream fonts.and ShowFont - a font

display program.

WB6: video Fonls #2 - ShowFont(4.0) This program allows

you to quickly and painlessly view all 256 characters in a
typical font. Large AmigaDos system fonts (many up to

56pts).
WB7: Clip Art ■ This disk is loaded with black and white clip

an. Art includes, trees, watches, tools. US and State maps,
and more.

WB9:lcons - Truly a multitude of various types and kinds.
Also includes IconMiester, IconLab, and others great utilities

to help generate icons.
WBiO:Virus Killers - The latest and best VirusX(4.0).
Kv(2.1l.and ZeroVirus(1.3).

WB111 Business - Clerk(4,0), finally a full featured business
accounting PD program for the small to medium company.

Includes receivables, payables. end of month and much

much more.

WB12: Disk Utilities - This great disk is loaded with
wonderful utilities for everything including making disk labels,

disk cataloging, disk optimizing, disk and file recovery archive
and organizing, and all sorts of file manipulation. A real must
have!
WB13: Prinler Drivers and Generator over 70 difierent

drivers, and if these don't do it, with PrtDrvGen you can make

your own.

WB14: Video- on this disk are several utilities for the video

enthusiast. We have included multiple slates, video titling,
Bars and Tone, Gray Scale, Screen fades and swipes.
Interlace toggles, and SMPTE Calculators .Also on this disk is
a full featured video cataloging program.
WB15: Business ■ This disk contains a spreadsheet, a

database, a project/time management program and financial
analysis (stocks).
WB16: Business ■ This disk contains an inventory manager.

a loan analysis program, a great calendar/scheduler, a

rolodex program, and pennywise a good "Cash Book"
accounting for home or office.

WB18: Word/Text Processors - This disk contains the best
editors. Includes.TextPlus (v2.2e] a full featured word

processor. Dme(v1.35) a great programmers editor with

strong macro features.Tex ED(v2.8) an enhanced Emacs type

editor, and a spell checker.

WB20: General Inlerest DiskSalv VI.42 a disk recovery

program for all Amiga file systems. FixDisk VI .0 another file

recovery program with features DiskSalv doesn't have,

3DLookt gives a 3D appearance to your WorkBench, Clean
V1.01 a program to de-fragment memory, Tracer - trace any

part of an image.
WB22: Fonts #3 - Several more great fonts. These, like the

other font disks work great with Dpaint and WYSIWYG word

processors.

WB23: Graphics and Plotting - Plot (20b) a three
dimensional mathematical function plotter. Can plot any user

defined function, BezSurf2 - produce awesome pictures of

objects one could turn on a lathe. Can also map iff image files

onto any surface that it can draw Now compatible with most
3D packages, and VScreen - makes a virtual screen

anywhere, great for DTP .

WB24:Animallon and Paint - On this disk. DA a complete

commercial quality cell orientated animation package Movie

an "ArJIM" player for standard animation. QuickFHx an IFF

slide show ana cell animation program. Also on this disk are
two PD paint programs of good quality.

WB25:Educational ■ On this disk are two programs that can

generate maps of differing types. World Data Base uses the

CIAs data base to generate detailed maps of any entered
user global coordinates. Also Paradox a great demonstration
of Albert Einstein General Theory of Relativity.
WB26: Disk Utllllies #2 - MrBackup, KwickBackup - two well
done utilities to help with harddisk and floppy disk backups.
FileMast - a binary file editor, Labelpnnter - Disk label printer
with very powerful features.

WB27: Nagel ■ 26 Patrick Nagel pictures of beautiful women.
WB29: Graphics and Sound - This disk has several different
Mandelbrot lype programs for generaiing siunnmg graphics.
Includes. MandelMountams ■ a realistic terrain generator,
Fracgen - generated recursive fractals Irom user input,
Mandelbrot and Tmandel - two fast mandelbrot generators,
also Mostra - the best IFF display program to date, will
display ALL IFF's including Dynamic HAM. and Sound - a
great IFF sound player, will play anything. Try this disk you'll
love it!

WB33:Clrcult Board Design ■ several terrific routines for the
electronic enthusiast. Including PCBtool - a circuit board
design tool, LogicLab ■ circuit logic tester, and Mead (1.26) a
well done new release of this PD CAD program, now comes
with predrawn common circuit components for insertion into
schematics.

WB34: Utilities ■ Several well done utilities, some will require
moderate knowledge of a CLl or Shell for setup. Chatter Box ■
this one will play any user defined sound after any event (ie.
disk insert, mouse click, disk removal...). . Artm - The Amiga
real time monitor, gives you full control of the Amiga OS, very

powerful program, Helper ■ help program to make learning the
CLl easier, and more!



neat .cons. Also, several wonderful

MakeaDShape - create 3d shapes Irom any image, VALIDATION of corrupt disks

w iS1-?,! ' Sreate 3d animal;oris P'eserves pallet, and WB66:lcons #2- Lot's ol neat .cons. Also, several wonderful
™3d.' a demo Pf°9rarn of a front end lor use with programs that to let you create your own icons modify and
«pr.« 5* ._■ „ „ j, . manipulate icons and into structures.
WB36: Graphics - On this disk are several programs to create WB68:Music Utilities - several good utilities for the Amiqa
stunning graphical images including, MPath-creates swirling music enthusiast. Includes, Noisetracker - a qreat music
galaxy images. Roses - produce an unlimited number of creation program, Sonix2MOD ■ converts sonix to mod files
variations of images that a symmetrically similar to a rose, which then can be used by noisetracker soundtraker and
*^™1-L<IlsPlal'lrlosf8Pegfcuiar images as part of your MED. SpeakarSim - a speaker design tool demo
workoenck screen, and RayShade - a very good raytracing Wondersound is an additive harmonic instrument design tool
^g'f"1. create your own beautiful 3d graphics. with a separate envelope design window and 16 relative
Wb37 Educational - Educational games and puzzles that harmonic strength and phase angle controls

feJB335&ff!SS and books. Age; WB69: M^lc ■ This disk has over 90 minutes of classical and

itosh screen fonts,

fonts„..,„„._„„.,, „„„,,,„,, iv uu, ,,u,a,y: niyiny mac ui idm xormai ./*rrvi metric tiles, to Amirja screei font=

recommended. Plans - a incredibly well done Computer Aided and PPage .metric files. With this program open door to the
Drafting program, very full leatured. Tesselator - a program libraries of Adobe and PostScript type!. Calendar - month

Post ■ a lull featured post script lile

.mst) and sample

that helps generates fantastic looking, recursive M.C. Ecsher templates in PS (o

JyR? PJCI^Ies■, display and prin: utility.
WB39: Music - Intuitracker is a German offering ol an WB71 :C64 (Emulation ■ The A64 Package is a complete very
exquisitely well done program that allows you to play music on powerful. Commodore 64 emulator
your Amiga with CD like controls. Lets you strip out music WB75: Music ■ over 100 instruments files
from your favorite games or others and include them in your sound files (.ss) for your music programs,
music library . WB76: Applications - This disk contains Stichery - a often

it - ^u°n a 0|SK . BO minutes of modern music requested knitting design program. Lotto ■ a rather complete
it presented collection lottery tracking and prediction utility SSS ■ this screen capture

WH4i . music ■ MfcD an incredibly well done, lull featured program can grab almost any screen including games Today -
music editor Create your own stunning music directly on yojr a personal calender, Tarot ■ fortune teller, and Grammar -
the Amiga. Similar to SoundTracker but better. Very powerful grammar checker
easy to use program.

SONY
Blank Disks

DSDD

10 for $ 8.90 (.89 cents ea)
25 for $18.90 (.76 cents ea)
50 for $34.90 (.70 cents ea)
100 for $68.00 (.68 cents ea)

No shipping charge on USA Biank disk orders Canada
and Manco add 5.15 tacti, Oilier foreign afld $.50 ea.

done periodic table program with source. Scientific plotting -
over 600k of Lattice C source routines that can be included in
your own programs.

DD54: Compression - This disk is loaded with ALL of the best
file compression programs and aids for the Amiga. Many of the
programs can be used by the new user. Includes Arc(2.3),

wlU h ,p 9 t.. j, . , ^ ftB78: AV ' On thls disk aie Iw° Amiga Vision programs [harc(i ■")■ Lhwarp(i .03). Pkaxfi .0). PowerPacker(2.3a| a
WHij.Buslness ■ This disk contains AnalytiCalc - probably (bubbler, sync) written by Lou Wallace, chief technical editor of mu& nave by all, Zipf 1.0). Warp(2.04), and Zoo[2.0). Also
ne most powerful spreadsheet program on the Amiga. A full Amiga World. These programs are marvelous examples of IFFcrunch an excellent compression lor IFF files
featured spreadsheet with many features expected in a how too's with AV. DD55: ARP ■ On this disk you will find the complete ArpRel3 0
wm^%Ci'-a PaJ;ka9e-Requires 1 2 MB of memory! WB79: Home & Business Accounting - Includes Ckoacct ■ release including the full user docs, the full Developers guide

■, ?r f " HlSnRes clip art with the following motifs - the most complete checkbook accounting program qoinq ARP & me official AmigaDOS Resource Project lARP) release
alignments (borders, dodads ....}. people, and LCDCalc • this well done calculator has a vp™ tamo ri^niau 1.3. ARP makes many improvements to AmigaDOS and

makes your system easier to use from the CLI.

DD57: Advanced Utilities - Msh - like Cross-dos, copies files
to and from MS-DOS. Pal-NTSC ■ conven any pal program to
NTSC and vice versa. Also several utilities that improve your
startup-sequence, plus 25 more programs.

DD62: Basic and Xsctieme ■ Cursor ■ a full featured Amiga
Basic compiler, sbasic and ftext - several wonderful routines to
help in basic programers. and Xscheme - an interpreted object
oriented language.

DD64 Amiga Programmers Manual ■ The lully
comprehensive Amiga programming manual with source code
examples and easy to understand tutorials!
DD65 C Tutorials ■ Several well done tutorials on how to
program the Amiga. Includes tutorials and working examples
on Device drivers, IFF reads and writes. Sound
implementation, Arcade game design and implementation,
Double Buffering, and others. A must have for Amiga
Programmers.

DD66 Programming ToolBox - Many programs to help in
your development efforts (most for C some for basic] Includes

programs to generate requesters, an incredible spritemaker

toolbox, to greatly aid comp ling, convert DPaint brushes to C
structures, a great library manager, and many more wonderful
time saversl
DD69^Advanced Utilities ■ SerNet and ParNet - Connect two
Amiga's and share resources. MemMonitor - Similar to WFrag
but greatly improved. Selector ■ put menus on your workbench
screen, snd more.

DD71 :C compiler - This disk contains Dice, Matthew Dillon's
full featured, powerful C compiler and environment system.
DD72:VT Emulators ■ Contains three powerful, lull featured vt
emulators, with many advanced features including kermit.
xmodem and tektronix protocols. VaxTerm. VLT. and more.

DD77: Fortran ■ Contains a lull leatured FORTRAN77
environmental development system. Also contains EzAsm a
strongly macro dependent 68000 assembler.

DD78: Menus 4 System Enhancements - Several neal
programs to aid in launching programs from special icons
(Next computer style), adding WorkBench menus and more.

Also contains many useful programs to determine operation
system configuration, memory usage, load and many other

important utilizations.

Anti-Virus

Now Only $19.95
#■&■&■& , INFO Sep89

•••• , Amiga Resource Oct89
Anii-Virus(c) is not Public Domain

people, and LCDCalc - this well done calculator has a very large display
and operates from the keyboard or mouse, Mileage master -
monitor your automobile mileage with this mileage log.
Grammar - a grammar checker, and Worldtime - find out what
time it is in up to 50 global cities.

WB80:Graphjcs ■ Raytracing programs generate absolutely
stunning realistic looking planes, rockets, buildings ... and
surreal images often consisting of highly polished spheres and
objects. 3-D Master is the most powerful EASY-TO-USE of
it's kind we have seen to date. This is easily better, and more
lull featured, than similar commercial programs costing in the
hundreds of dollars.

WB81: Great Applications - DataEasy a very easy to use.

database program. Don't let the ease of use fool you. tuis is a
very full featured database program including full printer
control for address labels and mail merge applications. Also
includes. TypeTut a good typing tutor, RLC a full featured label
printer, Banner, a multi-lont banner maker, and Budget a home
accounting in a program. Highly recommended.

WB82:Animations - Four full length, well done "movie" style
animations. Including, Coyote, Jugglerll. GhostPool. and
Mechamx. Two disk set, counts as one!

transportation. WBB3: Computer Art - this disk has some ol the best Amiga

WB48: Clip Art - HighRes clip art with the following motifs - generated computer art that we have collected in the past 5
Holidays, music, medical, and misc. years.

WB«19abc;Animation Sampler-On this three disk sampler WB85: Graphics ■ Contains several programs for
set (counts as two disks) are some ol the best animations that manipulating 24 Bit color images (ham-e) and a rather nice Iff
have been created over the last three years. Several 'mage processing package.
examples of "Movie' type animations some with spectacular WB86: Amiga Vision - Contains the Centurion Press. An

raytraced reality (coolroby. watch, spigot and egg). Also Amiga newspaper by Lou Wallace,
several european style or "Demo" animation with incredible DD45: AREXX PROGRAMS - Tnis disk contains several
graphics and outstanding electronic music (akrilight useful arexx programs and examples, PopCLId - The latest of

copersine. doc, dps20i0. impact, and logodemo). These truly a musl have ulilitV-
show off the creative edge ol an Amiga! DD47: Pascal - This disk contains everything needed to
WBSO: Animation - Seven ol the best european style program in Pascal. Includes, A68k (1.2) 68000 assembler.
animations or "Demos", including - scientific 451. subway (a B|in^ linking software and PCQ (1.0) a modest Pascal sub-set
U.S. entrant, also our favorite), sunride. thrstdemo. tnight, compiler.
waves, and woow. DD49: C Compiler - contains zc(1.01) fully KSR. zcc(1.0)

WB51: Animation- On this disk are two excellent movie style 'rant end, A68k( 12) assembler, Blink linker.
animations including ShipRotation - a futuristic space ship DD50: ARexx #2 - a must have set of tutorials on ARexx and
orbiting a surrealistic world (one of the best) and RV-3 - a several useful examples and utilities for ARexx development.
cpaintlll anim ol a rather wacked out airplane, DD51: Circuit Analysis - Aspice (2.3) A full featured program
WB53:Graphlcs- The disk contains C-light - The easiest to '°r electric circuit analysis.
use raytracing we have seen to date. This one started out life DD52: Scientific ■ Includes Elements ■ an incredibly well
as a lull featured commercial product similar to Sculpt3d. _

Raytracing programs can generate stunning, realistically

shaded objects. Also, sMovie ■ a full leatured video text titter

similar to ProVideo Broadcast Tiller. Great video scrolling,

wipes, special effects, and more...

WB54:Printlng ■ This disk contains several routines to help

with the chore ol printing. Includes Gothic ■ Finally a Banner

printer for the PD! PrintStudio -a well implemented all-purpose

printer-utility with a very comfortable graphic interlace and

many advanced features, Lila - with ease, print ASCII tiles to a

PostScript printer, and many more.

WB55:Appllcation - XCopylll - a full leatured disk copier,

make backups of w:ite protected disks RoadRoute - find the
quickest route from one city to another, highway description

included. Diary - a diary program like "Dougy Howard M.D".
Cal * a calendar program. Magman - a database tailored to

maintain records on articles and publications.
WB57:Animation - This disk has several "Demo" style

animations. Including, Blitter, Lolly. Sun5, vertigo, vortex, and

xenmorph.

WB59;Buslness ■ contains a great, very full featured stock
market technical analysis and tracking program, also an

appointment calendar, and more.
WB61 :lntermediate Utilities - Includes programs to help to
drasticaly decrease flicker in interlace and hi-res modes
(anlillick). an Atari-st emulator, an eprom programmer, turn

your amiga into an eight channel digital data analyzer or

ociiloscope, and more.
WB62:Midi Utilities - Several useful midi utilities including,
programs to transfer to and from several music programs to

midi, a midi sysex handler, a midi recorder with timebase.
display midi info, lile sequence player, and a few scores.

Please send me the following:

Enter disk id (Ex. DD17, FD5, WB3)

Total disks x $ each $

Disked based catalog (add $2.50) $

Anti-Virus (add $19.95)$

Sony Blank Disks# $

CA residents add 7.00% sales tax $

Payment Enclosed Foreign Shipping $_
Please charge my

Visa

Master charge

Handling $2.00

Total Due $

_Exp.Acco u nt#

Signature

Name

Address

City

Phone ( )

DevWare, 12528 Kirkham Court, Suite 11-IN9, Poway, CA 92064
Orders Only Please! 800 879-0759 Support 619 679-2825 Fax 619 679-2887

ST _Zip.

Following day shipping in most

cases. No shipping charges within

USA, Canada add $.25 each.

Foreign add $.50 per dish for air

mail delivery. Payment in US

funds. A minimum of S20.00
required on credit card orders.
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values of the pixels instead. White "MFT

samples a small block and gives a finer

result, 'MF2' works on a larger area and pro

duces a better effect. For Figure 6 I did two

separate MF2 passes: the final image looks

like a badly done paint-by-numbers. An

illustrator would probably have to use oil

paslels to recreate the effects that the median

filter can do in just a few seconds.

Figure 7: Unsharp Masking

■USM" stands for 'UnSharp Masking' and

is ideal for pictures like the lion. USM takes

the original image, creates a blurry copy and

then subtracts it from the original to give an

extra sharp and detailed graphic. When you

have a furry character like the lion, unsharp-

masking brings out a lot of detail in the fur.

This type of graphic reminds me of the older

color photocopying process. Figure 7 is an

example of aUSM'd picture. The 'LCE'

(Local Contrast Enhancement) gadget to the

right performs a similar process to unsharp

masking, but seems to produce a noisier,

less detailed imatic.

Figure 8: Binary colorizing

If pop art is where you want to be, give

the 'BIN' a spin. "BIN* stands for binary,

and converts each pixel to one of two colors.

Depending on where the "threshold" slider is

placed you can get black and white or truly

hallucinogenic colors like the ones I have

here. A similar process is THR\ which sets

some pixels (depending on the threshold

control) to color zero, and leaves the others

unchanged. The Sixties have returned lately

in some clothing designs, and it's not hard to

imagine a picture like Figure S selling well

on a tie-dyed T-shirt. Groovy.

Figure 9: LAP

For even greater variations, try using the

"LAP" or 'EDG' matrix operations. LAP

enhances the edges in the current image, and

will change your picture into something that

will look like it was drawn with Crayolas.

Figure 9 was a result of one click of the LAP

button.

Figure 10: Edge detection

"EDG* is my favorite. Edge detection usu

ally is done by mainframe computers for

organizations such as NASA. For example.

if a satellite shot was slightly out of focus or

details were undefined, edge detection

would be used to clear things up. Edge

detection is also popular with the police:

often, after a robbery, the police are left with

a low resolution black and white video pic

ture of the suspect. These pictures are often

too muddy to give a positive ID of a suspect.

After being processed, facial details can be

very recognizable. In one famous case there

was a photograph taken of the getaway car,

but in the excitement of the moment the

photographer did not focus the camera. After

computer enhancement, the license number

was clearly visible! Our lion picture is not

an ideal candidate for edge detection

because of the iack of hard edges.

Figure 10 shows what one pass of the

edge detector will do. I also used the 'color

complement" menu choice to produce a

more interesting palette. I often like to play
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with the palette at this point in the process.

Remapping the while lines to black and

changing all the middle tones to white gives

a final image that looks like a charcoal

sketch.

The "Bias' requester is a different

requester with a new bank of tools that con

trol the palette. Using the 'C* or color slider

will suck all the hues out of your picture,

leaving a black and white graphic behind.

This could be used for desktop publishing

applications, or ported to monochrome sys

tems like the Macintosh Classic. The 'Bias1

controls can adjust the RGB values or

change the color saturation and intensity.

Other Choices

PIXmate is by no means your only choice

in image processing; most of these tech

niques appear in other packages. I would be

doing the Amiga developers a disservice if I

did not mention some of the other software

used for image processing. Despite the

name, Eagle Tree's Butcher is perhaps easier

to use than PIXmate and is a bargain at only

$37. On the high end of the scale is ASDG's

excellent Art Department and Art Depart

ment Professional, which add quality fea

tures like ARexx ports, file conversion, and

24-bitplane input and output. We also can't

forget NewTek's Transfer 24 that is included

in the Digi-Paint package.

As I am finding out, experimentation and

not technical skill is really the root of cre

ativity. Having a good visual sense helps,

but having a powerful tool like the Amiga

can elevate your pictures to new heights.

There are literally thousands of combina

tions of processes that can be applied to any

image. Many of them rival techniques that

traditional artists have taken years to master.

Go out there and find some of your own,

and if you discover something really inter

esting please don't forget to share it with

the rest of us.

Derek Grime's studio has been pro

ducing Amiga animation for television

since 1985. Recent clients include Dis

ney, Nickelodeon, and MTV. Derek can

be reached at: P.O. Box 1249, Station

'F1 Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 2V8

Products Mentioned

PIXmate, $69.95, Progressive Peripherals and Software, 464 Kalamath St.

Denver, CO 80204, 303-322-6512

Butcher, $37.00, Eagle Tree Software, PO Box 164, Hopewell, VA 23860
804-452-0623

The Art Department $89.95, and The Art Department Professional, $199.95,
ASDG, 925 Stewart St., Madison, Wl 53713, 608-273-6585

High quality RGB output for your Amiga
These images are completely unretouched photos taken from a stock 1084s RGB monitor.

They are pure RGB. not smeary composite. No other graphics expansion device offers so

much performance and cosls so little! And all the software to run it is free. Even upgrades!

There's not enough room to cover all the great features of this system, so here are just a few.

iystem Features:

Paint, render, cvt ip s^w

18/24 bit "pure" modes

256/512 color register modes

RGB pass through

Screen overlay/underlay

Screens pull up down &

go front back

View with any IFF Viewer

Animate via AN1M or

Page Flipping

Works with DigiView™

Completely bliller-compatiblc

NTSC encoder compatible

S-VHS encoder compatible

PAL & NTSC compatible

Uses only RGB port

FCC Class B.UL Listed

Works w/std Amiga monitors

Does not use Amiga power

Paint Features:

• Custom brushes use blitter

• RGB, HSV. HSL. CMY palette

• RGB and HSV spreads

• Extensive ARexx™ support

• lOColor Cycle/Glow ranges

• Range pong, reverse, stop

• Smoolh zoom, rotate or scale

• Area. Edge, outline nll/overnll

• Dithered 24 bit fill mixing

• Anti-alias with any tool or brush

• Loads, shows GIFT" exactly

• "C" source code available free

• Upgrade from BBS 24 hrs day

• Color or 256 greys painting

• 256 color stencils

• Matte/color/anti-alias/cycle draw

• Prints via printer device

• Auto enhance std IFF palettes

• Writes 1FF24, GIFT" HAM-E

Image Compatibility:

• 24 bit IFF. 24 bit IFF with GLUT

chunks: 2 to 256 color stan

dard IFF. half bright. HAM.

DKB and gRT trace; RGBS

and RGBN; Targa«<; GIFT*;

Dynamic HiRes™ SHAM.

ARZO.ARZ1.AHAM, 18 bit

ScanLab™: UPB8 brushes:

All of the 12 different HAM-E

format image file types.

• Images may be scaled and

convened to 24 bit IFF flies.

• Image processing software

supplied provides edge en

hancement, blui. various con

volutions, and much more.

BLACK BELT SYSTEMS

Call [406] 367-5509 for more information. 398 Johnson Rd.. Glasgow. MT 59230

SALES: |800) TK-AMIGA International Sales (406) 367-5513

BBS: 14061 367-ABBS FAX; (406] 367-APAX

ComjMiS«»«:DrinmfcHlR"-Hr»Ick. Stir L«t>" ASDG T..(.-Tiut Vlito

oic: AHAM. ARIO, ARI]'• ASDGj HA11-E™ Blicl Bill Bjilcmi.
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Finding Out About File Types

by Jim Butterfield

ew programs and files arrive

from various sources: your local

user group, bulletin board, or

magazine/disk. Sometimes you

set a 'bundle,' with a number of files

grouped together by means of Arc, Zoo, or a

similar utility.

Typing the command Dir will give you a

list of file names. Sometimes the names will

be meaningful. Sometimes the icons on the

Workbench screen will be helpful. Some

times there are files that don't seem to have

any purpose at all.

Take heart. This guide will help you sort

out and identify most of the mystery files.

What's in a name?

The name of a file is often a hint as to

its contents. Readme is usually a text file,

which you can read using More or any

Listing 1. Examples of TYPE HEX outputs for various types of files.

RoadRoute - A st

art at a "trip p

lanner".

1.Workbench:> type hex Road_README

0000: 526F6164 526F7574 65202D20 41207374

0010: 61727420 61742061 20227472 S9702070

0020: 6C616E6E 657222CA 20202020 20202020

0030: ... ( Ctrl-C pressed )

Simple inspection shows this to be a TEXTfile.

1.Workbench:> type hex c:copy

0000: 000003F3 00000000 00000002 00000000 ...6

0010: 00000001 000003B7 00000002 000003E9 • e

0020: 000003B7 4E55FF60 48E73F32 70002B40 ...»NO.xHc?2p.+@

0030: ... ( Ctrl-C pressed )

A file starting with 000003F3 is a LOADABLEfile. It might be a program; but it could

also be a library, afoul, or other things.

1.Workbench:> type hex mypic

0000: 464F524D 00002FA2 494C424D 424D4844 FORM../.ILBMBMHD

0010: 00000014 028000C8 00000000 04000100

0020: 00000A0B 028000C8 434D4150 00000030 CHAP . . . 0

0030: ... { Ctrl-C pressed )

A file starting with 464F524O ("FORM") is an IFFfile, usually containing graphics or

sound data. This one is type 1LBM, "Interleaved Bit Map," a picture.

LIST...2AAAAPROP

...>ILBMBMHD....

bmhlbmh2bmh3bmh4

1.Workbench:> type hex test.iff

0000: 4C495354 00001332 41414141 50524F50

0010: 0000003E 494C424D 424D4844 00000014

0020: 626D6831 626D6832 626D6833 626D6834

0030: ... ( Ctrl-C pressed )

A file starting with 4C495354 ("LIST") is a more complex IFFfile; it usually contains a

"bundle" of graphics andlor sound images.

1.Workbench:> type hex file.info

0000: E3100001 00000000 00000000 00290014 )..

0010: 00050003 00010028 0C500000 00000000 (.P

0020: 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

0030: ... ( Ctrl-C pressed )

A file starting with E310 is a "Workbench object". It's the ".info" file that contains an

icon picture and other information about the associatedfile.

Listing 1 continues...

other text reader/editor.

You've already discovered that files

whose names end in the characters '.info1

are icon files or, more properly, "Workbench

object" files, since they contain more infor

mation than just the icon. As we'll point out

in a moment, the Info menu command will

extract a good amount of data. Incidentally,

a file whose name is simply ".info" is of a

different type: it is a "Workbench window"

file, describing a Window structure.

You can often guess that files ending with

'.txt' are text files; those ending with '.doc'

are documentation files; those ending with

'.pic', graphic files; and so on. Unlike '.info'

these suffixes are for the user's benefit only.

As far as the Amiga's operating system is

concerned, they are simply part of the file

name.

Files whose names end with '.library' or

'.bmap1 are intended to live in the libs:

directory. It would be rare for you to get a

file with the suffix '.handler', but that kind

of file usually spends its time in L:. Any file

containing a script (suffix ".script', per

haps?) that might be used frequently belongs

in S:, and printer drivers and keyboard maps

(you can usually guess these from the name

if the documentation is feeble) go into the

appropriate subdirectory within devs:.

Some PD programmers throw in 'source'

files along with their programs. That's good

for those who want to study code, and it

helps reassure users that there are no hidden

viruses. You won't need such files to run the

program itself. Program source files usually

contain readable text; they will have names

that end with a 'language extension', such as

'.c' (C source); or '.asm' or '.a' (assembly

source). You may also find files ending with

'.o' (object files), '.h' (C include files), '.i'

(assembly include files) and perhaps '.lib'

('scanned library' files, usually read by a

'tinker' program). You don't need any of

these to run the program, but it's reassuring

to know they are there for a purpose.

A name is purely the user's choice, how

ever. If I should decide, unwisely, to name

my latest program spaghetti.o, that won't

stop it from running. A casual observer

guessing from the name that it must be an

object file rather than a program would be

mistaken.

What's in a picture?

If an Amiga file comes with an associated

'.info' file - for example, files Pasta and

Pasta.info - you have a ready-made source

of file information. In the "Workbench"
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menu, under Workbench 1.3. you'll find an

item called "Info"; under Workbench 2.0, the

item is called "Information..." and it's in the

"Icons" menu. Select the icon by clicking on

it, then select the menu item, and you'll get

a screen full of details about the file and

how it's intended to be used.

Computer files arc generally classified as

either programs or data files. In Workbench

lingo, programs are called Tools; data files.

Projects. If the Info display (see Figure 1)

identifies a file as a Tool, you may be rea

sonably sure that it's a program you can run.

If the file is not a program, it must be

some type of data file. There are many kinds

of data files: text, spreadsheet, picture, ani

mation, music. AmigaBASIC program, and

others. You can often guess the type from

the appearance of the icon: many application

programs write data files that have distinc

tive icon pictures. If not, look lower in the

Info display fora field called 'DefaultTool'.

You'll usually find the name of the program

that produced this file. That in turn will tell

you what kind of file is involved.

-L k. . .m

Calculator.Print

Files.Cmd.Notepa

.. . Listing 1 continued

1.Workbench:> type hex Utilities:.info

0000: F34C0012 0000126B 0000036D 0000048A

0010: 43616C63 756C6174 6F720A50 72696E74

0020: 4S696C65 730A436D 640A4E6F 74657061

0030: ... ( Ctrl-C pressed )

A file starting with F34C is a "drawer window". It gives the drawer's window size, and
names some of the files in the drawer.

l.Workbench:> type hex fonts:ruby.font

0000: 0F000003 72756279 2F313200 00000000 ruby/12

0010: 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

0020: 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

0030: ... ( Ctrl-C pressed )

A file starting with 0F00 is a "font description". It says whatfonts are available for this
typeface.

, . 0. . "Object Fi

le BonePicker

J Butterfield"

1.Workbench:> type hex BasicProg

0000: F5003000 AC20224F 626A6563 74204669

0010: 6C652042 6F6E6550 69636B65 7220202D

0020: 20204A20 42757474 65726669 656C6422

0030: ... ( Ctrl-C pressed )

A file starting with F500, F600, F5S0 or F6S0 is an AmigaBasic program. Much of it

looks like text, hut parts of the program have been "tokenized". For example, PRINT is

coded as single byte AC.

MAVERICK V2 for the AMIGA
Five Years Of Experience On A Single Disk

When we started making Commodore backup products we started making history Our

Maverick tor the Commodore has become the single most successful archival utility sysiem

ever created lor the C64 C128 computers. We pioneered innovations Ibai made Maverick

the ONLY logical choice for the serious user

History is repealing itsell

Our new Maverick lor Ihe Amiga is a ground breaking rjroduct1 ii is unlike anylhi.ng you ve

ever seen for the Amiga before You use it without fumbling (or pull-down menus or searching

through overlapping windows. The Maverick Amiga screen is a clean, modern control panel

designed lo allow you lo intuitively operate Ihe system as if il were a physical piece ol

hi-tech equipment.

Options abound These include features like

* Hypercopy High speed, effortless error tree dala duplication

* Parameters Our own custom routines backed by 5 years of experience

* OverRirte v A new tool thai makes a program useable on a hard drive by

COMPLETELY de-proiecling III

* Inspector Our MFM track edilor leatunng whole track or data block modification

capability macros tor automation and best of an - Backup Buddy compatible'

* Backup Buddy1 support to allow easy, reliable backups ol some ol Ihe thoughes!

to duplicate titles on ihe markel

* More parameters keep you up lo dale with today s fast paced software releases

There's more For a minimal fee. registered Maverick owners can upgrade their system lo

Ihe newest version, including new expansion modules and additional new parameters every

90 days' Maverick Amiga was actually designed wiih future expansion capacities built right

in And experienced users can even create and store their own custom copiers, accessible

right from the mam control panel. |ust as il they were built into Maverick Irom the faclory1

When you re ready lo spend your hard earned money lor an Amiga backup utility keep this

in mind There are lots ol copiers on the market, but there s only one complete archival

utility system — Maverick

MAVERICK AMIGA V2 SQQ95
ONLY O&sv

Available from your local dealer or contact us directly:

A MAN'S BEST FRIEND

IS HIS DOG

AN AMIGA'S

BEST FRIEND IS THE

'BACKUP BUDDY™'

Ready to add another drive to your system? We ve gol some good

news for you: for nearly the same price as an ordinary drive, you

can buy the brand new Maverick Amiga Backup Buddy' drive!

The Backup Buddy drive {sold ONL Y to registered Maverick Amiga

owners) is a superb Konyo drive that we've worked our special magic

on. We've added our own custom engineered speed control circuitry

lo create a unique new tool.

Used alone, the Backup Buddy is as fas!, reliable, and compatible
as any other Amiga external disk drive. But. used with the Maverick

Amiga, the Backup Buddy' becomes the newest weapon in the Ar

chival Utility System arsenal, easily letting you backup titles that

could NEVER be reliably duplicate before now!

The Backup Buddy is another demonstration of our commilmeni to

the Maverick tradition Always be the best

THE Backup Buddy' DISK DRIVE

$i
ONLY I

Available Only From Software Support International

to registered Maverick Amiga owners.

2700 N.E. ANDRESEN ROAD • SUITE A-10

Write or call us for more information or our current catalog

listing 1000s ofitems foryourcomputer

INTE
VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON 98661

1 -800-356-1179
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An AmigaDOS 2.0 red herring

If you have the new AmigaDOS 2.0 oper

ating system, and there's no '.info' file, you

may think that this new system will give you

extra help. Instead, it may steer you wrong.

If you select "Show/All Files" in the

"Window" menu, your 2.0 Amiga will draw

pictures of all files, even those that don't

have an associated '.info' file. It will draw a

picture of a hammer to represent what it

thinks is a tool; it will draw a double graph

ics/text sketch to represent other files (see

Figure 2). You might think that if you see

the hammer, the file is a tool, which in turn

means a program. Not quiie.

Here's the problem: the system decides

which icon to draw based only on the E

("execute") protection bit. Want to make the

program Hutnpty appear as a project, or the

data file Dumpty appear as a tool? Easy: just

command "protect humpty -e" or "protect

dumpty +e". The automatic icons will then

mislead. Don't worry: a 'real' '.info' file will

override this effect, and no matter what the

E bit says, you can't run a file if it isn't a

program.

Digging deeper

If you can't classify the file based on any

of the above, or you want to probe more

deeply to make sure it's really what you

think it is, you'll need to look at the file

itself. The Type command will do the job

nicely, especially if used with the hex option.

Before unveiling (he mysteries of Type

hex, we'll look briefly at the expanded Ami

gaDOS 2.0 command Version. This com

mand, which formerly worked only for

libraries, devices, Kickstart, and Workbench,

has been enhanced so thai it may examine

any file. A program or file can include infor

mation that Version will seek out and display

on request. If you use Version, the file may

yield useful information. But it may not

solve our identification objective, since both

data and program files are able to include

embedded version strings.

Let's try Type hex. Enter this command.

Hllnfo release 1,31

NAME Baby!

Figure 1.

Select an icon,

then INFO from

the WORKBENCH

menu, and you'll

see data about the

file. TYPE Project

signals a data file.

TYPE Tool indicates

a Program file.

followed by a file name of interest. When

the display starts to print, hold down the

CTRL key and tap C to stop it: you usually

need only a few lines to get a good measure

of the file.

The output from Type hex isn't too hard to

sort out. Listing I will show you typical dis

plays. On the left, a four-digit "counter'

shows you where you are within the file.

This is followed by four groups of eight dig

its, showing the contents of the file in 'hex

adecimal'. (If you can't read hexadecimal,

don't fret; it's not needed for this work.) To

the right is printable text: if the file contains

a character that can be printed, it will be

shown; if not, a period will print in that spot.

A non-text file will contain some data that

incidentally correspond to printable charac

ters. When that happens, you'll see gibberish

in the right-hand area; if so, ignore it.

If the right-hand area shows completely

readable text - a little broken up due to the

16-character line, but readable - you have a

text file and can read its contents with any

convenient text reader or editor. You could

even use Type without the hex.

If the display shows other than completely

readable material, we'll need to dig deeper.

Time to look for the 'magic'.

For example, if the first data display in

Listing 2. A sampling of

1:Ram-Handler

libs : icon.library

devs:printer.device

devs:printers/EpsonQ

fonts:ruby/12

"loadable" files that are not programs.

6464

5688

26964

6288

4556

rw-d

rw-d

rw-d

rw-d

rw-d

02-May-87

02-May-87

09-Mar-89

02-May-87

02-May-87

19:09:09

19:10:11

15:30:12

19:12:08

19:09:41

the file shows as OOOOO3F3, you have a

'loadable' file. This is an important file type:

let's talk about it.

Loadable files

Once you see that initial OOOOO3F3, you

might be tempted to say, "Aha! It's a program

-1 can run it!" Quite possibly you can, but

there are other types of loadable files.

The Amiga loads files for reasons other

than that of starting a program run. Keep in

mind, too. that a file may be split into sev

eral "hunks' as it loads, with each piece

going to an independent part of memory.

What might we load? Programs, of

course: when we load and run a program, we

often call this 'starting a new process".

Libraries (Amiga shared libraries) are

loaded as needed: some of them are in ROM

(read-only memory), but others, such as

icon.library, must load from disk when

needed. Third-party libraries such as

arp.tibiwy will be of the loadable type too,

of course.

Devices, such as printer.device are quite

similar in structure and usage to libraries.

Devices are in the devs: area rather than

libs;, of course. But they too are classed as

loadable files, as are the specific printer

drivers you'll find in Devs:printers and the

Figure 2: V2.0 default icons.
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custom keymaps located in Devs:keymaps.

Most of the contents of the L: device will

be loadable files. These include handlers

such as ram-handler and speak-handler,

plus things like Shell-Seg.

How about fonts? The fonts themselves

(named numerically) arc loadable files, but

watch for 'font descriptors" (whose file

names normally end with '.font') that are

not.

Listing 2 gives some examples of files

that are loadable - yes. they all start with

OOOOO3F3 - but are not programs, at least

not from the user's standpoint. And [here are

other files - overlays and such - that also

could come into this category.

Chances are that almost every file you

meet that is loadable will be a ready-to-run

program. If it's a library, device, font, or

whatever, there will be associated informa

tion to tell you about it.

Magic

That first value (OOOOO3F3 for loadable

files) is called a 'magic' value. It's there to

Listing 3. Some IFF file "FORIWTs:

ILBM - Interleaved Bit Map; graphics

SMUS - Simple Musical Score

MSCX - Music file (Music-X)

SSVX - 8-bit Sampled Waveform; sound instruments

FTXT - Formatted Text

ACBM - Amiga Contiguous BitMap; graphics

WORD - Word Processing (ProWrite) text

HEAD - Idea Processor file (Flow)

ANIM - CEL Animations (VideoScape-3D)

help AmigaDOS recognize the type of file.

There's a whole range of magic numbers

in that area that you can lump together into a

single category. Any starling value ranging

from 00O003E7 up to 000003FF is part of a

"DOS data structure'. If you get a value in

this range, other than the 000003F3 already

mentioned, you can classify it as an 'object

file". And you need not worry about this

kind of file too much: it's used in program

development, but is not pan of the final

product.

IFF files

A file starting with 464F524D is an IFF

file. You can spot this quickly, since this

spells the word "FORM" on the right side of

the display. There are many types of IFF

file, each holding a different type of data.

But it's easy to spot the kind you have, since

a little further to the right you'll find the

four-character "name" of this IFF FORM

type.

Some of the many types of IFF FORMs

Amiga Programmers -

Build the next generation of Amiga games

Dynamix. the Creators of Red Baron, Rise of the Dragon, Arctic Fox,

Stellar 7, and AID Tank Killer, is expanding iis staff of Amiga

developers. Help us build the next generation of great interactive

entertainment for the Amiga.

We need talented, self-motivated Amiga programmers experienced in

C and assembly language. Experience with C++. graphics and sound

applications, und creating efficient, high-powered code is also

desirable. Plus, we are looking for thai special gleam in [he eye. that

raw. burning desire to push the envelope, and make the Amiga do

things its never done before.

Dynamix offers competilive salary and benefits, and a high energy

environment in [he beautiful Pacific Northwest If you think you've

got what it lakes, then we want to talk to you.

Dynamix. Inc.

99 W. 10th. Suite 224

Eugene. OR 97401

Ann: Programming Position

Public domain like you've never seen,

I) GameMaster

Collection
Over70orthebal

PD Games!

7 disk set $25.00

Education Poipoofri

Robert Wade

5) Education
I'D potpnum. "-is

tutorials whhqniz.

Sinale diskS6.00

1) VirusKiller
Kills 124 viri. The

IIEST vims kilter.

disk S6.IX)

9) V'Ger
Animation of tbc

reyHger probeJPt_

2 disk set $10.00

2) Jay Miner 3) ElectricWord 4) Kevin Lude

Picks The BIBLE! Art Collection
Thf Padre picks music A CanDo construction ol Amiga anlsi coltecilon,

modules with player.. The BIBLE with quta« ovcrzOimagc&hiibea.

Single disk $6.00 3 disk set Si 5.00 2 disk set $10.00

IIREMIER

CJOFTWARE

*^ P.O. Box 3782
Redwood City, CA 94064

(415)593-12(17

The 10 Best of

Public Domain

Call for friendly

AMIGA HELP

daily until 10 pm.

Dealer & User

inquiries invited.

Please add $3.00 per order for

shipping and handling.

FIREMIBR
CJOFTWARE

-AM/G.A'
PUtlLJC OinfllH FSO

GtfKKHt pgooanrts

Send S3.IH) for our disk based

catatoe of over 17? available disks.

6) Enigma
Fantas:!, DEMO!
PAL modcNosBoffl.

2 disk set $10.00

81 Learn & Play
Mnlh, Spelling, panics.

talking coloring hmk.

3 disk set $15.00

HEKIER.

All disks verified & 100% virus FREE.

10) ClipArt
Hi.- bed elipan foi

;ill your DTP needs..

5 disk set $25.00
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are given in Listing 3. Where the type is

associated with a particular software pack

age, I've made a note of this.

A file starting with 4C495354 (which

shows as "LIST" to the right) is a more com

plex type of IFF file. It may contain groups

of pictures or even a whole multimedia

show complete with animations and sound.

Other files

So far, we have been examining eight-

digit (four-byte, or iongword") magic val

ues. The remaining magic that we'll discuss

here is based on the first four digits only (a

'word').

A file starting with E310 is a "Workbench

object*. We've mentioned this type of file

before; its name should end with '.info'.

A file starting with F34C is a 'drawer

window". This file's name should be simply

".info"; it tells about a drawer's window.

A file starling with 0FO0 is a "font

descriptor" file: its name should end with

■.font". It's not a font as such (they are

loadable files, as mentioned); instead, it

gives information describing the fonts

available under that font name.

A file starting with F500, F600, F58O or

F680 is an AmigaBASIC program. That

seems puzzling at first: isn't a program a

■loadable file1? Not with AmigaBASIC:

AmigaBASIC itself is the running program,

and the user-written code is viewed as data.

Keep in mind that AmigaBASIC programs

may also be saved as a 'listing' file, in which

case that file is simply text and there will be

no starting 'magic'.

The ViewDir program

Some time ago, I wrote a program called

ViewDir. Its purpose was. in part, to snoop

files and try 10 identify them, mostly by

means of magic numbers.

If you're interested, you can find the latest

version of this program on Fish Disk #357.

It conies togclher with the assembly lan

guage source program, if you'd like to read

the code.

A Canadian National Treasure, Jim

Butterfield has been writing about Com

modore computers since their introduc

tion in 1977. His credits include COM

PUTE!, COMPUTERS Gazette, and The

Transactor.

The Instant Talking Alarm-Clock

by Chris Zamara

eed a reminder at a specific time?

Forget about alarm clocks or

reminder software. Just a simple

Shell command is all it takes to

get the Amiga to speak a message at an

appointed lime - without any special soft

ware!

Let's say you have to leave to pick up

your Aunt Fanny at the airport at 5:15 PM,

but you're so engrossed in your 3D mod

elling project that you're afraid you'll forget

all about it. Just type the following two lines

into an AmigaDOS CLI or Shell window:

run wait until 17:15 +

say "Go pick up Ant Fanny now."

The shell prompt will come back right away,

leaving your system undisturbed. At the

appointed time, however, you'll get the

voice message (after a bit of disk activity) -

make sure the sound is connected and the

volume is turned up! (Note the unorthodox

spelling: this is not meant as an insult to

beloved Fanny, but merely helps the Narra

tor a bit with its pronunciation.)

You can use the same technique to wait a

specified number of minutes or seconds

instead of waiting for a certain time. Let's

say you've just put a frozen pizza in the

oven:

run wait 15 min +

say "Go check the pizza."

You can run any number of these alarm

clocks at the same time; each is running a

separate process for the Wait and Say com

mands, and each will finish and speak its

piece at its appointed time. If you haven't

used speech on your Amiga since the last

time it was rebooted, the first alarm will

have to load the speech software from the

Workbench disk; after that, only the Say

command needs to be loaded when the

alarm goes off, so disk activity will be

reduced. Of course, you could run any other

program instead of Say: you might like to

play an appropriate sound effect or put up a

message on the screen instead.

This handy trick uses the special '+' fea

ture of the Run command to hold off the

execution of Soy until the Wait completes. If

you ever wondered what the feature was

good for. here's a prime example.

A CALL FOR PROGRAMMERS

We are looking for good programmers to form the core of a unique

new software company. We want to offer Amiga users radical,

unusual, exciting new programs - software that commercial

developers are too afraid or too unimaginative to handle.

If you think you've got what it takes, or want to show us what

you've written, write or call us.

.info software development, 7O5 Hwy. One West

Iowa City, IA 52246, 313-33B-OO7O

DO NOT SEND US YOUR IDEA OR PROGRAM

without first obtaining a non-disclosure agreement from us.
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.info UNCLASSIFIEDS

AMIGA'S #1 UPGRADE

MegaChip 2000 (A2000) allows

2 megabytes of chip RAM

approaching the power of the

Amiga 3000. Comes with

8372B 2 Meg Agnus and free

chip puller. $339 less substan

tial rebate. AMIGA 1000 REJU-

VENATOR UPDGRADE

COMPLETE--S479.00. 150

watt Amiga 500 repairable pow

er supply - S87.50. Send for

our new SPRING/ SUMMER

CATALOG containing low cost

chips (Eg: 8372/puller - S94.50,

8520A-$15.50, 1.3 ROM-

S27.95, A50O/A20O0 PCB -

call). THE GRAPEVINE

GROUP, INC. 3 Chestnut St.,

SuffernNY 10901 (914)357-

2424 or (800) 292-7445 FAX

(914)357-6243.

SWIMSUITSHOW Beach

ladies slideshow. Disks: 3-S25

IO-S35. Free catalog: Data

Foundations. 100D. Box 9324,

Akron. OH 44305.

QUICK QUIZ: Unique, easy

to use studying program for all

classes and any student. Costs

only $20.00. Requires: Amiga-

Vision. One megabyte of RAM.

Call or write: Mike Lehne: 436

Rose Place; Roseville. MN

55113; 612-481-0189.

.info UNCLASSIFIEDS

$3.00 per word

Send along with check

or money order to:

.info Unclassified'-;

705 Hwy 1 West

Iowa City, IA 52246

Ads received with payment

by July 22nd will appear in

issue #43 (on sale Septem

ber 10th). Ads received with

payment by August 26th will

appear in issue #44 (on sale

October 15th).
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Michigan

Residents
Get Mail Order Pricing
With a Store's Support!

Southgate Sterling Heights

18829 Eureka Rd. 43719 VanD/ke

285-0101 254-6680

CALL OR STOP BY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

SUPRA 2d00 $ 89

SUPRA 2400 PLUS $165

SUPRA 9600 $499

SUPRA 2400 i S 69

SUPRA RAM
500RX 1MB

2MB
$135
$199

SUPRA 5D0XP

52MB

105MB
512K

512K
$519
$769

SUPRA RAM 2000
2MB

4MB
8MB

$175

$255

$405

CITIZEN
20OGX

GSX 140

GSX 145 ^5'.

COLOR KIT ..

. .$ 169

.S289

$399

,.$ 49

ICD AD SPEED

1000/500.2000
5219

FLICKER FREE
VIDEO-ICD

$309

ICD NOVIA 201 S499

ADRAM54QOK S109

ICD AD-IDE
40MB INTERNAL

A2000

A500
$339

$359

ADSCSI 2000
$139

ADSCSI 2080 $199

STAR
NX1001 $ 169

NX1020 RAINBOW S 165

NX2420 S 279

NX2420 RAINBOW $ 299

GVP SERIES II

52MB $629

BOMB S699
105MB S849

PANASONIC
KXP-P1180

KXP-P1123

KXP-P11241

KXP-P4.I20

-S 149

...S229

.SCALL

-S649

GVP 68030 WITH 882 &

SERIES II SCSI CONTROLLER
22MHZ1MB
33MHZ4MB

50MHZ4MB IDE/B82

£880
S1649

S2295

GVP SERIES II A2000

HARD CARD

HC 8/0K ....

.$160 W/QUANTUM 52LPS. . $419 105Q . S529 210Q..S879

$199 52LPS. . S459 105Q. - S579 210Q. . $929

WE BUY USED EQUIPMENT FOR CASH! OR TRADE IN TOWARD NEW AMIGA EQUIPMENT

VIDEO

TOASTER

$1399

PERSONAL

TBC

S769

VIDEO PACKAGE

PANASONIC 1410 CAMERA

COPY STAND W/UGHTS
DIGIVIEW GOLD 4.0

16MMLENS

FIXED IRI5 VARIABLE IRIS

$349 $379

DC TV

S389

CD TV

S NEW LOW PRICE

MANY NEW

TITLES

NEW LOW PRICES! AMIGA 500/2000 HARD DRIVE SYSTEMS

DRIVE TRUMP TRUMPADSCI DATA FL TRUMP TRUMP DATA FL

ALONE 2000 2000PRO2080 2000 500 50QPRO 500

ST157N-1 $239 $349 $429 $409 S329 S429 5479 5369

QUANTUM 52LPS 5269 $379 S459 $439 $369 $449 $509 $419
QUANTUM 1C5LPS $369 $479 $549 $539 $469 S549 $609 $529

QUANTUM 52LPS $749 $859 $909 $919 $849 $909 $959 $919

MASTER3A

3 5 S89

AIR DRIVE

MASTER 3A-1D.

ROCTEC THIGH

A2000 INTERNAL

A30D0 INTERNAL

JB9

$99

S9S

.$09

.189

INSIDER II

A1000 OK J199

512K 1229

1MB S259

1 5MB S2B9

MULTISTART * 85

REJUVINATORW.'AGNUS. MI9

KWICKSTART S BB

FATTER AGNUS S

i 3 ROM . $29

2MB AGNUS $ BS

256 X 1 SONS J2.W
256 X 4 SONS (5.95

IMBX 1 SONS SS.95
1MB X S S MMS 30NS. . . . S59.95

ALL CHIPS IN STOCK . . . SCALL

M.C.S. AND MICROWORLD OFFER COMPLETE AMIGA REPAIR SERVICE CAPABILITIES

ALSO PANASONIC AND STAR AUTHORIZED WARRANTY REPAIR

LASER JET III $1599

A5C0 512 EXP . -FROM S 49
PANASONIC 1410 $ '49

MEGA CHIP 2000 S 259
EATT DISK S 239

APROTEK 24 M30EM....S S9

Gl HAND SCANNER .1 245

MISCELLANEOUS
LASER JET IIP ... $899

BODEGA BAY SCALL

MALIBU BAY $129

CSA RACERS FROM S499
PERFECT SOUND S 69

COLOR SPLITTERS... S '09
ECE MIDI $ *8

PAINTJET .5919
COPY STAND ... S 60
AMIGA MOUSE S 49

OPTICAL MOUSE S 59

MINI GEN SI99
SLJERGEN S649

FRAMEGRABBER . . S419

THOUSANDS OF MAGAZINE BACK ISSUES .. INFO AMIGAWORLD AND AMAZING
ABACUS BOOKS
ARMOURGEDDON

ART DETPLPROF

AUDITION 4

BEARS AND PIPES

CHROMA KEY

DELUXE PAINT III

DESIGN WORKS

CALL

S30

144

60

229

329

92

99

DIGIPAINT 111

DIGIVIEW GOLD 4.0

EYE OF THE BEHOLDER

GODS

IMAGINE

LATTICE 5 l

PAGE STREAM 2.1

PELICAN PRESS

60

120

39

33

199

199

179

60

PROF PAGE 2 0 229
PROPER GRAMMAR 60

PROWRITE 3 1 95

SCALA 269

SECRET OF MONKEY ISLAND 36

SOUND MASTER 125

SPECTRACOLOR SO

SUPERBASE 4 299
TOASTER VIDEO'S CALL

800-433-7756
-»™, 313-Z54-B710

M.C.S
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... Continuedfrom page 25

Color Con

Ealanc

Connands

Save

Port

Re^lc

Dither: Floyd

About

Inage Operat

L i ne_At* t

Execute 0

Scale

I nacre Siz

U: 338 H: 288

Screen Co

iow Res Std

TSC ] Lace ]:

Colors

Execute

ADPro's main control screen.

image resolutions. Due to their cost {several thousands

of dollars) they're unusual peripherals, but artists often

use commercial service bureaus to make slides for

them, just ;is other service bureaus produce typesetting

output for desktop publishers.

The Polaroid CJ3000 is a high quality film recorder.

Il operates with 33 bits of color data, at resolutions up

to about 2000 by 1300 (depending on the film type). It

connects to ihe host computer through the parallel

port. ASDG packages a special parallel cable for use

with the unit, and warns against using standard cables.

OUTPUT VARIETY

While there may be some variance between the hard

ware configurations offered by Polaroid dealers and

Amiga dealers (you should check what camera backs

are supplied with the unit you purchase), the C13000

sent lo me for review came with a Polaroid "pack film"

back of the Land Camera variety, and a 35mm back for

use with slide and print film. There arc also 4 by 5 inch

camera backs available: at this time there is no 35mm

motion picture camera back for the unit or any immedi

ate plans for one. but Polaroid has been in contact with

after-market developers about ihe possibility.

The pack film system isn't a source of high quality

prints. Development time for these instant prints varies

with temperature, so that outside a controlled labora

tory it's difficult to gel reliable results with the film. 1

did find it invaluable, though, for proofing the images

I worked on before producing my final .slides.

The 35mm back will accept any 35mm film, but the

ADPro module is already calibrated for several

Polaroid films. Experimenting with other films would

require some trial and error before achieving the right

color balance for the film. Polaroid's films include

color and black-and-white slide film, white on blue

slide film, instant slides, pack print and transparency

films, color and black and white 'Autofilm', and vari

ous similar films for the optional 4 by 5 camera back.

There's another variety of instant print and trans

parency film that requires a processing unit.

THE ADPRO INTERFACE

The CI3000 plugs into the computer's parallel port

and has its own power cable. The pack film back sim

ply attaches to the front of the unit, while the 35mm

back also has a control cable that allows the film to be

advanced through software.

ADPro's CI3000 Saver module simply installs in the

user's Savers directory. When it's the current Save for

mat, clicking on ADPro's Save button first queries the

film recorder to learn which back and film are installed,

then presents the user with a requester that offers color

balance, centering, and sizing controls. Film calibrations

and size settings are remembered from session to session.

While the size of the image determines die length of

lime it takes to expose a slide. I found that most of my

tesl images (in resolutions from 768 by 480 to 960 by

600. and in some cases over 1000 by 1000) look less

than five minutes to render. The 35mm film automati

cally advances to the next frame; in all, the process is

simpler than setting up and using a printer.

ASDG's soflwarc documentation is adequate but I

did feel that a basic concept or two were glossed over.

One important consideration is that Ihe CI3000 dis

plays and records square pixels, whereas Amiga high

or low resolution pixels are taller than they are wide.

The C13000 Saver documentation mentions this, but

doesn't prescribe any way to preprocess images.

Referring back to the main ADPro manual, the user

finds a description of scaling square pixel images to

correct their appearance on Amiga displays, but no

mention of sending data to a square pixel device.

The answer's simple, anyway: images should be

scaled lo about 117 per cent of their height (for low

and hi-res pixels) before being output on the CI3000.

This corrects the aspect ratio of the image so that it

won't look compressed.

I also thought that the description of the centering

and sizing process could have been better. Provided

the user has the pack film back, it only takes a couple

of exposures to work it out. but better documentation

would have been welcome.

This last is a fairly petty concern, and 1 have no sig

nificant complaints about the hardware or software.

The 24-bit images I recorded as slides are beautifully

reproduced, and the process of exposing film is simple

and direct. The worst moment I had during the review

was having to pack ihe unit up and send it back.

ADPro's versatility and abilities for image translation

make an Amiga and CI3000 system a viable core for an

imaging service bureau. With an Amiga 3000. utilities

for reading and writing MS/DOS and Macintosh disks.

and all the combined features ofADPro and the C13(XX),

a service bureau could meet ihe needs ofjust about any

client on a comparatively inexpensive system.

Highly recommended. --t-
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PRODUCT REVIEW by Megan Ward

QMS ColorScript 100

The top of this 24-bit graphic was output to the QMS ColorScript 100

at a resolution of 300 dpi (75 lines per inch) while the bottom was

sent to film at 1200 dpi {133 lines per inch).

First off. I'd like to squelch a rumor. It

seems color PostScript printers are

being touted as pre-press color proofing

systems, eliminating the need for tradi

tional film-based color proofs. This is

not true. People have unfortunately lost

sight of (he fact that what you see on paper may not be

the same as what you see on film. While it is true you

can get an accurate proof of what you wish to obtain,

only a traditional color proof pulled from llie negatives

can show you exactly what will be printed on the

presses...provided, of course, you have paid homage to

the proper plate, press, and paper deities.

Now that we have an understanding of the process. I

can go on to what color printers are really for. They

are answers to all the gnawing little questions that

wake designers up at four-thirty A.M. 'How will those

puce lines go with the real background? Is there

enough contrast in the red logo to lead the reader's

eye awayfrom the robot erotica and entice him to read

the product text? Isn't black fe.xt too -you know - bor

ing?' Well, steep tight my little pretties, QMS is about

to become your persona! sandman.

The QMS ColorScript 100 model 30i is a 300 dots-

per-inch thermal printer, with the capability of printing

16.S million colors via the Adobe PostScript page-

description language. I) has 35 resident fonts, and con

nects to RS232C. RS422, Centronics parallel. Apple-

QMS

ColorScript 100

model 30i

$12,995.00

QMS, Inc.

1 Magnum Pass

P.O. Box 81250

Mobile, AL

36689

205-633-4300

Talk ports, and maybe even a radar detector. It retails

for $12,995.00, which may send your checkbook reel

ing, but hey, this is for business, so let's keep it in per

spective. If you and your staff of five are willing to

stay home from the annual Seybold seminars for two

years running, you have just paid for the printer of

your dreams. Better yet, count the number of times you

received film and match prints only to rework the layout.

105 mistakes would pay for the printer and its supplies.

You see, these supplies are cheap compared to what

a professional designer typically runs up against. A

color proof can easily run $75. But with the Col

orScript, that same page runs between 56 and 83 cents

for the special thermal paper and transfer film inks.

(Supplies can be ordered directly from QMS.)

There are two sizes of paper and corresponding ink

film. To change sizes you must change both. The

smaller size uses an 8.5x11 inch sheet, but in order for

the machine to print four colors it needs four passes,

so much of the paper is reserved Tor feeding and grip

ping, leaving you with only 8.1x8.9 inches of active

print area. Size B paper is 11x17. with a substantial

10.6x14.9 active area. Our final output film is 10x13

so the color proofs have room for crop marks, bleed

area, and registration marks.

It is fascinating to watch the QMS prim a page. It

pulls paper from a holding tray located at the back of

the top of the printer. It feeds the page through rollers,

thermally imprinting one color to the appropriate areas

and onto the the output area on the top. The page

stands almost straight up against a plastic sleeve, but

like slow motion slapstick, just as you reach for the

page it reverses course and goes back inside for

another pass and another color. On the final pass it

gives an extra little shove, landing the page on a ledge

where it sits out of the way of future pages. The regis

tration is remarkably accurate.

For the most part, I sent Professional Page V2.0

output directly to the QMS. I settled on 75 Ipi and no

color correction. It color corrected a teal color as green

(when off) or blue (when on), but never as teal. Some

of this may be due to the QMS printer, which leans

towards strong, vibrant colors, but I am sure the lack

of an Amiga color PostScript printer driver didn't help.

All in alt, I found the QMS ColorScript WO to be a

great tool (yes tool, not toy), for desktop publishing

four-color work. Among our favorite uses for this

printer was producing original art for small runs of

four-color promotional materials. We took the page to

our local color copier center and had them run off 100

copies at a cost well below what a printer could quote,

and the turnaround time is much shorter, usually same

day service. If your business needs a color PostScript

printer, don't buy before you look at this one.
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FOR ORDERS AND - **AA -»i-rt ftrnr
information in 1-xflfi-#n(|-R!iK!i

USA & CANADA CALL I OUU / UO DllUU
Priler Hours: l/WFhurs, 9uin-7pin/Fti, 9ui]i-6:30pni/Cl.OStDSQl/Siin,9:30-6(FT)

AMIGA 500 EXPANSION KIT
SUPRARAM 5O0S12K RAM EXPANSION wtihCLOCK,

CALENDAR and MASTER 3A-1 EXTERNAL DRIVE

ESTABLISHED

1967 1MB EXPANDABLE TO 9MB* BUILT-IN 3.5'

DISK DRIVE • SYSTEM SOFTWARE
MOUSE

OR

WHITE TO:

outside usa (718)600-0790
& CANADA CALL \M ■ <>|OT^ U/7V

MONTGOMERV (IRANI: MAIL ORDER DEPT.
P.O. BOX 58 BROOKLYN, IUV, 11230

»flX#718G923372/TELEX422132MGRANT "

m lA.'t OUTLET PEM1M STATION, MAIN CONCOURSE

(Beneath Madison Sq. Garden) NYC, 10001

Store Mrs: MON-WED, 97 / THURS, 9-8 / FRI, 3*6 / SAT-CLOSED / SUN, 9:30-7

VIDEO TOASTER
CALL

FOR THELOWESTPRICE

PERSONAL TBC $769
MANYOTHER TIME BASE CORRECTORS

(TBC) AVAILABLE
TOASTER TUTORIAL VIDEO CASSETTE

AVAILABLE

AMIGA 2000HD....$1399 AMIGA 2500/30....$2849
AMIGA 2500/100. $3229

ALL MODELS AVAILABLE

Starting as low as S2149

AMIGA SOOP. „ CALL

AMIGA PERIPHERALS
A-501 RAM EXPANSION $79

A-2088D XT BRIDGEBOARD $449
A-2286DATBRIIDGEBOARD $599

A-2630/4 ACCELERATOR

KfT (25MHZ. 68030, 4MB, 68882) $1499

A-1680 MODEM W/CABLE $69

1084 RGB
COLOR

MONITOR

S27B

AMIGA 500 8 AMIGA 2000

COMPATIBLE HARD DRIVE PKGS.
MX'nMATCHTHESESCSICONTROLLERSitHARD

DRIVES TO FTTTHE RIGHTPACKAGE FOR YOU!

SCSI CONTROLLERS

DATARYERA-500 $145

DATA FLYER FOR A-2000 .$85

SUPRA WQRDSYNC (A-2000) $109

GVPSEHIESIlHCA-2000 $159

GVPSERIESIIHC8/0 A-2000 $195

TRUMPCARD200O(Exp.to4MB) S139

TRUMPCARD200QPRO(Exp.lo4MB) $219

TRUMP CARD A-500 (Exp. !o 4MB) S219
TRUMP CARD A-500 PRO (Exp. to 4MB) $269

XETECFASTTRAKA-500;A-100Q(Exp.1o4MB)..S299

XETEC FASTCARD PLUS (Exp to 8MB) $199

AdSCSI 2080 A-2000 (Exp, IO8MB) $169

RAPID ACCESSTURBO A-2000 $169

RAPID ACCESS TURBO A-500 S259

HARD DRIVES

SEAGATE ST-157N-1 (49MB) $259

SEAGATE ST-177N (60MB) $349

SEAGATE ST-1096N (80MB. 3 5") $369
SEAGATE ST-1186N (186MB 3.5") $689

QUANTUM40MB

QUANTUM 52MB (LOW PROFILE).

QUANTUM 105M8

QUANTUM 105MB (LOW PROFILE) $489

QUANTUM 170MB $749

QUANTUM 210MB $819

NEW

AIRDRIVE INTERNAL DRIVE lor A-2000 $89
AMIGA 10001200 BAUDMODEM(VOLKS) $49

AMIGA 1000 MEMORIES, PARTS

& ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
AMIGA 3000 32 Bit Memory. AVAILABLE

AMIGAVISION SOFTWARE $65

AMIGA 1.3 ROM (8850) $39

AMIGA 1 MB FATTER AGNUS CHIP(8372A). ,.$99

AMAX-IIPACKAGE «

FUJITSU MAC COMPATIBLE DRIVE i- / O
MAC ROMS CALL

A-MAXEMULATORII S129

APPLIED ENGINEERING

1.52MB HI-DENSfTY DRIVE _..$199

ATonce PC/AT EMULATOR 5259

A-2000 ADAPTOR...AVAILABLE

GVP RAM 8/2 A-2000

(2MB EXP. 10 8MB) 5219

NEWSEHES II

A-2000 22MHZ/iMBexp.lo13Ma<68882 CALL

A-2000 33MHz/4MBexp. to 16MB'6B882.AVA!LABLE

CALLFORLOW, LOWPRICES

SCSI HARD DRIVE PACKAGES AVAILABLE

2MB Daughter

Board Available

Memory Expansion for A-500 {uses A-501 Exp. Slot)
OK S99 1MB.. $139 3MB $229
512K. $119 2MB $179 4ME S269

GVP3001Kit(2BMHz.)w/68030.4MB, 68882 $1379

GVP3033KiI(33MHz.)W/6B030.4MB.68B82 S1579

GVP 3050 Kit (50 MHz)

W/68030, 4MB exp. 10 32MB, 68882 S2249

ABOVEK1TSMQUANTUM40MB. AOOS300

ABOVEKITSw/QUAffTUMBOMB. ADDJSOC

ABOVEKnSw/MAXTOR210MB ADD $950

GVP A-500 HD B+0/42MB $569

A-500 HD 8+0/52MB QUANTUM $609

A-500 HD 8+0/80MB QUANTUM $699

A-500 HD 8+O/1O5MB QUANTUM S829

RICOH 50MB Removable w/Cartridga $799

VIDEO PACKAGE
^Panasonic 1410 camera1 16mm cQ

Lens wit is •Copystnndw Lights ^aj
tDIGIVIEW GOLD 4.0 w

—Il Supra —|

BOMAC TOWER A-2000 $239

BROADCAST TITLERII $219
CALIFORNIA ACCESSCA-880 3.5" Disk Drive $95

BODEGA BAY
By CALIFORNIA ACCESS

EXPANSIONCONSOLE

Turn your A-500 intoaA-2000Compaiiblep||| I
KOW AVAILABLE ifHLL

COMMODORE

CD-TV

PRINTERS
STAR

NX-1001 S155.95
NX-1020R $195.95
NX-2420 $279.95

NX-242QR $299.95

CITIZEN PANASONIC

GSX-140 $289.95 KXP-1160 $159.95
GSX-145 KXP-1191 $234.95
Wide CarraiQQ S399.95 KXP-1123 $239 95
200GX $16995 KXP-112* S259 95

| Color Option Kits CALL KXP-1624 $359.95

HEWLETTPACKARD

I DESKJET 500 $499 PAINTJET $919
LASERJETS LASERJETIil
wToner. $899 w/Toner $1599

[PAINTJET XL $1849

COMMODORE MPS1270INK-JET $159

COLORBURST « $469

COLOR SPLITTER $105
DIGITALCREATIONSDCTVDC-10 $389

DIGIVIEWGOLDv.4.0 $119

EXCELLENCE 2.0 $105
FUCKER FIX ER -...$235

FLICKER FIXER PAL $269

FLICKER FIXER GENLOCK OPTION $49
FLICKERFIXERDEB2000 $99

FRAMEGRABBER $419
FRAMEGRABBER 256 $499

FUJITSU COMPATIBLE DRIVE

forA-MAX $169

SUPRA BOOXP HARD DRIVES
512K. 20MB $379 2MB.20MB $439
512K, 40MB $485 2MB.40MB $559
512K, 52MB $529 2MB.52MB $573
512K, 105MB $749 2MB, 105MB SB19

2MB THRU 8MB VERSIONS AVAILABLE

GOLDEN IMAGE

HANOSCANNER wiWIGRAPH TOUCH-UP $249
OPTO-MECH MOUSE $35

OPTICAL MOUSE $49

GENLOCKS
AMIGEN $95 MINIGEN $188
SUPERGEN $629
SUPERGEN2000S $1339
VIDTECHSCANLOCK $759
VIDTECH VIDEOMASTER $1049

■ / %

III I 3
NEIVNOVIA20I

20MBINTERNAL

DRWEbfA-500

ICD ADSPEED Excellemtor (14.3MHz.) $225

ICD FUCKER FREE VIDEO. $329

INSIDER II Internal Memory for A-1000
OK Expandable to 1.5MB

512K $229 1MB $259 1.5MB $289

IMAGINE $189

LATTICE C5.1 $189

LATTICECit $119

LIVE; A-2000 $279

MASTER 3A-1 3.5'DISK DRIVE $65

MASTER 3A-1D $99

MASTER 5A-1 5.25 DISK DRIVE $149

MEGA-MIDGET RACER (25MHz.) $629

MEGA-MIDGETRACER (33MHz.) $729

MICRO R&D

Heavy OutyPowerSuppiyfor A-500 $

MINI MEG A-10002MBEXTERNALMEMORY $249 I
PAGESTREAM2.1 $169

PANASONIC 1410W/LENS $189
PBOFESSIONALPAGE2.0 $209

PROVIDEOGOLD $129

PRO VIDEO POST $169

PROWRITE 3.1 $89

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS
DOUBLE TALK A-500. A-20O0/A-3O0O

(ASM, A2000, A3000 Networking,

Amiga to Mac Compatble) $419

SCALA $269

SCULPT ANIMATE 4D $289 |
SHARP JX100 COLOR SCANNER

W/SOFTWARE&CABLES $699:

TURSOSILVER3.0 $65

WORDPERFECT (AMIGA) $155

XETECCDROM

CDX-650E EXTERNAL $689
CDX-6501 INTERNAL $589

MONITORS
seikoi44o $549

e
"MR

SUPRA RAM BOORX .-(28 '189
512K tXPANDABLi TO SMB-PASS THRU BUS

SUPRA2400 SUPRA24OOPLUS
EXTERNAL MO0EM W/MNP5, V.42, bis.$165
W/CABLE $115 SUPRA 2400 Zl

SUPRA24002I PLUS $159
1NTERNALNO0EM.SH4 SUPRA9600
SUPRA2400MNP... $145 PLUS $549

SUPRA3.5" EXTERN ALDR1VE $98

SUPRA RAM 2000
OK $105 4MB $262 8MB $429
2MB .$182 6MB $349

SUPRA RAM 500 512K $CQ

Expansion tor A-500 OO

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE or ORDER STATUS CAll: (718)692-1148
CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS: MON-THURS Sam-Spm/Fftl 9atn>4|ini/SUN 10am-4pm

NO SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS
WE INVITE CORPORATEAND EDUCATIONAL CUSTOMERS. DISCOUNTS

FOR QUANTITY ORDERS. RUSH, 2nd DAY & NEXT DAYAIR SERVICE AVAILABLE.

CUSTOMER TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Ccrlilied check. Bank Check Money Orders. Approved P.O.B.Viso.Masicrcaid, Amcx.OpiJtna. Dmcis
Club. Cane-Blanche. COD's & Wire Ttanslcis accepted. Please call beloie submilling P.O.s. Nan-
certified checks must wai! 2-4 weeks tor clearance. Puces and availability subject lo change wilnout
nolice. Noi responsible tor typographic errors. Return of detective merchandise must ha«c prior
return authorization number or telur ns will not beaccepied. Shipping* Handling additional. Second
Dav&NcxI Day Atr available at cxiiaeost. Canadian oiders please cantor shipping rales. APOI-PO
ordeis please add 10N, shipping 4 handling -min.SI5(OverSi200-8t'=.pMcr$3000-e<>0)- M APO FPO
oiders ate shipped first class prioiily ait. All ordets can be shipped air express. Call for details. We
check lor credit caidihctl. DCA #000233. Amiga isaregisieiodliademark of Commodoie Amiga, inc.



FREE Product Info From
To receive free information from participating advertisers in this issue:
Circle the reader service numbers on the card below assigned to advertisers which interest you.

Fill in your name and address where indicated and mail. Please attach the proper postage to the card.

READER SERVICE

Fill out this card carefully. You may check more than one answer

to the questions at right. PLEASE PRINT.

Mr. Ms.

Name

Company

Title

Address

City/State/Zip

( ) __ (_

FaxPhone

101 106 111 116 121

102 107 112 117 122

103 108 113 118 123

104 109 114 119 124

105 110 115 120 125

151 156 161 166 171

152 157 163 167 172

153 158 163 168 173

154 159 164 169 174

155 160 165 170 175

201 206 211 216 221

202 207 212 217 222

203 208 213 218 223

204 209 214 219 224

205 210 215 220 225

A. Which type ol Amiga do you own?

1 □ Amiga 500 4 H Amiga 2500

2 1 Amiga 1000 5 1 Amiga 3000

3 3 Amiga 2000 6 ~l None

B. Which ol the following software

products ate you hkely to purchase

within the next year?

7 n Desktop Publishing

8 fl Wordprocessing

9 n Video

10 □ Graphics/Animation

11 3 Sound/Music

12 □ Productivity

13 H UNIX

14 □ Entertainment

15 n Educational

C. Which of the following hardware products are

you likely to purchase within Ihe next year?

16 3 Mass Storage 19 "1 Video Hardware

17 D Accelerators 20 ~l Monitors

18 "1 Printers 21 1 Other

D. What applications are your

primary interests?

22 n Desktop Publishing

23 3 Wordprocessing

24 3 Video

25 n Graphics/Animation

26 n Sound/Music

27 T Productivity

28 "1 On-line Services

29 □ UNIX

30 1 Entertainmen!

31 "1 Educational

E. How did you receive this

copy of .info?

32 ~l Subscription

33 "1 Newsstand

34 3 Borrowed

35 1 Library, etc.

251 256 261 266 271

252 257 262 267 272

253 258 263 268 273

254 259 264 269 274

255 260 265 270 275

301 306 311 316 321

302 307 312 317 322

303 308 313 318 323

304 309 314 319 324

305 310 315 320 325

351 356 361 366 371

352 357 362 367 372

353 358 363 368 373

354 359 364 369 374

355 360 365 370 375

126 131 136 141 146

127 132 137 142 147

128 133 138 143 148

129 134 139 144 149

130 135 140 145 150

176 181 186 191 196

177 182 187 192 197

178 183 188 193 198

179 184 189 194 199

180 185 190 195 200

READER S

226 231 236 241 246

227 232 237 242 247

228 233 233 2-:3 248

229 234 239 244 249

230 235 240 245 250

276 281 286 291 296

277 232 287 292 297

278 283 288 293 298

279 284 289 294 299

280 265 290 295 300

326 331 336 341 346

327 332 337 342 347

328 333 338 343 348

329 334 339 344 349

330 335 340 345 350

376 381 386 391 395

377 382 387 392 397

378 383 388 393 398

379 384 389 394 399

380 385 390 395 400
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WHEN YOU WANT MORE
THAN EMPTY

"I consider Project D to be akin to a well equipped luxury automobile; it gives a

smooth ride and lots of easy to use operations." - AmigaWorld

"Project D is certainly one of the most sophisticated, yet easy to use, disk utility

packages available for the Amiga" - Amiga Sentry

"The user interface is wonderful..." .info Rated: 4+ stars - .info Magazine

Introducing the most complete disk utility system ever

created for the Amiga. Project D includes a powerful

Amiga disk copier, a special format copier, a software

indexing utility and a disk editor. Project D also

represents over three years of continuous support and

enhancements.

BackupTool gives you the power to protect your

software investment by making backup copies of your

Amiga floppy disks. It will copy both non-protected and

protected disks, deprotecting most of your favorite

copy-protected software with ease. It supports up to four

disk drives and lets you copy to multiple drives at the

same time.

OmniTool allows you to duplicate disks that you

may have for other computers. It is able to copy most

protection schemes used by other computers and will

even copy software that cannot be duplicated on the host

machine! The OmniTool is able to duplicate the Atari

ST, MS-DOS, CP/M and Xenix disk formats. It will also

allow you to quickly duplicate most music synthesizer

disk formats including Ensoniq and Roland.

EditorTool will give the expert user complete

control overAmigaDOS floppy disks and hard drives.

You can examine and edit disks at the sector level in

HEX and ASCII. Features include data and bitmap

block checksumming as well as boot block

checksumming. You can search through the edit buffer

for virus text, hidden passwords, messages and hex

values. You can also edit MFM data on floppy disks.

Now Shipping Project D Version 2.0

AmigaDOS Release 2 Compatible

CatalogTool will help you organize and index your

software library. It can automatically read filenames

from any AmigaDOS file system (DFO: HDO: etc.) or

you can enter filenames manually. You can then quickly

separate and sort your filenames into different categories.

Updating Project D is simple and inexpensive. We

will notify you ofnew parameters every three months,

and you can order updates as often as you like, for as low

as $10. Project D is not copy protected in any way and

is completely compatible with the Amiga's multi-tasking

operating system.

You get all this for $59.95 and that includes shipping

and handling! So call now and order your copy of the

best Amiga disk utility system, today!

Project 0: BackupTool Copyright 1987-98 Fuller Conputer Systens, Inc.

Using "\l\zli ui] 'J,-i

GEGIII

JVERIFY

JIHDEXSYHC

vjAUDIO SEEP

ERCKUF CONTROL SELECTOR

CHOOSE BflCKUP MODE:

(• Standard flnigaDQS

JftnigaDOS Multicopy

JflutoflflGlC Paraneter

JHanual Paraneter

DRIVE CONFIGURRTION SELECTOR

SOURCE: (• OFB: J JDF2: J

TflRGET: JOFBI J (• DF2: J

TRACK POSITIOH SELECTOR

START RT CYLlBB HERO: 6 HEflB

B (• Both
STOP flT CYL: 79 HERDM jHead i

JHead 1

DISK BACKUP ERROR LIST
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Project D:
The Disk Copier...Plus!

AVAILABLE AT FINE AMIGA

DEALERS EVERYWHERE

...PROJECTD DELIVERS.
Fuller Compuier Systems, Inc. Post Office Box 9222 Mesa. Arizona 85214 Orders: (800) 874-DISK Tech Support: (602) 497-6070 FAX: (602)497-6071
Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc. Dealer Inquiries Invited Project D is a trademark of Fuller Computer Systems, Inc.



15 programmers & engineers, 4 custom

chips, 350,000 lines of code

and 5325 cinnamon cats later...

In early 1982 a

group of brilliant

computer designers

in Los Gatos, California

set out to create a new kind of

computer. Their dream was to

build a machine that would con

tain the visual power that

other computers lacked. So

they designed breakthrough

graphic coprocessors, power

ful sprites, and then built it all

around NTSC video timing. The

nickname for the machine was

Lorraine, and its mascot was a

red and white bouncing ball.

Thanhs, Jay

to October of 1985 Jay
Miner and his team of pioneers |

brought a stunning new creative

tool to the world. The Amiga was

a shining beacon of the future to

a special breed of hackers, artists,

and visionaries. One group of these

hackers was drawn together from

Team Toaster:

Hardware:

Timjenison.

Brad Caney,

Gary Krohe.*

Charles Steinkuehler.

Software:

Timjenison.

Stuart Furguson,

Sieve Hartford.

Allen Hastings.

Daniel Kaye.

Steve Kell,

Jamie Purdon.

Steve Speier.

Peter Tjeerdsma.

Ken Turcotte.

DiKumentation:

Robert Blackwell.

NickLavroff,*

Brent Malnack.

Steve Peterson.*

Tony Slutterhcim.

Software Design:

Paul Montgomery,

Mark Randall.

Kiki Stockhammer.
•not pictured

around the country to form NewTek

in Topeka. Kansas. They shared a

common desire to expand on the

technological marvel called the

Amiga. They saw the Amiga as more

than 8 computer, it was the begin

ning of a revolution.

The Super Amiga

What if the Amiga had more

resolution, more

colors, more

power.

more speed; in short, more of every

thing that makes the Amiga great?

It wouldn't be like a computer

anymore. It would be as powerful

as expensive network-level \ideo

equipment. But it would mean

designing four complex VLSI chips,

it would mean writing 350.000

lines of assembly language software.

Ultimately it would mean inventing

whole new technologies. Just the

kind of insane challenge that hack

ers can't resist. Perhaps more than

anything, the fact that "it couldn't be

done" is what drove "Team Toaster"

to do the impossible.

"iril Never Ship"

In early 1987, Team Toaster

moved away from the rest of NewTek

to a secret location codenamed

"Alcatraz." No office hours, no phone

calls, no interruptions. They worked

T0 hour weeks. They invented

bizarre tricks to drive the 68000,

copper, and blitter to new levels of

performance. They evolved strange

hardware hacks to emulate expen

sive parts. They concocted their

own cinnamon candy. Building the

Video Toaster became a

more ambitious

project

than the Amiga Itself, liven'

night, every weekend,

, every holiday, the

world went about its

business, and the lights

at Traz kept burning.

It didn't matter what

anyone else said, Team

Toaster was racing after

a very personal dream.

These 8 disks represent over 50

man-years of programming effort.

"We Hbve Toast"

In October 1990 the Video

Toaster® shipped. The world no

ticed. Everyone from USA Today

and The New York Times, to

Business Week and Rolling

Stone, is calling the Toaster the

hottest video product ever.

It has become the most suc

cessful Amiga product of

all time.

In fact, the Toaster

is so hot that it's bring

ing the Amiga to new

markets. The Video

Toaster stand-alone sys

tem (an Amiga 2000HD with

factory-installed Toaster) was the

hit of Comdex, the world's largest

IBM PC show, and was even

acknowledged as the hit of MacWorld

Hxpo by MacWeek Magazine. The

Video Toaster is giving our dealers

the opportunity to win over the cor

porate, educational, and pro video

users that ihe Amiga needs for

success in the nineties.

When the Amiga shipped in

October 1985 it held the promise

of video on a desktop. The shipment

of the Video Toaster fulfills that

promise. And by the way, the lights

are still on at 'Traz.

NewTek
INCORPORATED

1-800-843-8934

This sign sat

proudly in front

of Amiga head

quarters in Los

Gatos, California.

where the desktop

video revolution

began in October

of '85.

Amiga is a trademark of

Commodore-Amiga. Inc
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